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Dear Investors

As result of the steps the Company initiated in 2010 we

believe the Company is entering 2011 well positioned to

rebuld occupancy reduce debt and increase share value

as the economy continues to recover Our expectation is

that increasing demand combined with lack of new

supply coming into the market should result in increasing

occupancy rates and corresponding ability to raise rental

rates over the next several
years

During 2010 we leased 3.5 million
square feet approximately

one million square feet more than 2009 Fortunately this

exceptional increase in leasing activity helped offset to

large degree the amount of scheduled and unscheduled

lease expirations However there was small decrease in

overall occupancy At
year end 2010 our occupancy was

at 84.4 percent slightly above the national
average

but

decline from our 85.9
percent occupancy at the end of 2009

While we expect another year of strong leasing activity in

2011 we also expect an occupancy decline early in the
year

before improvement later in the year

The strong leasing acti\
ity

in 2010 came with increased

tenant improvement costs leasing commissions and

other expenses and new rents were at lower effective rates

than expiring leases as landlords competed for tenants by

lowering rates and offering more concessions The average

new lease receives one free month of rent for
every year

of the lease term The combination of increased leasing

costs and lower revenues had negative impact on

our property level cash flow in 2010 Ho\vever we believe

higher occupancies and higher effective net rents should

entually result in increased cash flows in later years

Despite the difficult operating environment our cash

position remained strong throughout the
year

and we

ended 2010 with 5238.3 million in cash and restricted

cash The primary use for this cash will be to fund leasing

activity and restructure ur refinance maturing debt In

oider to conserve cash we focused on aggressi ely

managing operating expenses including re bidding of

vendor contracts and successfully protesting real estate

taxes restricting capital expenditures to those necessary

for leasing space attracting new tenants or preserving the

value of our properties structui ing new leases to shorter

terms to minimize cash expenditures obtaining waivers

not deferrals of certain asset management fees from our

advisor in 2010 totaling $8.9 million and reducing the

amount of distributions and redemptions

The Company has strategically sold assets in the past year

to raise cash and limit our cash outflow exposure in certain

properties During 2010 we sold fie properties for total

net proceeds of $55.3 million portion of the proceeds

was used during 2010 to repay
debt and

support our leasing

activity and we intend to use the remainder of the proceeds

during 2011 toward funding of our leasing activity and

refinancing maturing debt

For most of our properties optimal alue will be realized by

holding those properties until market conditions impro

To this end we will continue to explore opportunities to

raise capital to strengthen the Companys balance sheet and

protect the value of your investment As an example in the

third quarter we engaged an intermediary to help identify

potential joint venture partners to inject new capital into our

200 South Wacker
property

in Chicago and are negotiating

joint venture arrangement with third party to allow us

to refinance the propertys $95.5 million debt and provide

the cash necessary to fund ongoing capital needs We have

also engaged an investment banking firm to explore other

liquidity sources that may include property or company-

level capital during 2011

As we have discussed previously we completed tremendous

amount of work toward restructuring and refinancing

debt obligations with near term maturities and will have

another active year in 2011 as we complete the refinancing

of approximately $5fi9 million in mortgage debt The

Companys debt is primarily property
level non recourse

debt We also plan to replace our revolving credit facility

which had $149.7 million dra\vn against it as of year end

2010 with new line of credit property-level financing

or some combination of the two The good news is that

the cost of new debt is still low and credit markets have

improved over the last
year

We believe that we will be able

to find sources of financing on reasonable terms OnLe we

have accomplished our financing goals for this
year we

have very limited amount of debt maturing before 2015

providing us great flexibility with future initiatives

The Company has come through the worst of the downturn

in the economy Our cash conservation efforts over the past

two years have helped preserve the core of the portfolio for the

expected rebound in commercial real estate values In certain

metropolitan areas we have already seen some rebound as

potential investors who have been sitting on the sidelines have

begun to come back to the market and bid up prices

Our focus remains on maximizing shareholder value laying

the groundwork for future increases in distributable cash

flow and positioning the portfolio to provide liquidity

opportunities for our shareholders Although the past

few years have been difficult as result of our ongoing

efforts we believe the Company is better positioned today

to take advantage of recovering economy As always we

thank you for
your

continued patience and support of

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Robert Behringer

Chairman

Robert Aisner

Chief Executive Officer and President
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Forward-Looking Statements

Certain statements in this Annual Report on Form 10Ic constitute forwardlooking statements within the

meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 as amended the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Securitics

Exchangc Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act These forward-looking statemcnts include discussion and

analysis of the financial condition of Behringer Harvard REIT Inc and our subsidiaries which may be referred to herein

as the Company we us or our including our future vacancy rates and oui ability to rent space on favorable terms

our ability to address debt maturities and fund our liquidity requirements our intentions to sell certain properties our need

to modify certain property loans to support the underlying asset values the value of our assets our anticipated capital

expenditures the amount and timing of anticipated future cash distributions to our stockholders the estimated
per

share

value of our common stock and other matters Words such as may anticipates expects intends plans
belie\ es seeks estimates would could should and variations of these words and similar expressions are

intended to identify forward-looking statements

These forward-looking statements are not historical facts but reflect the intent belief or current expectations of our

management based on their knowledge and understanding of the business and industry the economy and other future

conditions These statements are not guarantees of future performance and we caution stockholders not to place undue

reliance on forward looking statements Actual results may differ materially from those expressed or forecasted due to

ariety of risks and uncertainties including but not limited to the factors listed and described under Risk Factors in this

Annual Report on Form 10-K and the factors described below

market and economic challenges experienced by the U.S economy or real estate industry as whole and

the local economic conditions in the markets in which our properties are located

the inability of tenants to continue paying their rent obligations due to bankruptcy insol\ eney or

general downturn in their business

the availability of cash flow from operating activities to fund distributions and capital expenditures

our level of debt and the terms and limitations imposed on us by our debt agreements

the availability of credit generally and any failure to refinance or extend our debt as it comes due or

failure to satisfy the conditions and requirements of that debt

the need to invest additional equity in connection with debt refinaneings as result of reduced asset

values and requirements to reduce overall leverage

future increases in interest rates

our ability to raise capital in the future by issuing additional equity or debt securities selling our assets or

otherwise

our ability to retain our executive officers and other key personnel of our advisor our property manager

and their affiliates

conflicts of interest arising out of our relationships with our advisor and its affiliates

changes in the level of financial assistance or support provided by our sponsor or its affiliates

unfavorable changes in laws or regulations impacting our business or our assets and

.faetors that could affect our ability to qualify as real estate investment trust

Forward-looking statements in this Annual Report on Form 10-K reflect our managements view only as of the

date of this Report and may ultimately prove to be incorrect or false We undertake no obligation to update or revise

forward-looking statements to reflect changed assumptions the occurrence of unanticipated events or changes to future

operating results We intend for these forward-looking statements to be covered by the applicable safe harbor provisions

created by Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Exchange Act

Cautionary Note

The representations warranties and covenants made by us in any agreement filed as an exhibit to this Annual

Report on Form 10-K are made solely for the benefit of the parties to the agreement including in some eases for the

purpose of allocating risk among the parties to the agreement and should not be deemed to be representations warranties or

covenants to or with any other parties Moreover these representations warranties or covenants should not be relied upon

as accurately describing or reflecting the current state of our affairs



PART

Item Business

Organization

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc was incorporated in June 2002 as Maryland corporation and has elected to be

taxed and currently qualifies as real estate investment trust or REIT for federal income tax purposes We operate

institutional quality real estate We completed our first property acquisition in October 2003 and as of December 31 2010

we owned interests in 66 properties located in 22 states and the District of Columbia The properties include 65 operating

properties with space
that is currently approximately 84 leased to tenants and one property the initial development of

which was completed in November 2009 but which is currently unleased and not yet operational Properties located in the

metropolitan areas of Chicago Houston and Philadelphia represent approximately 5100 of the net operating income which

represents property revenue less property related expenses generated by our properties owned as of December 2010

We are externally managed and advised by Behringer Advisors LLC referred to herein as Behringer Advisors

or our advisor Texas limited liability company Behringer Advisors is responsible for managing our day-to-day

affairs and for identifying and making acquisitions and dispositions of investments on our behalf

substantially all of our business is conducted through Behringer Harvard Operating Partnership LP Behringer

OP Texas limited partnership organized in 2002 Our wholly owned subsidiary BHR Inc Delawnre corporation is

the sole general partner of Behringer OP Our direct and indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries BHR Business Trust

Maryland business trust and BHR Partners LLC Delaware limited liability company are limited partners holding

substantially all of Behringer OP

Our office is located at 15601 Dallas Parkway Suite 600 Addison Texas 75001 and our toll-free telephone

number is 866 655-1605 The name Behringer Harvard is the property of Behringer Harvard Holdings LLC Behringer

Harvard Holdings and is used by permission from Behringer Harvard Holdings

Our common stock is not listed on national securities exchange However between 2013 and 201 management

anticipates either listing our common stock on national securities exchange or liquidating our assets Depending upon

then prevailing market conditions it is the intention of our management to consider beginning the process of listing or

liquidating prior to 2013 In the event we do not obtain listing of our common stock or complete the liquidation of our

assets before the end of2017 our charter requires us to liquidate our assets unless majority of the board of directors and

majority of the independent directors extend such date

Investment Objectives

Our investment objectives are

to preserve protect and return stockholders capital contributions

to maximize cash distributions paid to stockholders

to realize growth in the value of our investments upon the ultimate sale of these investments and

to list our shares for trading on national securities exchange or if we do not list our shares before

the end of 2017 to make an orderly disposition of our assets and distribute the cash to our

stockholders unless majority of our directors including majority of our independent directors

extends this date

Operational and Investment Policies

We operate institutional quality real estate In particular we have focused on acquiring institutional quality office

properties that we believe have premier business addresses desirable locations and high quality construction and offer

personalized amenities leased to highly creditworthy commercial tenants We have focused substantially all of our

investments in institutional quality office properties or in development of these types of properties located in metropolitan

cities and suburban markets in the United States However our management and members of our board of directors have

extensive experience in investing in numerous types of properties and our charter does not limit us to such investments

Our investment strategy is intended to provide stockholders with geographically diversified portfolio of real estate assets

We have made our real estate investments in fee title or long-term leasehold estate through Behringer OP or

indirectly through limited liability companies or limited partnerships or through investments in joint ventures co-tenancies

or other co-ownership arrangements



Borrowing Policies

Our board of directors has adopted policy to generally limit our aggregate borrowings to approximately 5500 of

the aggregate value of our assets unless substantial justification exists that borrowing greater amount is in our best

interests For these purposes the aggregate value of our assets is equal to our total assets plus acquired below-market lease

intangibles each as reflected on our balance sheet at the time of the calculation without giving effect to any accumulated

depreciation or amortization attributable to our real estate assets Our policy limitation however does not apply to

individual real estate assets As of December 31 2010 we have borrowed approximately 56c of the aggregate value of

our assets These percentage amounts would increase if we use any unencumbered real estate assets to secure additional

borro\vings or borrow additional amounts on currently encumbered assets Our board of directors must review our

aggregate borrowings at least quarterly

Distribution Policy

In order to qualify as REIT for federal income tax purposes we must distribute at least 9O of our RE1T taxable

income to our stockholders annually We currently intend to make distributions to holders of shares of our common stock

at least at the level required to maintain our REIT status unless our results of operations our general financial condition

general economic conditions or other factors inhibit us from doing so Distributions are authorized at the discretion of our

board of directors based on its analysis of our forthcoming cash needs earnings cash flow anticipated cash flow capital

expenditure requirements cash on hand general financial condition and other factors that our board deems relevant The

boards decisions also are influenced in substantial part by the requirements necessary to maintain our REIT status under

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as amended the Code

Effective since May 2010 the declared distribution rate has been equal to monthly amount of $00083 per
share

of common stock which is equivalent to an annual rate of l.Ofo based on purchase price of $10.00 per share and 2.2

based on the December 31 2010 estimated valuation of $4.55 per share which increased from our May 17 2010

estimated valuation From April 2009 to April 2010 the declared distributions rate was equal to monthly amount of

$00271 per
share of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of 3.25c assuming the share was

purchased for $10.00

Distributions are paid to stockholders as of the monthly record dates selected by our board of directors There can

be no assurance that we will be able to achieve expected cash flows necessary to continue to pay distributions at any

particular level or at all

Public Offerings

We have completed three primary public offerings of our common stock On January 2009 we commenced

public offering of shares of common stock currently offered at price of $4.55 per share under our Distribution

Reinvestment Plan or DRP pursuant to Registration Statement on Form S-3 filed under the Securities Act We are

offering shares under our DRP until the earlier of January 2014 or the date we sell all $570 million worth of shares in this

offering As of December 31 2010 we had raised total of approximately $2.9 billion of gross offering proceeds as

result of all of our offerings inclusive of distribution reinvestments and net of redemptions

As of December 31 2010 we had 295276170 shares of our common stock outstanding which includes

271352628 shares issued through our primary offerings 5521002 shares issued as result of our 10c stock dividend in

October 2005 29501.377 shares issued through the DRP and 22000 shares issued to Behringer Harvard Holdings offset

by 11120.837 shares redeemed Net proceeds for the shares outstanding after selling commissions dealer manager fees

and organi7ation and offering expenses totaled approximately $2.6 billion

Tax Status

We have elected to be taxed and currently qualify as REIT for federal income tax purposes
As long as we

qualify for taxation as REIT we generally will not be subject to federal income tax at the corporate le el to the extent we

distribute annually at least 90c of our REIT taxable income as defined by the Code to our stockholders If fail to

qualify as REIT in any taxable year we will be subject to federal income tax including any applicable alternative

minimum tax on our taxable income at regular corporate rates Unless entitled to relief under specific statutory provisions

we also will be disqualified from taxation as REIT for the four taxable years following the
year in which we lose our

qualification Even if we qualify as REIT we may be subject to certain state and local taxes on our income and property

and to federal income and excise taxes on our undistributed income As of December 31 2010 and the date of this filing

we believe we are organized and operate in such manner as to qualify for taxation as REIT under the Code and we

intend to continue to operate in such manner but no assurance can be given that we will operate in manner so as to

qualify or remain qualified as RFIT



We elected for IPC US Inc to be taxed as REIT for federal income tax purposes since the tax year
ended

December 31 2008 IPC US Inc is our indirect subsidiary that we acquired December 12 2007 as part of our

acquisition of the subsidiaries of IPC US Real Estate Investment Trust IPC
Competition

We are subject to significant competition in seeking tenants for our properties The competition for highly

creditworthy tenants is intense and we may be required to provide rent concessions incur charges for tenant improvements

and other inducements or we may not be able to lease vacant space timely all of which would adversely impact oui iesults

of operations We also compete with sellers of similar properties when we sell properties which may rcsult in our

receiving lower proceeds from the sale or which may result in our not being able to sell such properties due to the lack of

an acceptable return Further if we were acquiring properties we would compete with other buyers who are interested in

properties we may acquire which may result in an increase in the amount that we would pay for such properties or may
result in us ultimately not being able to acquire such properties Some of our competitors including larger REITs have

substantially greater financial resources than we do and generally may be able to accept more risk They also may enjoy

significant competitive advantages that result from among other things lower cost of capital and enhanced operating

efficiencies

Regulations

Our investments and operations are subject to various federal state local and foreign laws ordinances and

regulations including among other things zoning regulations land use controls environmental controls relating to air and

water quality noise pollution and indirect environmental impacts such as increased motor vehicle activity We believe that

we have all permits and approvals necessary under current law to operate our investments

Environmental

As an owner of real estate we are subject to various environmental laws of federal state and local governments

Compliance with existing laws has not had material adverse effect on our capital expenditures earnings or competitive

position and management does not believe it will have such an impact in the friture However we cannot predict the

impact of unforeseen environmental contingencies or new or changed laws or regulations on our properties

Employees

We have no employees The employees of Behringer Advisors and other affiliates of Behringer Harvard Holdings

manage our business and perform frill range of services for us including acquisitions/dispositions property management

capital markets accounting legal asset management investor relations and other general and administrative

responsibilities

We depend on affiliates of Behringer Harvard Holdings for services that are essential to us including the services

listed above In the event that these companies were unable to provide these services to us we would be required to

provide such services ourselves or obtain such services from other sources

Financial Information About Industry Segments

Our current business consists of owning operating acquiring developing investing in and disposing of real estate

assets We internally evaluate operating performance on an individual property level and view all of our real estate assets

as one industry segment and accordingly all of our properties are aggregated into one reportable segment

Available Information

We electronically file annual reports on Form 10-K quarterly reports on Form 10-Q current reports on Form 8-K

and all amendments to those reports with the SEC We also have filed with the SEC registration statement in connection

with our current DRP offering Copies of our filings with the SEC maybe obtained from the website maintained for us and

our affiliates at www.behringerharvard.com or from the SECs website at www.secgov Access to these filings is free of

charge We are not incorporating our website or any information from the website into this Form 10-K

Item 1A Risk Factors

The factors described below represent our principal risks Other factors may exist that we do not consider to be

significant based on information that is currently available or that we are not currently able to anticipate The occurrence of

any of the risks discussed below could have material adverse affect on our business financial condition results of

operations and ability to pay distributions to our stockholders Our stockholders may be referred to as you or your in

this Item 1A Risk Factors section



Risks Related to Our Business in General

Recent market disruptions have and may continue to adversely impact many aspects of our operating results and

operating condition

The financial and real estate markets have undergone pervasive and fundamental disruptions The disruptions have

had and may continue to have an adverse impact on the availability of credit to businesses generally and real estate in

particular and have resulted in and could lead to further weakening of the U.S and global economies Our business is

affected by market and economic challenges experienced by the U.S economy or real estate industry as whole or by the

local economic conditions in the markets in which our properties are located including the dislocations in the credit

markets and general global economic recession Availability of debt financing secured by commercial real estate has

declined as result of tightened underwriting standards These conditions have and may continue to materially affect the

value of our investment properties and will likely continue to affect our ability to pay distributions the availability or the

terms of financing that we have or may anticipate utilizing and our ability to refinance any outstanding debt when due

These challenging economic conditions will also continue to impact the ability of certain of our tenants to enter into new

leasing transactions on terms acceptable to us or satisfy rental payments under existing leases Specifically the current

conditions have had or similarconditions existing in the future may continue to have the following consequences

the financial condition of our tenants many of which are financial legal and other professional firms

may be adversely affected which results in us having to increase concessions reduce rental rates or make

capital improvements beyond those contemplated at the time we acquired the properties in order to

maintain occupancy levels or to negotiate for reduced space needs which results in decrease in our

occupancy levels

an increase in the number of bankruptcies or insolvency proceedings of our tenants and lease guarantors

which could delay our efforts to collect rent and any past due balances under the relevant leases and

ultimately could preclude collection of these sums

significant job losses in the financial and professional services industries have occurred and may continue

to occur which may decrease demand for our office space and result in lower occupancy levels which

will result in decreased revenues and which could diminish the value of our properties which depends in

part upon the cash flow generated by our properties

credit spreads for major sources of capital may widen if stockholders demand higher risk premiums or

interest rates could increase due to inflationary expectations resulting in an increased cost for debt

financing

our ability to borrow on terms and conditions that we find acceptable may be limited which could result

in our investment operations generating lower overall economic returns and reduced level of cash flow

which could potentially impact our ability to make distributions to our stockholders at current levels

reduce our ability to restructure existing indebtedness or pursue acquisition opportunities if any and

increase our interest expense

further reduction in the amount of capital that is available to finance real estate which in turn could

lead to decline in real estate values generally slow real estate transaction activity reduce the loan to

value ratio upon which lenders are willing to lend and result in difficulty refinancing our debt including

our debt coming due in late 2011 related to our credit facility and significant portion of our Chicago

portfolio

the value of certain of our properties has decreased below the amounts we paid for them which may limit

our ability to dispose of assets at attractive prices or to obtain debt financing secured by our properties

and may reduce the availability of unsecured loans

the value and liquidity of our short-term investments if any could be reduced as result of the

dislocation of the markets for our short-term investments and increased volatility in market rates for such

investments or other factors and



one or more counterparties to derivative financial instruments that we enter into could default on their

obligations to us or could fail increasing the risk that we may not realize the benefits of these

instruments

For these and other reasons we cannot assure you that we will be profitable or that we will realize growth in the

value of our investments Further in light of the current economic conditions we cannot provide assurance that we will be

able to sustain the current level of our distributions If the conditions continue our hoard of directors may further reduce or

cease our distributions in order to conserve cash

We incur mortgage indebtedness and other borrowings which increases our business risks

We are permitted to acquire and historically have acquired real properties and other real estate-related

investments by assuming existing financing secured by the asset or by borrowing new funds In addition we may incur or

increase our mortgage debt by obtaining loans secured by some or all of our assets to obtain funds to fund loan workouts

related to other properties acquire additional investments or to pay distributions to our stockholders We also may borrow

funds if necessary to satisfy the requirement that we distribute at least 90% of our annual REIT taxable income or

otherwise as is necessary or advisable to assure that we maintain our qualification as REIT for federal income tax

purposes

Although our charter imposes limits on our total indebtedness there is no limit on the amount we may invest in

any single property or other asset or on the amount we can borrow to purchase any individual property or other investment

Further we may exceed the limits set forth in our charter if approved by majority of our independent directors

In addition to our charter limitation our board of directors has adopted policy to generally limit our aggregate

borrowings to approximately 55 of the aggregate value of our assets which is defined as our total assets plus acquired

below-market lease intangibles each as reflected on our balance sheet at the time of the calculation without giving effect to

any accumulated depreciation or amortization attributable to our real estate assets unless substantial justification exists that

borrowing greater amount is in our best interests Our policy limitation however does not apply to individual real estate

assets As of December 31 2010 we have borrowed approximately 56% of the aggregate value of our assets This

percentage amount would increase if we use any unencumbered real estate assets to secure additional borrowings or borrow

additional amounts on currently encumbered assets Our board of directors must review our aggregate borrowings at least

quarterly

We do not borrow money secured by particular real property unless we at the time of the borrowing believe the

propertys future projected cash flow is sufficient to service the mortgage debt However if there is shortfall in cash

flow then the amount available for distributions to stockholders may be affected Principal and interest payments reduce

cash that would otherwise be available for other purposes Further incurring mortgage debt increases the risk of loss

because loss in investment value is generally borne entirely by the borrower until such time as the investment value

declines below the principal balance of the associated debt and defaults on indebtedness secured by property may
result in foreclosure actions initiated by lenders and our loss of the property securing the loan that is in default We have

experienced defaults resulting in our having to transfer properties to the respective lenders and may be required to do so

again if our loans do not support the underlying asset values For tax purposes foreclosure is treated as sale of the

property for purchase price equal to the outstanding balance of the debt secured by the mortgage If the outstanding

balance of the debt secured by the mortgage exceeds our tax basis in the property we would recognize taxable income on

foreclosure but would not receive any cash proceeds From time to time we provide full or partial guarantees to lenders of

mortgage.debt to our indirect subsidiaries that own our properties When we guarantee debt on behalf of an entity that

owns one of our properties we will be responsible to the lender for satisfaction of the dbbt if it is not paid by the entity 10

date we have not been required to fund any of the guarantees that we have provided If any mortgages contain cross

eollateralization or cross-default provisions there is risk that more than one real property may be affected by default

Our indebtedness adversely affects our Jinancial health and operating flexibility

As result of our indebtedness we are required to use material portion of our cash flow to pay principal and

interest on our debt which limits the cash flow available for other purposes In addition we may not generate sufficient

cash flow after debt service to among other things fund capital expenditures or continue paying distributions in the near

term or at all



Our level of debt and the limitations imposed on us by our debt agreements including our credit facility

agreement could have significant adverse consequences to us regardless of our ability to refinance or extend our debt

including

limiting our ability to borrow additional amounts for among other things working capital capital

expenditures debt service requirements execution of our business plan or other purposes

limiting our ability to use operating cash flow in other areas of our business or to pay distributions Our

credit facility for example restricts us from paying distributions if the aggregate distributions paid or

declared during period of four consecutive quarters exceeds 95 of our fl.inds from operations during

that period and restricts us from paying any distributions other than as required to maintain our REIT

qualification or any advisory fees if an event of default has occurred and is continuing Funds from

operations as defined in the credit facility agreement is equal to net income or loss computed in

accordance with GAAP excluding gains or losses from extraordinary items or non-recurring gains or

losses but including gains or losses on sales of real estate in the ordinary course of business e.g build to

suits plus depreciation and amortization plus acquisition expenses required to be expensed beginning

in January 2009 plus asset management fees that are subordinate to the obligations and after

adjustments for unconsolidated partnerships and joint ventures Adjustments for unconsolidated

partnerships and joint ventures will be recalculated to reflect binds from operations on the same basis

increasing our vulnerability to general adverse economic and industry conditions

limiting our ability to capitalize on business opportunities and to react to competitive pressures and

adverse changes in governmental regulation

limiting our ability to fUnd capital expenditures tenant improvements and leasing commissions and

limiting our ability or increasing the costs to refinance our indebtedness

In addition breach of the financial and operating covenants in our debt agreements including our credit facility

agreement could cause default and accelerate payment which could have material adverse effect on our financial

condition Specifically violating the covenants contained in our credit facility agreement would likely result in us

incurring higher finance costs and fees and/or an acceleration of the maturity date of advances under thc credit facility

agreement

We may not be able to refinance or repay our indebtedness

We may not be able to refinance or repay our existing indebtedness At December 31 2010 our notes payable had

maturity dates that range from October 2010 to May 2017 Approximately $32.9 million or approximately of our

December 31 2010 outstanding debt matured in 2010 but remained outstanding and in default at December 31 2010

Approximately $691.5 million or approximately 25o of our December 31 2010 outstanding debt matures in 2011 Wc
have no debt maturing in 2012 Due to reduced values of our investments limited cash flows from opcrating

activities our debt level the cost and terms of new or refinanced indebtedness and material changes in lending

parameters including lower loan-to-value ratios we may face significant challenges refinancing oui current debt on

acceptable terms

Further we may not have the binds necessary to repay our debt as it matures Failure to refinance or extend our

debt as it comes due or failure to satisfy the conditions and requirements of that debt could result in an event of default

We have experienced and may continue to experience defaults or events of default with respect to our existing

indebtedness which has required us to either restructure the debt in way that is supported by the underlying asset values

of the properties collateralizing the debt or to purchase or pay off the debt at discount In situations where we ha\ been

unable to restructure the debt or to purchase or pay off the debt at discount we have transferred the underlying property to

the lender We can provide no assurance that with respect to any other indebtedness that we may be unable to repay we

will be able to restructure that debt or to purchase or pay off that debt at discount which could result in lenders

accelerating that debt or foreclosing on the related property If our debt is accelerated the value of our assets may not be

sufficient to repay the debt in bill If we are unable to refinance or repay our debt as it comes due and maintain sufficient

cash flow our business financial condition and results of operations will be materially and adversely affected

Furthermore even if we are able to obtain extensions on our existing debt those extensions may include operational and

financial covenants significantly more restrictive than the covenants on existing indebtedness Any extensions will also



require us to pay certain fees to and expenses of our lenders My fees and cash flow restrictions will affect our ability to

fund our ongoing operations and to pay distributions

We may not be able to raise capital to repay debt or finance our operations

We are evaluating various options to raise capital including through the sale of certain of our assets or interests in

assets or equity offerings There can be no assurance that any of these options will be successful If we sell assets it will

likely have the effect of teducing cash flow flom operating activities Further if We decide to raise capital by offeiing

shares of common or preferred stock or any other securities that are convertible into exercisable or exchangeable for our

capital stock the issuance would have the effect of diluting the proportionate equity interest and voting power of our

existing stockholders

The economic climate generally and property specific issues such as vacancies and lease terminations have

negatively affected the value of our investment properties and therefore reduces our ability to sell these properties on

acceptable terms even if Behringer Advisors believes that doing so would be in our best interest Our ability to sell our

properties is also negatively affected by the weakness of the credit markets which increases the cost and difficulty for

potential purchasers to acquire financing as well as by the illiquid nature of real estate Finally the current economic

environment may encourage potential purchasers to offer less attractive terms for our properties These conditions also

negatively affect our ability to raise capital through other means including through the sale of equity either in the form of

common or preferred stock

We are uncertain of our sources for funding of future capital needs which could adversely affect the value of our

investments

We completed our last primary offering of shares in December 2008 and are only offering shares through our

DRP Unless we sell additional equity our ability to fund future property capital needs such as tenant improvements

leasing commissions and capital expenditures will depend on our ability to borrow sell assets or interests in assets or to

generate additional cash flows from operations We establish capital reserves on property-by-property basis as we deem

appropriate In addition to any reserves we estahlish lender may require escrow of reserves in excess of our established

capital reserves If these reserves are insufficient to meet our cash needs we may have to obtain financing from either

affiliated or unaffiliated sources to fund our cash requirements Additional borrowings will increase our interest expense

We cannot assure you that additional funding will be available to us for potential capital needs in the future If we do not

have sufficient reserves or generate sufficient cash from operations to fund capital improvements throughout the life of the

investment in property we may be required to defer necessary improvements to the property which may cause the

property to suffer from greater risk of obsolescence or decline in value or greater risk of decreased cash flow as

result of fewer potential tenants being attracted to the property If this happens we may not be able to maintain projected

rental rates for effected properties and our results of operations and ability to pay distributions maybe negatively impacted

Our stockholders are limited in their ability to sell their shares pursuant to our share redemption program

Our current share redemption program as approved by our board of directors limits the amount of shares that may
be redeemed in any given twelve-month period and the price at which the shares may be redeemed Subject to funds being

available we currently limit the number of shares redeemed pursuant to our share redemption program to 5% of the

weighted average number of shares outstanding during the twelve-month period immediately prior to the date of

redemption Our board of directors in its sole discretion may amend suspend or terminate our share redemption program

at any time it determines that doing so is in our best interest or to reduce the number of shares purchased under the share

redemption program if it determines the funds otherwise available to fund the program are needed for other purposes In

2009 our board determined to suspend until further notice redemptions other than those submitted in respect of

stockholders death disability or confinement to long-term care facility referred to herein as exceptional redemptions
In November 2010 the board set funding limit of $4.25 million for exceptional redemptions considered in 2011

proportional to each redemption period or $1062500 per period

If participation in the DRY decreases we may not have sufficient funds available to redeem all shares subnzitted for

redemption pursuant to the share redemption program and we may not be able to redeem shares

We redeem shares under our share redemption program subject to some important restrictions and limitations For

example the funds used for redemption during any period may not exceed the amount of
gross proceeds generated from the

sale of shares through the DRP during the period consisting of the preceding four fiscal quarters for which financial

statements are available less any redemptions during the same period In addition our board has from time to time in its

sole discretion further limited the funds that we use to redeem shares We cannot predict with any certainty how much if
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any DRP proceeds will be available to thud redemptions under our share redemption program If participation in the DRP

decreases and fewer proceeds are generated from DRP sales then our ability to redeem shares under our share redeniption

program will be further limited and we may not be able to redeem shares submitted to us for redemption

Unless we generate sufficient cash flow from operating activities to fund distributions to our stockholders and capital

requirements of our properties we will make distributions from other sources including cash on hand which may

negatively impact our ability to sustain or pay distributions

Distributions are authorized at the discretion of our board of directors based on its analysis of our forthcoming

cash needs earnings cash flow anticipated cash flow capital expenditure requirements cash on hand general financial

condition and other factors that our board deems relevant Actual cash available for distTibution may vary substantially

from estimates Historically the amount of our declared distributions has exceeded our cash flow from operating activities

but because of the participation level in our DRP which results in reinvestment of distributions in shares of our common

stock the net cash that we have historically been required to pay in distributions has been less than cash flow from

operating activities However cash flow from operating activities has been insufficient to fund both the net cash required

to fund distributions and the capital requirements of our properties For example in 2010 our properties required

approximately $44.0 million for capital expenditures excluding real estate under development and the net cash required to

fund distributions to our common stockholders was approximately $30.4 million but our cash flow from operating

activities was only $49.3 million As result portion of the net cash required for distributions and capital expenditures

was funded from cash on hand

If the level of participation in our DRP decreases the net cash required to fund distributions may excecd cash flow

from operating activities before funding any of the capital requirements of our properties Further if cash flow from

operating activities continues to be insufficient to fund both the net cash required to fund distributions and the capital

requirements of our properties portion of distributions will continue to be funded with cash on hand or from other

sources and the level of our distributions may not be sustainable For example we may generate cash to pay distributions

from financing activities components of which may include borrowings including borrowings secured by our assets in

anticipation of future operating cash flow In addition from time to time our advisor and its affiliates have agreed but are

not required to waive or defer all or portion of the acquisition asset management or other fees or other incentives due to

them enter into lease agreements for unleased space pay general administrative
expenses or otherwise supplement investor

returns in order to increase the amount of cash available to make distributions to our stockholders To the extent

distributions exceed net cash or cash flow generated by operating or financing activities the level of distributions may not

be sustainable and our board of directors could further reduce or eliminate distributions

Ifparticipation in the DRP decreases our capital would be constrained and we would have to use greater proportion

of our cash on hand cash flow from operating activities or investing or financing activities to meet our general cash

requirements

The proceeds that we receive from participants choosing to reinvest distributions in additional shares has

historically been an important source of capital for us To the extent that material number of DRP participants choose to

terminate or reduce their level of participation our capital would be further constrained and we would have to use greater

proportion of our cash on hand cash flow from operating activities or investing or financing activities to meet our general

cash requirements which would reduce cash available for distributions and could result in our board of directors further

reducing or ceasing distributions

Stockholders have limited control over changes in our policies and operations

Our board of directors determines our major policies including those regarding investment policies and strategies

financing growth debt capitalization REIT qualification and distributions Our board of directors may amend or revise

certain of these and other policies without vote of the stockholders

We may not successfully provide stockholders with liquidity event

We anticipate providing our stockholders with liquidity event by for example listing our common stock on

national securities exchange or selling our assets and distributing the proceeds to our stockholders Our board is not

required to consider the
process

of listing or liquidation prior to February 2013 subject to then prevailing market

conditions Market conditions and other factors could cause us to delay liquidity event beyond this period and to defer

stockholder vote or any liquidation event indefinitely Therefore if we delay liquidity event or arc not successful in

implementing our exit strategy your shares will continue to be illiquid
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If we internalize our management functions the percentage of our outstanding common stock owned by our other

stockholders may be reduced and we could incur other significant costs associated with being self mnanagedL

At some point iii the future we may consider intemalizing the functions performed for us by our advisor and

property manager The method by which we could internalize these functions could take many forms although the method

or cost of internalizing cannot be determined or estimated at this time If we acquired our advisor and property manager as

part of an internalization the amount and form of any consideration that we would pay in this type of transaction could take

many fuirns For example we could acquire the advisor and property manager through merger in which we issue shares

of our common stock for all of the outstanding common stock or assets of these entities Issuing shares of our common

stock would reduce the percentage of our outstanding shares owned by stockholders prior to any transaction Further

issuing promissory notes could reduce our net income cash flow from operating activities and our ability to make

distributions particularly if internalizing these functions does not produce cost savings There is no assurance that

internalizing our management functions would ultimately prove beneficial to us and our stockholders For example we

may not realize the perceived benefits or we may not be able to properly integrate new staff of managers and employees

or we may not be able to effectively replicate the services provided previously by our advisor property manager or their

affiliates In addition we may not be able to effect an internalization plan that enables us to retain all of the employees of

our advisor or property manager or to maintain relationship with our sponsor Internalization transactions involving the

acquisition of advisors or property managers affiliated with entity sponsors have also in some cases been the subject of

litigation Even if these claims are without merit we could be forced to spend significant amounts of money defending

claims which would among other things reduce the amount of funds available for us to refinance our indebtedness invest

in real estate pay distributions or use for other purposes

Your percentage interest in Behringer Harvard REIT Inc will be reduced if we issue additional shares

Existing stockholders do not have preemptive rights to any shares issued by us in the future Our charter currently

has authorized 400000000 shares of capital stock of which 382499000 shares are designated as common stock 1000

shares are designated as convertible stock and 17500000 are designated as preferred stock Subject to any limitations set

forth under Maryland law our board of directors may increase the number of authorized shares of capital stock increase or

decrease the number of shares of any class or series of stock designated or reclassi any unissued shares without obtaining

stockholder approval Shares may be issued in the discretion of our board of directors The percentage of our outstanding

shares owned by stockholders at the time of any issuance will likely be reduced if we sell additional shares of our

common stock in the future including those issued pursuant to the DRP sell securities that are convertible into shares

of our common stock issue shares of our common stock in private offering of securities issue shares of common

stock upon the conversion of the convertible stock issue shares of our common stock upon the exercise of the options

granted to our independent directors or employees of Behringer Advisors and HPT Management our property management

company or their affiliates issue shares of our common stock to our advisor HPT Management or their successors or

assigns or issue shares of our common stock to sellers of properties acquired by us in connection with an exchange of

limited partnership interests of Behringer OP In addition the partnership agreement for Behringer OP contains provisions

that would allow under certain circumstances other entities including other Behringer Harvard sponsored programs to

merge into or cause the exchange or conversion of their interest for interests of Behringer OP Because the limited

partnership interests of Behringer OP may be exchanged for shares of our common stock any merger exchange or

conversion between Behringer OP and another entity ultimately could result in the issuance of substantial number of

shares of our common stock therefore reducing the number of outstanding shares owned by our other stockholders

Further our board of directors could authorize the issuance of stock with terms and conditions that subordinate the rights of

the current holders of our common stock or have the effect of delaying deferring or preventing change in control of us

including an extraordinary transaction such as merger tender offer or sale of all or substantially all of our assets that

might provide premium price for our stockholders

The failure of any bank in which we deposit our funds could reduce the amount of cash we have available to pay

distributions and make additional investments

We have diversified our cash and cash equivalents between several banking institutions in an attempt to minimize

exposure to any one of these entities However the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or FDIC generally only

insures limited amounts per depositor per insured bank We have cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash deposited in

interest bearing transaction accounts at certain financial institutions exceeding these federally insured levels If any of the

banking institutions in which we have deposited funds ultimately fails we may lose the portion of our deposits that exceed

the federally insured levels The loss of our deposits would reduce the amount of cash we have available to distribute or

invest
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Interest-only indebtedness may increase our risk of default and ultimately may reduce our funds available for

dtctribution to our stockholders

We have obtained and continue to incur interest related to interest-only mortgage indebtedness During the

interest only period the amount of each scheduled payment is less than that of traditional amortizing mortgage loan The

principal balance of the mortgage loan will not be reduced except in the case of prepayments because there are no

scheduled monthly payments of principal during this period Afler the interest-only period we will be required either to

make scheduled payments of amortized principal and interest or to make lump-sum or balloon payment at maturity

These required principal or balloon payments will increase the amount of our scheduled payments and may increase our

risk ot default under the related mortgage loan and will reduce the thnds available for among other things distribution to

our stockholders

Increases iii interest rates could increase the amount of our debt payments and adversely aJjŁct our ability to make

distributions to our stockholders

We have borrowed money that bears interest at variable rates and we are exposed to increases in costs in rising

interest rate environment Increased payments will reduce the funds available for other needs including among other

things distributions to our stockholders because cash otherwise available for distribution will be required to pay increased

interest costs In addition if rising interest rates cause us to need additional capital to repay indebtedness we may be

forced to sell one or more of our properties or investments in real estate at times which may not permit us to realize the

return on the investments we would have otherwise realized

To hedge against exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations we may use derivative financial instruments Derivative

financial instruments may be costly and ineffective and may reduce the overall returns on your investment

From time to time we may use derivative financial instruments to hedge exposures to changes in exchange rates

and interest rates on loans secured by our assets and investments in collateralized mortgage-backed securities Derivative

instruments include interest rate swap contracts interest rate cap or floor contracts futures or forward contracts options or

repurchase agreements Our actual hedging decisions are determined in light of the facts and circumstances existing at the

time of the hedge and may differ from time to time There is no assurance that our hedging acti ities will have positive

impact on our results of operations or financial condition We might be subject to costs such as transaction fees or breakage

costs if we temlinate these arrangements

To the extent that we use derivative financial instruments to hedge against exchange rate and interest rate

fluctuations we arc exposed to credit risk basis risk and legal enforceability risks In this context credit risk is the failure

of the counterparty to perform under the terms of the derivative contract If the fair value of derivative contract is

positive the counterparty owes us which creates credit risk for us Basis risk occurs when the index upon which the

contract is based is more or less variable than the index upon which the hedged asset or liability is based thereby making

the hedge less effective Finally legal enforceability risks encompass general contractual risks including the risk that the

counterparty will breach the terms of or fail to perform its obligations under the derivative contract particularly in light of

current market conditions Further the REIT provisions of the Code may limit our ability to hedge the risks inherent to our

operations We may be unable to manage these risks effectively

We may enter into derivative contracts that could expose us to contingent liabilities in the future

Derivative financial instruments may require us to find cash payments upon the early termination of derivative

agreement caused by an event of default or other early termination event The amount due \vOuld be equal to the unrealized

loss of the open swap positions with the respective counterparty and could also include other fees and charges In addition

some of these derivative arrangements may require that \ve maintain specified percentages of cash collateral with the

counterparty to fund potential liabilities under the derivative contract We may have to make cash payments in order to

maintain the required percentage of collateral with the counterparty These economic losses would be reflected in our

results of operations and our ability to find these obligations would depend on the liquidity of our respective assets and

access to capital at the time

4/ne lose or are unable to obtain key personnel our ability to implement our investment strategie.s could be delayed or

hindered

Our ability to achieve our investment objectives depends to significant degree upon the continued contributions

of our executhe officers and other key personnel of Behringer Advisors and HPT Management and their affiliates We do

not have employment agreements with our executive officers Although several of our executive officers have entered into
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employment agreements with affiliates of Behringer Advisors including Harvard Property Trust LLC these agreements

are terminable at will and we cannot guarantee that they will remain affiliated with our advisor We believe that our future

success depends in large part on the ability of Behringer Advisors and HPT Management and their affiliates to hire and

retain highly-skilled managerial and operating personnel Competition for
persons

with these skills is intense and we

cannot assure you that Behringer Advisors and HPT Management and their affiliates will be successful in attracting and

retaining skilled personnel Further we have established and intend in the future to establish strategic relationships with

firms that have special expertise in certain services or as to assets both nationally and in certain geographic regions

Maintaining these relationships is important for us to effectively compere for assets We cannot assure you rhat we will be

successful in attracting and retaining these strategic relationships If we lose or are unable to obtain the services of our

executive officers and other key personnel of Behringer Advisors and HPT Management and their affiliates or do not

establish or maintain the necessary strategic relationships our ability to implement our investment strategy could be

delayed or hindered

limit on the number of shares person may own may discourage takeover

Our charter with certain exceptions authorizes our directors to take such actions as are necessary and desirable to

preserve our qualification as REIT Unless exempted by our board of directors no person or group may own more than

9.8% of our outstanding common or preferred stock in value or number of shares whichever is more restrictive This

restriction may have the effect of delaying deferring or preventing change in control of us including an extraordinary

transaction such as merger tender offer or sale of all or substantially all of our assets that might otherwise provide

stockholders with the opportunity to receive control premium for their shares

Maryland law prohibits certain business combinations which may make it more difficult for us to be acquired

Under Maryland law business combinations between Maryland corporation and an interested stockholder or

an affiliate of an interested stockholder are prohibited for five years after the most recent date on which the interested

stockholder becomes an interested stockholder These business combinations include merger consolidation share

exchange or in circumstances specified in the statute an asset transfer or issuance or reclassification of equity securities

An interested stockholder is defined as

any person who beneficially owns 1000 or more of the voting power of the then outstanding voting stock

of the corporation or

an affiliate or associate of the corporation who at any time within the two-year period prior to the date in

question was the beneficial owner of 1000 or more of the voting power of the then outstanding voting

stock of the corporation

person
is not an interested stockholder under the statute if the board of directors approved in advance the

transaction by which the person otherwise would have become an interested stockholder However in approving

transaction the board of directors may condition its approval on compliance at or after the time of approval with any terms

and conditions determined by the board

After the expiration of the five-year period described above any business combination between the Maryland

corporation and an interested stockholder generally must be recommended by the board of directors of the corporation and

approved by the affirmative vote of at least

80% of the votes entitled to be cast by holders of the then outstanding shares of voting stock of the

corporation and

two-thirds of the votes entitled to be cast by holders of voting stock of the corporation other than shares

held by the interested stockholder with whom or with whose affiliate the business combination is to be

effected or held by an affiliate or associate of the interested stockholder

These super-majority voting requirements do not apply if the corporations common stockholders receive

minimum price as defined under Maryland law for their shares in the form of cash or other consideration in the same form

as previously paid by the interested stockholder for its shares Maryland law also permits various exemptions from these

provisions including business combinations that are exempted by the board of directors before the time that the interested

stockholder becomes an interested stockholder The business combination statute may discourage others from trying to

acquire control of us and increase the difficulty of consummating any offer
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Maryland law limits the ability of third-party to buy large stake in us and exercise voting power in electing directors

Maryland law contains second statute that may have an anti-takeover effect This statute known as the Control

Share Acquisition Act provides that persons or entities owning control shares of Maryland corporation acquired in

control share acquisition have no voting rights with respect to those shares except to the extent approved by vote of

two-thirds of the corporations disinterested stockholders Shares of stock owned by the acquirer by officers or by

employees who are directors of the corporation are not considered disinterested for these purposes Control Shares are

shares of stock that taken together with all other shares of stuck the acquirer previuusly acquired would entitle the acquirer

to exercise voting power in electing directors within one of the following ranges of voting power

one-tenth or more but less than one-third of all voting power

one-third or more but less than majority of all voting power or

majority or more of all voting power

Control Shares do not include shares of stock the acquiring person
is entitled to vote as result of having

previously obtained stockholder approval control share acquisition means the acquisition of Control Shares subject to

certain exceptions The Control Share Acquisition Act does not apply to shares acquired in merger consolidation or

share exchange if the corporation is party to the transaction or acquisitions approved or exempted by our charter or

bylaws Our bylaws exempt any acquisition by any person of shares of our common stock from the Control Share

Acquisition Act

Your investment return may be reduced if we are required to register as an investment company under the Investment

Company Act

We are not registered and do not intend to register as an investment company under the Investment Company Act

of 1940 as amended based on exclusions that we believe are available to us If we were obligated to register as an

investment company we would have to comply with variety of substantive requirements mder the Investment Company
Act imposing among other things

limitations on capital structure

restrictions on specified investments

prohibitions on transactions with affiliates and

compliance with reporting record keeping voting proxy disclosure and other rules and regulations that

would significantly change our operations

In order to be excluded from regulation under the Investment Company Act we must engage primarily in the

business of acquiring and owning real estate assets or real estate-related assets We rely on exemptions or exclusions

provided by the Investment Company Act for the direct ownership or the functional equivalent thereof of certain

qualifying real estate assets or by engaging in business through one or more majority-owned subsidiaries as well as other

exemptions or exclusions The position of the SEC staff generally requires us to maintain at least 55% of our assets directly

in qualifying real estate interests in order for us to maintain our exemption Mortgage-backed securities may or may not

constitute qualifing real estate assets depending on the characteristics of the mortgage-backed securities including the

rights that we have with respect to the underlying loans

To maintain compliance with the Investment Company Act exemption we may he unahle to sell assets we would

otherwise want to sell and may need to sell assets we would otherwise wish to retain In addition we may have to acquire

additional income or loss generating assets that we might not otherwise have acquired or may have to forgo opportunities to

acquire interests in companies that we would otherwise want to acquire and would be important to our investment strategy

The method we use to classify our assets for purposes of the Investment Company Act is based in large measure

upon no-action positions taken by the SEC staff in the past These no-action positions were issued in accordance with

factual situations that may be substantially different from the factual situations we may face and number of these no
action positions were issued more than ten years ago No assurance can be given that the SEC staff will concur with our

classification of our assets In addition the SEC staff may in the fliture issue further guidance that may require us to re

classify our assets for purposes of qualif4ng for exemption from regulation under the Investment Company Act If we are
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required to re-classi our assets we may no longer be in compliance with the exemption from the definition of an

investment company provided by Section 3c5C of the investment Company Act

if we were required to register as an investment company but failed to do so we would be prohibited from

engaging in our business and criminal and civil actions could be brought against us In addition our contracts \vould be

unenforceable unless court required enforcement and court could appoint receiver to take control of us and liquidate

our business

Our rights and the rigIzt of our stockholders to recover claims against our officers directors and advisor are limited

Our charter states that we may indemnify our directors our officers our employees our agents and our advisor

and its affiliates for losses or liability they may suffer so long as the person seeking indemnity has determined that the

course of conduct that caused the loss or liability was in our best interests they were acting on our behalf or performing

services for us the liability was not the result of negligence or misconduct by our non-independent directors our advisor

and its affiliates or gross negligence or willEd misconduct by our independent directors and the indemnification is

recoverable only out of our net assets or the proceeds of insurance and not from the stockholders As result we and our

stockholders may have more limited rights against our directors officers employees and agents and Behringer Advisors

and its affiliates even if their conduct causes loss to us In addition we may be obligated to band the defense costs

incurred by our directors officers employees and agents or Behringer Advisors in some cases

We may have increased exposure to liabilities from litigation as result of participation in Section 1031 TIC

transactions

Many of our acquisitions of TIC interests were structured to qualify for like-kind exchange treatment under

Section 1031 of the Code These transactions referred to herein as Section 103 TIC Transactions ere structured as

the acquisition of real estate owned in
co-tenancy arrangements with parties seeking to defer taxes under Section 1031 of

the Code including single member limited liability companies or similar entities referred to as Behringer Harvard

Exchange Entity We may provide accommodation in support of or otherwise be involved in such Section 1031 TIC

Transactinns

There are significant tax and securities disclosure risks associated with the related offerings of co-tenancy interests

to 1031 participants Changes in tax laws may negatively impact the tax benefits of like-kind exchanges or cause these

transactions not to achieve their intended purpose Furthermore the Internal Revenue Service or IRS may determine

that the sale of TIC interests is prohibited transaction under the Code which would cause all of the gain if any we

realize from the sale to be taxed with none of the gain available for distribution to our stockholders The IRS also may
audit the purchasers of TIC interests and successfully challenge the qualification of the transaction as like-kind exchange

in certain Section 1031 TIC Transactions we could receive fees in connection with our provision of accommodation in

support of the transaction and as such even though we do not sponsor
these Section 1031 TIC Transactions we may be

named in or otherwise required to defend against any lawsuits brought by 1031 participants because of our affiliation with

sponsois of these transactions wInch exposes us to the risks uf litigation arid could require us to expend funds defending

claims brought against us

We have acquired certain properties in the form of TIC or other co-tenancy arrangements and may continue to acquire

additional interests from other third party TIC owners of those properties Therefore we are subject to risks associated

with co-tenancy arrangements that otherwise may not be present in non-co-tenancy real estate investments

We have entered into TIC or other co-tenancy arrangements to acquire certain properties Whether acquired as

planned co-tenancy or as the result of an accommodation or other arrangement disclosed above ownership of co-tenancy

interests involves risks generally not otherwise
present with an investment in real estate including

the risk that co-tenant may at any time have economic or business interests or goals that are or that

become inconsistent with our business interests or goals

the risk that co-tenant may be in position to take action contrary to our instructions or requests or

contrary to our policies or objectives

the possibility that an individual co-tenant might become insolvent or bankrupt or otherwise default

under the applicable mortgage loan financing documents which may constitute an event of default under

all of the applicable mortgage loan financing documents or allow the bankruptcy court to reject the
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tenants-in-common agreement or management agreement entered into by the co-tenants owning interests

in the property

the possibility that co-tenant might not have adequate liquid assets to make cash advances that may be

required in order to Rind operations maintenance and other expenses
related to the property which could

result in the loss of current or prospective tenants and may otherwise adversely affect the operation and

maintenance of the property and could cause default under the mortgage loan financing documents

applicable to thc property and may result in late charges penalties and interest and may lead to the

exercise of foreclosure and other remedies by the lender

the risk that co-tenant could breach agreements related to the property which may cause default

under or result in personal liability for the applicable mortgage loan financing documents violate

applicable securities law and otherwise adversely affect the property and the co-tenancy arrangement or

the risk that default by any co-tenant would constitute default under the applicable mortgage loan

financing documents that could result in foreclosure and the loss of all or substantial portion of the

investment made by the co-tenants

General Risks Related to Investments in Real Estate

Our operating results are affected by economic and regulatory changes that nay have an adverse impact on the real

estate market in general

Our operating results are subject to risks generally incident to the ownership of real estate including

changes in general economic or local conditions

changes in supply oL or demand for similaror competing properties in an area

ability to collect rent from tenants

increasing vacancy rates or inability to rent space on favorable terms

changes in interest rates and availability of permanent mortgage Rinds that may render the sale of

property difficult or unattractive

the illiquidity of real estate investments generally

changes in tax real estate environmental and zoning laws and

periods of high interest rates and tight money supply

We may be limited in our ability to vary our portfolio in
response to changes in economic market or other

conditions including by restrictions on transfer imposed by our lenders Additionally the return on our real estate assets

also may be affected by continued or exacerbated general economic slowdown experienced by the local economies where

our properties are located including

poor
economic conditions may result in defaults by tenants of our properties

job transfers and layoffs may cause vacancies to increase and

increasing concessions reduced rental rates or capital improvements may be required to maintain or limit

decline in occupancy levels

For these and other reasons we cannot assure you that we will be profitable or that we will realize growth in the

value of our investments
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The geographic concentration of our portfolio may make us particularly susceptible to adverse economic developnzents

in thc real estate markets of those areas

In addition to general regional and national economic conditions our operating results are impacted by the

economic conditions of the specific markets in which we have concentrations of properties Properties located in the

mctropolitan areas of Chicago Houston and Philadelphia represent approximately 51% of the net operating income which

represents property revenue less property related expenses generated by our properties owned as of December 2010

Any adverse economic real estate developments in these markets such as business layoffs or downsizing industry

slowdowns relocations of businesses changing demographics and other factors or any decrease in demand for office
space

resulting from the local business climate could adversely affect our property revenue and hence net operating income

concentration of our investments in any one property class may leave our profitability vulnerable to downturn in

that sector

Substantially all of our investments are focused on institutional quality office properties As result \ve are

subject to risks inherent in investing in single type of property The impact of downturn in demand for institutional

quality office properties is likely more pronounced than if we had more frilly
diversified our investments

We may be unable to secure funds forfuture tenant improvements

We may be required to expend substantial finds to improve or refUrbish leasable
space

either to retain existing

tenants or to attract new tenants Although we have established reserves for capital improvements these reserves may not

be sufficient hich would require us to seek funds from other sources We cannot assure you that sufficient financing will

be available or if available skill be available on terms acceptable to us if at all Moreover certain reserves required by

lenders may be designated for specific uses and may not be available to use for tenant improvements Additional

borrowing for capital improvements will increase our interest incurred Failure to make these improvements could have

material adverse effect on the value of the impacted properties and the revenues generated by those properties

We may be unable to sell property on acceptable terms and conditions if at alL

We intend to hold our real properties and other investments until our board decides that sale or other disposition

is consistent with our investment objectives or until it
appears

that these objectives will not be met Otherwise Behringer

Advisors subject to approval of our board may exercise its discretion as to whether and when to sell property and we
will have no obligation to sell properties at any particular time except upon our liquidation if we do not cause the shares to

be listed for trading on national securities exchange by 2017 unless majority of the board of directors including

majority of the independent directors approve otherwise We believe it makes economic sense to sell properties in todays

market in certain instances such as when we believe the value of the leases in place at property will significantly decline

over the remaining lease term when the property has limited or no equity with near-term debt maturity when property

has equity but the projected returns do not justify fUrther investment or when the equity in property can be redeployed in

the portfolio in order to achieve better returns or strategic goals We may not be able to sell property or properties even if

Behringer Advisors believes doing so would be in our best interest Real estate investments generally and in particular

large office properties like those that we own often cannot be sold quickly As result of current economic conditions

potential purchasers may be unable to obtain financing on acceptable terms if at all thereby delaying our ability to sell our

real estate investments In addition the capitalization rates at which properties may be sold have generally risen since our

acquisition of the properties thereby reducing our potential proceeds from sale Consequently we may not be able to alter

our portfolio promptly in response to changes in economic or other conditions In addition the Code limits our ability to

sell properties that we have held for fewer than two years without resulting in adverse consequences to our stockholders

Furthermore properties that wn have owned for significant period of time or that we acquired in exchange for partnership

interests in our operating partnership may have low tax basis If we were to dispose of any of these properties in taxable

transaction we may be required under provisions of the Code applicable to REITs to distribute significant amount of the

taxable gain if any to our stockholders and this could in turn impact our cash flow In some cases tax protection

agreements with third parties may prevent us from selling certain properties in taxable transaction without incurring

substantial costs In addition purchase options and rights of first refUsal held by tenants or partners in joint ventures may
also limit our ability to sell certain properties All of these factors reduce our ability to respond to changes in the

performance of our investments

We may su/jŁr adverse consequences due to the financial difficulties bankruptcy or insolvency of our tenants

The current economic conditions may cause the tenants in any properties we own to experience financial

difficulties including bankruptcy insolvency or general downturn in their business We cannot assure you that any
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tenant that files for bankruptcy protection will continue to pay us rent bankruptcy filing by or relating to one of our

tenants or lease guarantor would bar efforts by us to collect pre-bankruptcy debts from that tenant or lease guarantor or

its property unless we receive an order permitting us to do so from the bankruptcy court In addition we cannot evict

tenant solely because of bankruptcy The bankruptcy of tenant or lease guarantor could delay our efforts to collect past

due balances under the relevant leases and could ultimately preclude collection of these sums If lease is assumed by the

tenant in bankruptcy all pre-bankruptcy balances due under the lease must be paid to us in frill If however lease is

rejected by tenant in bankruptcy we would have only general unsecured claim for damages An unsecured claim

would only be paid to the extent that fimds are available and only in the same percentage as is paid to all other holders of

general unsecured claims Restrictions under the bankruptcy laws further limit the amount of any other claims that we can

make if lease is rejected As result it is likely that we would recover substantially less than the full value of the

remaining rent during the term

We nay suffer uninsured losses relating to real property or pay excessively expensive prenziuins for insurance coverage

Although Behringer Advisors attempts to ensure that all of our properties are adequately insured to cover casualty

losses there are certain types of losses generally catastrophic in nature such as losses due to wars acts of terrorism

earthquakes floods hurricanes pollution or environmental matters which are uninsurable or not economically insurable or

may be insured subject to limitations such as large deductibles or co-payments Insurance risks associated with potential

terrorist acts could sharply increase the premiums we pay for coverage against property and casualty claims Mortgage

lenders generally insist that specific coverage against terrorism be purchased by commercial property owners as condition

for providing mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans We cannot be certain that this coverage will continue to be available

or available at reasonable cost if at all which could inhibit our ability to finance or refinance our properties We may be

required to provide other financial support either through financial assurances or self-insurance to cover potential losses

We cannot assure you that we will have adequate coverage for any losses we may suffer In the event that any of our

properties incurs casualty loss that is not frilly covered by insurance the value of that asset will be reduced by the

uninsured loss In addition other than any capital reserve we may establish we will have limited sources of funding to

repair or reconstruct any uninsured damaged property and we cannot assure you that those reserves will be sufficient

We may have to make decisions on whether to invest in certain properties without detailed information on the property

To effectively compete for the acquisition of properties and other investments our advisor and board of directors

may be required to make decisions or post substantial non-refundable deposits prior to completing our analysis and due

diligence on property acquisitions In these cases the information available to our advisor and board of directors at the

time of making any particular investment decision including the decision to pay any non-refUndable deposit and the

decision to consummate any particular acquisition may be limited and our advisor and board of directors may not have

access to detailed information regarding any particular investment property such as physical characteristics environmental

matters zoning regulations or other local conditions affecting the investment property Therefore there is no assurance that

our advisor and board of directors will have knowledge of all circumstances that may adversely affect an investment In

addition our advisor and board of directors expect to rely upon independent consultants in connection with evaluating

proposed investment properties and no assurance can be given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information

provided by these independent consultants

Development and construction projects are subject to delays that may materially increase the cost to complete the

project

We may from time to time develop and construct new properties or redevelop existing properties In doing so

we will be subject to the risks and uncertainties associated with construction and development including the environmental

concerns of governmental entities or community groups and our builders ability to control construction costs or to build in

conformity with plans specifications and timetables The builders failure to perform may necessitate legal action by us to

rescind the purchase or the construction contract or to compel performance Performance also may be affected or delayed

by conditions beyond the builders control Delays in completion of construction also could give tenants the right to

terminate preconstruction leases for space at newly developed project We may incur additional risks when we make

periodic progress payments or other advances to builders prior to completion of construction These and other such factors

can result in increased costs of project or loss of our investment In addition we are subject to normal lease-up risks

relating to newly constructed projects such as Three Fldridge Place or re-developed projects Furthermore we must rely

upon projections of rental income and expenses and estimates of the fair market value of property upon completion of

construction when agreeing upon price to be paid for the property at the time of acquisition of the property If our

projections are inaccurate we may pay too much for property and our return on our investment could suffer
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We may also invest in unimproved real property Retums from development of unimproved properties also are

subject to additional risks and uncertainties such as those associated with re-zoning

Acquiring or attempting to acquire multiple properties in single transaction may adversely affect our operation

From timc to time we have acquired and may continue to ac4uire multiple properties in single transaction

Portfolio acquisitions are more complex and expensive than single property acquisitions and subject to greater risk of not

closing Portfolio acquisitions also may result in us owning investments in geographically dispersed markets placing

additional demands on our ability to manage the properties in the portfolio In addition seller may require that
group

of

properties be purchased as package even though we may not want to purchase one or more properties in the portfolio In

these situations if wc are unable to identify another person or entity to acquire the unwanted properties we may be

required to operate or attcmpt to dispose of these properties Acquiring multiple properties in single transaction likely

requires us to accumulate large amount of cash The returns that we cam on this excess cash are typically less than the

ultimate retums generated by the real property and therefore accumulating such cash could reduce the finds available to

pay distributions to our stockholders

Our operating results will be negatively affected ifour investments including investments in TIC interests sponsored by

our sponsor do not nzeet projected distribution levels

Affiliates of Behringer Advisors have formed and organized number of TIC real estate projects Some of these

projects have not met the distribution levels or the leasing and operational thresholds projected by Behringer Harvard

Holdings and its affiliates Specifically several TIC investment programs have not benefited from expected leasing

improvements Behringer Harvard Holdings has provided support for some of these programs in the form of master leases

and other payments If projections related to our investments are inaccurate we may pay or have paid too much for an

investment and our retum on our investment could suffer

Sonic of our properties are concentrated in regions that are particularly susceptible to natural disasters

number of our properties arc located in gcographical areas such as Florida Louisiana and Texas that are

regularly impacted by severe storms hurricanes and flooding In addition according to some experts heightened

hurricane activity in the Gulf of Mexico could occur thus further impacting these geographical areas Natural disasters in

these areas may cause damage to our properties beyond the scope
of our insurance coverage thus requiring us to make

substantial expenditures to repair these properties and resulting in loss of revenues from these properties Further several

of these properties are located near the coast and are exposed to more severe weather than our properties located inland

Elements such as salt water and humidity in these areas can increase or accelerate wear on the properties weatherproofing

and mechanical electrical and other systems and cause mold issues over time As result we may incur operating costs

and expenditures for capital improvements at these properties in excess of those normally anticipated

The cost of complying with environmental and other governmental laws and regulations may adversely affect us

All real property and the operations conducted on real property are subject to federal state and local laws and

regulations including those of foreign jurisdictions relating to environmental protection and human health and safety

These laws and regulations generally govem wastewater discharges air emissions the operation and removal of

underground and above-ground storage tanks the use storage treatment transportation and disposal of solid and hazardous

materials and the remediation of contamination associated with disposals We also are required to comply with various

local state and federal fire health life-safety and similar regulations Some of these laws and regulations may impose joint

and several liability on tenants or owners for the costs of investigating or remediating contaminated properties These laws

and regulations often impose liability whether or not the owner knew of or was responsible for the presence of the

hazardous or toxic substances The cost of removing or remediating could be substantial In addition the presence of

these substances or the failure to properly remediate these substances may adversely affect our ability to sell or rent

property or to use the property as collateral for borrowing

Environmental laws and regulations also may impose restrictions on the manner in which properties may be used

or businesses may be operated and these restrictions may require substantial expenditures by us Environmental laws and

regulations provide for sanctions in the event of noncompliance and may be enforced by govemmental agencies or in

certain circumstances by private parties Third parties may seek
recovery

from owners of real properties for personal

injury or property damage associated with exposure to released hazardous substances Compliance with new or more

stringent laws or regulations or stricter interpretations of existing laws may require material expenditures by us For

example various federal regional and state laws and regulations have been implemented or are under consideration to

mitigate the effects of climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions Among other things green building codes
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may seek to reduce emissions through the imposition of standards for design consfruction materials water and
energy

usage and efficiency and waste management We are not aware of any such existing requirements that we believe will

have material impact on our current operations However ftiture requirements could increase the costs of maintaining or

improving our existing properties or developing new properties

Our costs associated with complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act may affect cash available for distributions

Our real properties are generally subject to the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 as amended Under this

Act all places of public accommodation are required to comply with federal requirements related to access and use by

disabled persons The Act has separate compliance requirements for public accommodations and commercial facilities

generally requiring that buildings and services be made accessible and available to people with disabilities The Acts

requirements could require removal of access barriers and could result in the imposition of injunctive relieL monetary

penalties or in some cases an award of damages We attempt to acquire properties that comply with the Act or any

relevant law or regulation of foreign jurisdiction or place the burden on the seller or other third-party such as tenant to

ensure compliance with those laws or regulations However we cannot assure you that we will be able to acquire

properties or allocate responsibilities in this manner

proposed change in U.S accounting standards for leases could reduce the overall demand to lease our properties

The existing accounting standards for leases require lessees to classify their leases as either capital or operating

leases Under capital lease both the leased asset and the contractual lease obligation are recorded on the tenants balance

sheet if one of the following criteria are met the lease transfers ownership of the property to the lessee by the end of the

lease term ii the lease contains bargain purchase option iii the non-cancellable lease term is more than 75 of the

useftil life of the asset or iv the present value of the minimum lease payments equals 90 or more of the leased

propertys fair value If the terms of the lease do not meet these criteria the lease is considered an operating lease and no

leased asset or contractual lease obligation is recorded by the tenant on its balance sheet

In order to address concerns raised by the SEC regarding the transparency of contractual lease obligations under

the cxisting accounting standards for operating leases the U.S Financial Accounting Standards Board FASB and the

International Accounting Standards Board IASB initiated joint project to develop new guidelines for lease accounting

The FASB and IASB collectively the Boards issued an Exposure Draft on August 17 2010 the Exposure Draft
which proposes substantial changes to the current lease accounting standards if adopted in its current form primarily by

eliminating the concept of operating lease accounting As result lease asset and obligation will be recorded on the

tenants balance sheet for all lease arrangements In addition the Exposure Draft if adopted in its current form would

impact the method in which contractual lease payments will be recorded In order to mitigate the effect of the proposed

lease accounting tenants may seek to negotiate certain terms of new lease arrangements or modify terms in existing lease

arrangements such as shorter lease terms or fewer extension options which would generally have less impact on tenants

balance sheets Also tenants may reassess their lease-versus-buy strategies This could result in greater renewal risk

shorter lease terms shift in the market away from leasing or making it more difficult for us to retain or obtain tenants

each of which may negatively impact our operations and ability to pay distributions

The Exposure Draft is subject to change and does not include proposed effective date however the Boards plan

to issue final standard regarding lease accounting in 2011

If we sell properties by providing financing to purchasers we will bear the risk of default by the purchaser

We may from time to time sell property or other asset by providing financing to the purchaser There are no

limits on our ability to accept purchase money obligations secured by mortgage as payment for the purchase price The

terms of payment to us will be affected by custom in the area where the property being sold is located and then-prevailing

economic conditions If we receive promissory notes or other property in lieu of cash from property sales the distribution

of the proceeds of sales to our stockholders or reinvestment in other properties will be delayed until the promissory notes

or other property are actually paid sold refinanced or otherwise disposed In some cases we may receive initial down

payments in cash and other property in the year of sale in an amount less than the selling price and subsequent payments

will be spread over number of years We will bear the risk of default by the purchaser and may incur significant litigation

costs in enforcing our rights against the purchaser
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Risks Related to Conflicts of Interest

We are subject to conflicts of interest arising out of our relationships with our advisor and its affiliates including the

material conflicts discussed below

Because number of Behringer Harvard real estate programs use investment strategies that are similar to ours

Behringer Advisors and its and our executive officers face conflicts of interest relating to the purchase and leasing of

properties and other investments and these conflicts may not be resolved in our favor

Affiliates of Behringer Advisors are currently sponsoring or have recently sponsored six public real estate

programs with substantially the same investment objectives and strategies as ours There may be periods during which all

of these programs are seeking to invest in similar properties and other real estate-related investments As result we may
be seeking to buy properties and other real estate-related investments at the same time as these other Behringer Harvard-

sponsored programs that are managed by officers and employees of our advisor and its affiliates Our executive officers

and the executive officers of our advisor are also the executive officers of other Behringer Harvard-sponsored REITs and

their advisors the general partners of Behringer Harvard-sponsored partnerships or the advisors or fiduciaries of other

Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs Behringer Advisors may choose property that provides lower returns to us than

property purchased by another Behringer Harvard-sponsored program In the event these conflicts arise we cannot assure

you that our best interests will be met when otficers and employees acting on behalf of our advisor and on behalf of

advisors and managers of other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs decide whether to allocate any particular property

to us or to another Behringer Harvard-sponsored program or affiliate which may have an investment strategy that is similar

to ours In addition we may acquire properties in geographic areas where other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs

own properties If one of the other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs attracts tenant that we are competing for we

could suffer loss of revenue due to delays in locating another suitable tenant Similar conflicts of interest may occur if our

advisor determines to make or purchase mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans or participations in mortgage bridge or

mezzanine loans on our behalf since other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs may be competing with us for these

investments

Our advisor and its affiliates including all of our executive officers and some of our directors face conflicts of interest

caused by their compensation arrangements with us which could result in actions that are not in the long-term best

interests of our stockholders

Our advisor and its affiliates including our property manager are entitled to substantial fees from us under the

terms of our advisory management agreement and property management agreement These fees were not negotiated at

arms length and reduce the amount of cash available for investment in properties or to pay distributions to stockholders

These fees could influence our advisors advice to us as well as the judgment of affiliates of our advisor

performing services for us Among other marters these compensation arrangements could affect their judgment with

respect to

continuing renewing or enforcing our agreements with our advisor and its affiliates including the

advisory management agreement and the property management agreement

property sales which reduce the asset management and property management fees payable to our advisor

but also entitle our advisor to real estate commissions and the possible issuance to our advisor of shares

of our common stock through the conversion of our convertible stock

property acquisitions from other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs which might entitle affiliates of

our advisor to real estate commissions and possible success-based sale fees in connection with its services

for the seller

property acquisitions from third parties which entitle our advisor to acquisition and advisory fees and

asset management fees

borrowings to acquire properties which increase the acquisition debt financing and asset management

fees payable to our advisor

determining the compensation paid to employees for services provided to us which could be influenced

in part by whether or not the advisor is reimbursed by us for the related salaries and benefits
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whether we seek to intemalize our management functions which could result in us retaining some of our

advisors key officers and employees for compensation that is greater than that which they currently earn

and which could require additional payments to affiliates to purchase the assets and operations of our

advisor

whether and when we seek to list our common stock on national securities exchange which could

entitle our advisor to the issuance of shares of our common stock through the conversion of our

convertible stock and

whether and when we seek to sell the company or its assets which sale could entitle our advisor to real

estate commissions and to the issuance of shares of our common stock through the conversion of our

convertible stock

The fees our advisor receives in connection with transactions involving the purchase and management of an asset

are based on the cost of the investment including the amount budgeted for the development construction and

improvement of each asset and are not based on the quality of the investment or the quality of the services rendered to us

This may influence our advisor to recommend riskier transactions to us Furthermore the advisor will refund these fees to

the extent they are based on budgeted amounts that prove too high once development construction or improvements are

completed but the fact that these fees are initially calculated in part based on budgeted amounts could influence our advisor

to overstate the estimated costs of development construction or improvements in order to accelerate the cash flow it

receives

In addition the conversion feature of our convertible stock could cause us to make different investment or

disposition decisions than we would otherwise make in order to avoid the stock conversion

Behringer Advisors will face conflicts of interest relating to joint ventures TIC investments or other co-ownership

arrangements that we enter with other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs which could result in disproportionate

benefit to another Behringer Harvard-sponsored program

We may enter into joint ventures TIC investments or other co-ownership arrangements with other Behringer

Harvard-sponsored programs to acquire develop or improve properties as well as to acquire other real estate-related

investments The executive officers of Behringer Advisors are also the executive officers of other Behringer Harvard-

sponsored REITs and their advisors the general partners of other Behringer Harvard-sponsored partnerships or the advisors

or fiduciaries of other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs These executive officers face conflicts of interest in

determining which Behringer Harvard-sponsored program should enter into any particular joint venture TIC or co

ownership arrangement These
persons may also have conflict in structuring the terms of the relationship between our

interests and the interests of the Behringer Harvard-sponsored co-venturer co-tenant or partner as well as conflicts of

interest in managing the joint venture

In the event that we enter into joint venture TIC investment or other co-ownership arrangements with another

Behringer Harvard-sponsored program or joint venture Behringer Advisors and its affiliates may have conflict of interest

in determining when and whether to buy or sell particular real estate property Our goals and objectives also may

diverge from those of our joint venture partner which could lead to deadlocks and delays in decisions to sell property or

result in the premature sale of property In the event that co-venturer has right of first refusal to buy out the other co

venturer it may be unable to finance the buy-out at that time If our interest is subject to buy/sell right we may not have

sufficient cash available borrowing capacity or other capital resources to allow us to purchase an interest of co-venturer

subject to the buy/sell right in which case we may be forced to sell our interest as the result of the exercise of the right

when we would otherwise prefer to keep our interest Furthermore we may not be able to sell our interest in joint venture

if we desire to exit the venture for any reason or if our interest is likewise subject to right of first refusal of our co

venturer or partner our ahility to sell such interest may he adversely impacted hy this right

Our officers face conflicts of interest related to the positions they hold with other entities affiliated with Behringer

Advisors which could diminish the value of the services they provide to us

Each of our executive officers is also an officer of Behringer Advisors our property manager or other entities

affiliated with Behringer Advisors including the advisors and fiduciaries to other Behringer Harvard-sponsored programs

As result these individuals owe fiduciary duties to these other entities and their equity holders which may conflict with

the fiduciary duties that they owe to us and our stockholders Their loyalties to these other entities and equity holders could

result in action or inaction that is detrimental to our business which could harm the implementation of our business strategy

and our investment and leasing opportunities In addition because these
persons

have competing interests on their time and
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resources they may have conflicts of interest in allocating their time between our business and these other activities

Conflicts with our business and interests are most likely to arise from involvement in activities related to allocating

new investments and management time and services between us and the other entities the timing and terms of the

investment in or sale of an asset development of our properties by affiliates of our advisor investments with

affiliates of our advisor compensation to our advisor and our relationship with our property manager

Because our ability to replace our property manager is restricted we may be unable to terminate the property

management agreement at the desired time which nay adversely affect our operations and the distributions we are able

to pay to our stockholders

Under the terms of our property management agreement we may terminate the agreement upon 30 days notice in

the event of and only in the event of showing of misconduct negligence or deliberate malfeasance by the property

manager in performing its duties We may be unable to tenninate the property management agreement at the desired time

which may have material adverse effect on the management and profitability of our properties

The percentage of our shares that you own will be diluted upon conversion of the convertible stock

Behringer Advisors purchased 1.000 shares of our non-participating non-voting convertible stock for an

aggregate purchase price of $1000 Under limited circumstances these shares may be converted into shares of our

common stock reducing the percentage of our common stock owned by stockholders prior to conversion The terms of the

convertible stock provide that generally holders of convertible stock will receive shares of common stock with an

aggregate value equal to 1500 of the amount by which our enterprise value including the total amount of distributions

paid to our stockholders exceeds the sum of the aggregate capital invested by our stockholders plus 900 cumulative

non-compounded annual return on such capital The shares of convertible stock will be converted into shares of common

stock automatically if

the holders of our common stock have received distributions equal to the sum of the aggregate capital

invested by stockholders and cumulative non-compounded annual return on this capital

the shares of common stock are listed for trading on national securities exchange or

the advisory management agreement expires and is not renewed or is terminated other than due to

termination because of material breach by our advisor and at the time of or subsequent to termination

the holders of our common stock have received distributions equal to the sum of the aggregate capital

invested by stockholders and cumulative non-compounded annual return on the capital

contributions through the date of conversion

Behringer Advisors can influence whether we terminate the advisory management agreement or allow it to expire

without renewal or whether our common stock is listed for trading on national securities exchange Accordingly

Behringer Advisors can influence both the conversion of the convertible stock issued to it and the resulting dilution of other

stockholders interests

Behringer Advisors faces conflicts of interest relating to the incentive fee structure under our advisory management

agreement which could result in actions that are not necessarily in the long-term best interests of our stockholders

Under our advisory management agreement Behringer Advisors is entitled to fees that provide incentives to our

advisor to perform in our best interests and in the best interests of our stockholders However because our advisor does not

maintain significant equity interest in us and is entitled to receive substantial minimum compensation regardless of

performance our advisors interests are not wholly aligned with those of our stockholders In that regard our advisor could

he motivated to recommend riskier or more speculative investments in order for us to generate the specified levels of

performance or sales proceeds that would entitle our advisor to fees In addition our advisors right to fees upon the sale of

our assets and to participate in sale proceeds could result in our advisor recommending sales of our investments at the

earliest possible time at which sales of investments would produce the level of return that would entitle the advisor to

compensation relating to such sales even if continued ownership of those investments might be in our best long-term

interest
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Our advisory management agreement also requires us to pay performance-based termination fee to our advisor

reduced by the value of shares of common stock issued or issuable upon conversion of our convertible stock in the event

that the advisory management agreement expires and is not renewed or is terminated other than because of material

breach by the advisor the holders of the common stock have received distributions equal to the sum of the capital invested

by such stockholders and 900 cumulative non-compounded annual return or the shares of common stock are listed for

trading on national securities exchange To avoid paying this fee our independent directors may decide against

terminating the advisory management agreement prior to our listing even if but for the termination fee termination of the

advisory management agreement would be in our best interest In addition the requirement to pay fee to our advisor at

termination could cause us to make different investment or disposition decisions than we would otherwise make in order to

satisfy our obligation to pay the fee to the terminated advisor Moreover our advisor has the right to terminate the advisory

management agreement upon change of control of our company and thereby trigger the payment of the performance fee

which could have the effect of delaying deferring or preventing the change of control

Because we rely on affiliates of Behringer Harvard Holdings to provide advisory and property management services if

Behringer Harvard Holdings is nnable to meet its obligations we may be required to find alternative providers of these

services which could disrupt our business

Behringer Harvard Holdings through one or more of its subsidiaries owns and controls our advisor and our

property manager These entities represent substantial part of Behringer Harvard Holdings business Although we

believe that Behringer Harvard Holdings currently has adequate working capital from both finds on hand and borrowing

capacity to meet its obligations its continued viability may be affected by its ability to continue to successfully sponsor

and operate real estate programs In the event that Behringer Harvard Holdings would be unable to meet its obligations as

they become due we might be required to find alternative service providers which could materially disrupt our business

Further given the non-compete agreements in place with Behringer Harvard Holdings employees and the non-solicitation

agreements we have with our advisor and property manager it would be difficult for us to utilize any current employees

that provide services to us

Risks Associated with Mortgage Lending

Our mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans may be impacted by unfavorable real estate market conditions which could

decrease the value of those loans

If we make or invest in mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans we will be at risk of defaults on those loans caused

by many conditions beyond our control including local and other economic conditions affecting real estate values and

interest rate levels We do not know whether the values of the property securing the mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans

will remain at the levels existing on the dates of origination of the loans If the values of the underlying properties drop

our risk will increase because of the lower value of the securities associated with the loan

The mezzanine loans in which we may invest would involve greater risks of loss than senior loans secured by income-

producing real properties

We may invest in mezzanine loans that take the form of subordinated loans secured by second mortgages on the

underlying real property or loans secured by pledge of the ownership interests of either the entity owning the real property

or the entity that owns the interest in the entity owning the real property These types of investments involve higher

degree of risk than loans secured by first mortgages on income producing real property because the investment may become

unsecured as result of foreclosure by the senior lender If borrowers of these loans are real estate developers our

investments may involve additional risks including dependence for repayment on successful completion and operation of

the project difficulties in estimating construction or rehabilitation costs and loan terms that often require little or no

amortization In the event of bankruptcy of the entity providing the pledge of its ownership interests as security we may
not have full recourse to the assets of the entity or the assets of the entity may not be sufficient to satisfy our mezzanine

loan If borrower defaults on our mezzanine loan or debt senior to our loan or in the event of borrower bankruptcy our

mezzanine loan will be satisfied only after the senior debt As result we may not recover some or all of our investment

Our nzortgage bridge or mezzanine loans will be subject to interest rate fluctuations which could reduce our returns as

compared to market interest rates and reduce the value of the loans ifwe sell the loans

If we invest in fixed-rate long-term mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans and interest rates rise the mortgage

bridge or mezzanine loans could yield return lower than then-current market rates If interest rates decrease we will be

adversely affected to the extent that mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans are prepaid because we may not be able to make

new loans at the previously higher interest rate If we invest in variable-rate loans and interest rates decrease our revenues
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will also decrease Finally if we invest in variable-rate loans and interest rates increase the value of the loans we own at

such time would increase For these reasons if we invest in mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans our returns on those

loans and the value of your investment will be subject to fluctuation in interest rates

We nay experience delays in liquidating defaulted mortgage mezzanine or bridge loans which could delay our ability to

pay cash distributions to our stockholders

If there are defaults under our mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans we may not be able to repossess and sell

quickly any properties serving such loans The resulting time delay could reduce the value of our investment in the

defaulted mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans An action to foreclose on property securing mortgage loan is regulated

by state statutes and regulations and is subject to many of the delays and expenses of any lawsuits brought in connection

with the foreclosure if the defendant raises defenses or counterclaims In the event of default by mortgagor these

restrictions among other things may impede our ability to foreclose on or sell the mortgaged property or to obtain

proceeds sufficient to repay all amounts due to us on the mortgage loan

Returns on our mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans may be united by regulations

The mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans in which we invest or that we may make may be subject to regulation

by federal state and local authorities or regulations by foreign jurisdictions and subject to various laws and judicial and

administrative decisions We may determine not to make mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans in any jurisdiction in which

we believe we have not complied in all material respects with applicable requirements If we decide not to make mortgage

bridge or mezzanine loans in several jurisdictions it could reduce the amount of income we would otherwise receive

Foreclosures create additional ownership risks that could adversely impact our returns on mortgage investments

If we acquire property by foreclosure following defaults under our mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans we will

have the economic and liability risks as the owner

The liquidation of our assets may be delayed which could delay distributions to our stockholders

The mezzanine and bridge loans we may purchase will be particularly illiquid investments due to their short lives

their unsuitability for securitization and the
greater difficulty of recoupment in the event of borrowers default If our

advisor determines that it is in our best interest to make or invest in mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans any intended

liquidation of us may be delayed beyond the time of the sale of all of our properties until all mortgage bridge or mezzanine

loans expire or are sold because we may enter into mortgage bridge or mezzanine loans with terms that expire after the

date we intend to have sold all of our properties

Risks Related to Investments in Real Estate-Related Securities

Investments in real estate-related securities will be subject to specific risks relating to the particular issuer of the

securities and may be subject to the general risks of investing in subordinated real estate securities

We may invest in real estate-related securities of both publicly traded and private real estate companies Real

estate-related equity securities are always unsecured and subordinated to other obligations of the issuer Investments in real

estate-related equity securities are subject to risks of limited liquidity in the secondary trading market in the case of

unlisted or thinly traded securities substantial market price volatility resulting from changes in prevailing interest rates

in the case of traded equity securities subordination to the liabilities of the entity the operation of mandatory

sinking fUnd or call/redemption provisions during periods of declining interest rates that could cause the issuer to redeem

the securities and the possibility that earnings of the issuer may be insufficient to meet its debt service and distribution

obligations In addition investments in real estate-related securities will involve special risks relating to the particular

issuer of the securities including the financial condition and business outlook of the issuer Issuers of real estate-related

securities generally invest in real estate or real estate-related assets and are subject to the inherent risks associated with real

estate-related investments discussed in this Annual Report on Form 10-K including

fluctuations in value due to changes in interest rates

interest rate caps on adjustable mortgage-backed securities

increases in levels of prepayments

fluctuations in the market value of mortgage-backed securities
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increases in bonower defaults

decreases in the value of property underlying mortgage-backed securities and

conflicts between the debt structure used to acquire mortgage and the debt structure of the mortgages

These risks may adversely affect the value of outstanding real estate-related equity securities and the ability of the

issuers thereof to repay principal and interest or make distribution payments

Market conditions and the risk of continued market deterioration nzay reduce the value of any real estate-related

securities in which we may invest

The U.S credit markets and the sub-prime residential mortgage market have experienced severe dislocations and

liquidity disruptions in recent years Sub-prime mortgage loans have experienced increased rates of delinquency

foreclosure and loss These and other related events have had significant impact on the capital markets associated not only

with sub-prime mortgage-backed securities asset-backed securities and collateralized debt obligations but also with the

U.S credit and financial markets as whole

If we were to invest in real estate-related securities including collateralized mortgage-backed securities as part of

our investment strategy we would be exposed to the volatility of the credit markets Turmoil in the credit market may have

material adverse effect on the value of our securities portfolio

Because there may be significant uncertainty in the valuation of or in the stability of the value of securities

holdings the fair values of these investments might not reflect the prices that we would obtain if we sold these investments

Furthermore due to the recent market events these investments would be subject to rapid changes in value caused by

sudden developments that could have material adverse affect on the value of these investments

To the extent that these volatile market conditions persist or deteriorate they may negatively impact our ability to

both acquire and sell any real estate-related securities holdings at price and with terms acceptable to us and we could be

required to recognize impairment charges or unrealized losses

The fees that we pay to invest in real estate-related securities will be greater than any fees that you would pay to invest

directly in these securities

We may pay acquisition fees to third parties including investment bankers and brokers in connection with

identifying reviewing evaluating and investing in real estate-related securities In addition we may reimburse these third

parties for expenses related to selecting and acquiring securities for us including but not limited to legal fees and

expenses third-party brokerage fees and other closing costs The fees we pay in connection with investing in real estate-

related securities likely will be greater than the individual fees that you would pay to invest directly in these securities

Investments in real estate-related prefe rred equity securities involve greater risk of loss than traditional debt financing

We may invest in real estate-related preferred equity securities which may involve higher degree of risk than

traditional debt financing due to variety of factors including that such investments are subordinate to the liabilities of the

entity and are not secured by property underlying the investment Furthermore should the issuer default on our investment

we would be able to proceed only against the entity in which we have an interest and not the property owned by such entity

and underlying our investment As result we may not recover some or all of our investment

We may invest in non-U.S dollar denominated securities exposing us to fluctuating currency rates

We may purchase real property or real estate-related securities denominated in foreign currencies change in

foreign currency exchange rates may have an adverse impact on retums on our non-U.S dollar denominated investments

Although we may hedge our foreign currency risk subject to the REIT income qualification tests we may not be able to do

so successftilly and may incur losses on these investments as result of exchange rate fluctuations
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We expect that portion of any real estate-related securities investments we make will be illiquid and we may not be

able to adjust our portfolio in response to changes in economic and other conditions

Certain of the real estate-related securities that we may purchase in connection with privately negotiated

transactions will not be registered under the applicable securities laws resulting in prohibition against their transfer sale

pledge or other disposition except in transaction that is exempt from the registration requirements of or is otherwise in

accordance with those laws For example mezzanine and bridge loans are particularly illiquid investments due to their

short life theij unsuitability for seeuritizatiou and the greater difficulty of ieeoupment iu the eveut of bun owers default

As result our ability to vary our portfolio in response to changes in economic and other conditions may be relatively

limited

Interest rate and related risks may cause the value of our real estate-related securities investments to be reduced

Interest rate risk is the risk that prevailing market interest rates change relative to the current yield on fixed income

securities such as preferred and debt securities and to lesser extent distribution paying common stock Generally when

market interest rates rise the market value of these securities declines and vice versa In addition when interest rates fall

issuers are more likely to repurchase their existing preferred and debt securities to take advantage of the lower cost of

financing As repurchases occur principal is returned to the holders of the securities sooner than expected thereby

lowering the effective yield on the investment On the other hand when interest rates rise issuers are more likely to

maintain their existing preferred and debt securities As result repurchases decrease thereby extending the average

maturity of the securities We intend to manage interest rate risk by purchasing preferred and debt securities with

maturities and repurchase provisions that are designed to match our investment objectives Failure to manage these risks

could have material adverse effect on our business results of operations financial condition and ability to pay

distributions

We may acquire real estate-related securities through tender offers which may require us to spend significant amounts

of time and money that otherwise could be allocated to our operations

We may acquire real estate-related securities through tender offers negotiated or otherwise in which we solicit

target companys stockholders to purchase their securities The acquisition of these securities could require us to spend

significant amounts of money that otherwise could be allocated to our operations Additionally in order to acquire the

securities the employees of our advisor likely will need to devote substantial portion of their time to pursuing the tender

offer time that otherwise could be allocated to managing our business

Federal Income Tax Risks

Failure to qualify as REIT would adversely affect our operations and our ability to make distributions

We elected to be taxed as REIT commencing with our 2004 tax year In order for us to remain qualified as

REIT we must satisfy certain requirements set forth in the Code and Treasury Regulations and maintain other facts and

circumstances that are not entirely within our control We intend to structure our activities in manner designed to satisfy

all of these requirements However if certain of our operations were to be recharacterized by the Internal Revenue Service

such recharacterization could jeopardize our ability to satisfy all of the requirements for qualification as REIT and may
affect our ability to qualify or continue to qualify as REIT In addition new legislation new regulations administrative

interpretations or court decisions could significantly change the tax laws with
respect to qualifying as REIT or the federal

income tax consequences of qualifying

Our qualification as REIT depends upon our ability to meet through investments actual operating results

distributions and satisfaction of specific stockholder rules the various tests imposed by the Code We cannot assure you

that we will satisfy the REIT requirements in the future because qualification as REIT involves the application of highly

technical and complex provisions of the Intemal Revenue Code as to which there are only limited judicial and

administrative interpretations and involves the determination of facts and circumstances not entirely within our control In

addition we currently hold certain of our properties through subsidiary that has elected to be taxed as REIT and we may
in the fUture determine that it is in our best interests to hold one or more of our other properties through one or more

subsidiaries that elect to be taxed as REITs If any of these subsidiaries fails to qualify as REIT for federal income tax

purposes then we may also fail to qualify as REIT for federal income tax purposes
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If we fail to qualify as BElT for any taxable year then unless certain relief provisions apply we will face serious

tax consequences that will substantially reduce the finds available for payment of distributions for each of the
years

involved because

we would not be allowed to deduct distributions paid to stockholders when computing our taxable

income

we would be subject to fedeial income tax including any applicable alternative minimum tax on our

taxable income at regular corporate rates

we would become subject to additional state income tax provisions and owe greater amounts of state

income tax on our taxable income

we would be disqualified from being taxed as REIT for the four
years following the

year during which

we failed to qualify unless entitled to relief under certain statutory provisions

all distributions would be subject to tax as ordinary income to the extent of our current and accumulated

earnings and profits and

we may be required to borrow additional finds during unfavorable market conditions or sell some of our

assets in order to pay corporate tax obligations

In addition if we fail to qualify as REIT and the relief provisions do not apply we will no longer be required to

pay distributions If we fail to qualify as REIT but are eligible for certain relief provisions then we may retain our status

as REIT but may be required to pay penalty tax which could be substantial

Our investment strategy may cause us to incur penalty taxes lose our REIT status or own and sell properties through

taxable REIT subsidiaries each of which would diminish the return to our stockholders

It is possible that one or more sales of our properties may be prohibited transactions under provisions of the

Code If we are deemed to have engaged in prohibited transaction i.e we sell property held by us primarily for sale

in the ordinary course of our trade or business all profit that we derive from such sale would be subject to 10000 penalty

tax The Code sets forth safe harbor for REITs that wish to sell property without risking the imposition of the 1000o

penalty tax Two principal requirements of the safe harbor include that the REIT must hold the applicable property for

not less than two years prior to its sale and that the number of such sales are limited

If we desire to sell property pursuant to transaction that does not fall within the safe harbor we may be able to

avoid the 100o penalty tax if we acquired the property through taxable REIT subsidiary TRS or acquired the

property and transferred it to TRS for non-tax business purpose prior to the sale i.e for reason other than the

avoidance of taxes However there may be circumstances that prevent us from using IRS in transaction that does not

qualify for the safe harbor Additionally even if it is possible to effect property disposition through TRS we may
decide to forgo the use of TRS in transaction that does not meet the safe harbor requirements based on our own intemal

analysis the opinion of counsel or the opinion of other tax advisors that the disposition should not be subject to the 1000o

penalty tax In cases where property disposition is not effected through IRS the IRS could successfully assert that the

disposition constitutes prohibited transaction in which event all of the net income from the sale of such property will be

payable as tax and none of the net income proceeds from such sale will be distributable by us to our stockholders or

available for investment by us Moreover we may then owe additional state income taxes

If we acquire property that we anticipate will not fall within the safe harbor from the 1000o penalty tax upon

disposition then we may acquire such property through TRS in order to avoid the possibility that the sale of such property

will be prohibited transaction and subject to the 1000o penalty tax If we already own such property directly or

indirectly through an entity other than TRS we may contribute the property to TRS if there is another non-tax related

business purpose for the contribution of such property to the TRS Following the transfer of the
property to TRS the TRS

will
operate the property and may sell such property and distribute the proceeds from such sale to us net of costs and taxes

and we may distribute the net proceeds distributed to us by the TRS to our stockholders Though sale of the property by

TRS likely would eliminate the danger of the application of the 1000o penalty tax the TRS itself would be subject to tax

at the federal level and
very likely at the state and local levels as well on the gain realized by it from the sale of the

property as well as on the income eamed while the property is operated by the TRS This tax obligation would diminish the

amount of the proceeds from the sale of such property that would be distributable to our stockholders As result the

amount available for distribution to our stockholders would be substantially less than if the REIT had not operated and sold
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such property through the TRS and such transaction was not successfhlly characterized by the IRS as prohibited

transaction The maximum federal corporate income tax rate currently is 35 Federal state and local corporate income

tax rates may he increased in the future and any such increase would reduce the amount of the net proceeds available for

distribution by us to our stockholders from the sale of property through TRS after the effective date of any increase in

such tax rates

As REIT the value of the non-mortgage securities we hold in TRSs may not exceed 25 20 for our 2008

taxable
year

and before of the value of all of our assets at the end of any calendar quarter If the IRS were to determine

that the value of our interests in TRSs exceeded this limit at the end of any calendar quarter then we would fail to qualify

as REIT If we determine it to be in our best interests to own substantial number of our properties through one or more

TRSs then it is possible that the IRS may conclude that the value of our interests in our TRSs exceeds 25 20 for our

2008 taxable year and before of the value of our total assets at the end of
any

calendar quarter and therefore cause us to fail

to qualify as REIT Additionally as REIT no more than 25o of our gross income with respect to any year may in

general be from sources other than real estate-related assets Distributions paid to us from TRS are typically considered

to be non-real estate income Therefore we may fail to qualify as REIT if distributions from TRSs when aggregated with

all other non-real estate income with respect to any one year are more than 25 of our gross income with respect to such

year We will use all reasonable efforts to structure our activities in manner intended to satisfy the requirements for our

continued qualification as REIT As stated above our failure to qualify as REIT would adversely affect us including

our ability to pay distributions to you and the return on your investment

Certain fres paid to its may affrct our REIT status

Income received in the nature of rental subsidies or rent guarantees in some cases may not qualify as rental

income and could be characterized by the IRS as non-qualifying income for purposes of satisfying the income tests

required for REIT qualification In addition in connection with any Section 1031 TIC Transactions we or one of the

affiliates of our advisor typically enters into number of contractual arrangements with Behringer Harvard Exchange

Entities that guarantee or effectively guarantee the sale of the co-tenancy interests being offered by any Behringer Harvard

Exchange Entity In consideration for entering into these agreements we are paid fees that could be characterized by the

IRS as non-qualifying income If any of our income were in fact treated as non-qualifying and if the aggregate of such

non-qualifying income in any taxable year ever exceeded of our gross revenues for such year or of any of our

REIT subsidiaries we could lose our REIT status for that taxable year and the four taxable years following the year of

losing our REIT status In addition if income from services we perform for our tenants are determined to be impermissible

by the IRS and if that amount exceeds lo of the propertys gross revenues then all gross revenues from that property will

be deemed non-qualifying income for purposes of the 5% amount mentioned above For example property with $9.0

million of
gross revenue that has $90000 or more of impermissible tenant services would render all $9.0 million of gross

revenue as non-qualifying income and thus could then cause us to lose our REIT status We use commercially reasonable

efforts to structure our activities in manner intended to satisfy the requirements for our continued qualification as REIT

Recharacterization of the Section 1031 TIC Transactions may result in taxation of income from prohibited transaction

which would diminish distributions to our stockholders In the event that the IRS were to recharacterize the Section 1031

TIC Transactions such that we rather than the Bebringer Harvard Exchange Entity would be treated as the bona fide

owner for tax purposes of properties acquired and resold by the Behringer Harvard Exchange Entity in connection with the

Section 1031 TIC Transactions fees paid to us by the Behringer Harvard Exchange Entity would be deemed income from

prohibited transaction in which event the fee income paid to us in connection with the Section 1031 TIC Transactions

would be subject to the 100 penalty tax

Certain equity participation in mortgage bridge and mezzanine loans nzay result in taxable income and gains front

these properties which could adversely impact our REIT status

If we participate under loan in any appreciation of the properties securing the loan or its cash flow and the IRS

characterizes this participation as equity we might have to recognize income gains and other items from the property for

federal income tax purposes This could affect our ability to qualify as REIT

Stockholders may have current tax liability on distributions you elect to reinvest in our common stock

Stockholders that participate in our distribution reinvestment plan will be deemed to have received and for income

tax purposes will be taxed on the amount reinvested in shares of our common stock to the extent the amount reinvested was

not tax-free return of capital In addition these stockholders will be treated for tax purposes as having received an

additional distribution to the extent the shares are purchased at discount to fair market value As result unless tax

exempt entity these stockholders may have to use funds from other sources to pay their tax liability on the value of the

shares of common stock received
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If our operating partnership falls to maintain its status as partnership its income may be subject to tax at corporate

rates

We intend to maintain the status of the operating partnership as partnership for federal income tax purposes

However if the IRS were to successfully challenge the status of the operating partnership as an entity taxable as

partnership the operating partnership would be taxable as corporation reducing the amount of distributions that the

operating partnership could make to us This could also result in our losing REIT status which in addition to the

consequences
stated above would subject us to corporate level tax on our own income substantially reducing the cash

available to make distributions to our stockholders In addition if any of the partnerships or limited liability companies

through which the operating partnership owns its properties in whole or in part loses its characterization as partnership

for federal income tax purposes the entity would be subject to tax as corporation thereby reducing distributions to the

operating partnership Recharacterization of an underlying property owner also could threaten our ability to maintain REIT

status

In certain circumstances we may be subject to federal and state income taxes as REIT which would reduce our cash

available to pay distributions

Even if we maintain our status as REIT we may yet become subject to federal income taxes and related state

taxes For example

We are subject to tax on any undistributed income We will be subject to nondeductible excise tax

on the amount if any by which distributions we pay in any calendar year plus amounts retained for

which federal income tax was paid are less than the sum of 85 of our ordinary income 9500 of our

capital gain net income and 100% of our undistributed income from prior years

If we have net income from the sale of foreclosure property that we hold primarily for sale to customers

in the ordinary course of business or other non-qualifying income from foreclosure property we must pay

tax on that income at the highest corporate income tax rate

If we sell property other than foreclosure property that we hold primarily for sale to customers in the

ordinary course of business our gain would be subject to the lOOo prohibited transaction tax

We will be subject to lOOo penalty tax on certain amounts if the economic arrangements between our

tenants our taxable REIT subsidiaries and us are not comparable to similar arrangements among
unrelated parties

If state laws change so as to begin taxing REITs or non-exchange traded REITs

Legislative or regulatory action could adversely affect stockholders

Changes to the tax laws are likely to occur and these changes may adversely affect the taxation of stockholder

Any such changes could have an adverse effect on an investment in our shares or on the market value or the resale potential

of our assets

The maximum tax rate on qualified dividends paid by corporations to individuals is l5 through 2012 REIT

distributions generally are not eligible for this rate Therefore our stockholders will pay federal income tax on our

dividends other than capital gains dividends or distributions which represent retum of capital for tax purposes at the

applicable ordinary income rate the maximum of which is currently 35o However as REIT we generally would not

be subject to federal or state corporate income taxes on that portion of our ordinary income or capital gain that we distribute

currently to our stockholders and wethus expect to avoid the double taxation to which other corporations are typically

subject

It is possible that future legislation would result in REIT having fewer tax advantages and it could become more

advantageous for company that invests in real estate to elect to be taxed for federal income tax purposes as corporation

As result our charter provides our board of directors with the power under certain circumstances to revoke or otherwise

terminate our REIT election and cause us to be taxed as corporation without the vote of our stockholders Our board of

directors has fiduciary duties to us and our stockholders and could only cause such changes in our tax treatment if it

determines in good faith that such changes are in the best interest of our stockholders
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We have acquired several of our properties by means of Section 1031 TIC Transactions Changes in tax laws may
result in Section 1031 TIC Transactions being no longer available which may adversely affect Section 1031 TIC

Transactions or cause such transactions not to achieve their intended purpose Any changes in tax laws that result in

Section 1031 TIC Transactions no longer being available may have negative impact on our investment strategy

We face possible state and local tax audits

Because we are organized and qualify as REIT we are generally not subject to federal income taxes but are

subject to certain state and local taxes In the normal course of business certain entities through which we own real estate

either have undergone or are currently undergoing tax audits Although we believe that we have substantial arguments in

favor of our positions in the ongoing audits in some instances there is no controlling precedent or interpretive guidance on

the specific point at issue Collectively tax deficiency notices received to date from the jurisdictions conducting the

ongoing audits have not been material However there can be no assurance that future audits will not occur with increased

frequency or that the ultimate result of such audits will not have material adverse effect on our results of operations

Item lB Unresolved Staff Comments

None
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Item Properties

General

As of December 31 2010 we owned interests in 65 office properties and one retail property located in 22 states

and the District of Colnmbia The properties consist of 65 operating properties with space that as of December 2010 is

approximately 84 leased to tenants and one property the initial development of which was completed in November 2009

that is currently unleased and not yet operational In the aggregate these properties represent approximately 23.8 million

rentable square feet

As of December 31 2010 all of our properties except the Wanamaker Building St Louis Place and Alamo Plaza

properties were consolidated with and into the accounts of our operating partnership Substantially all of our properties are

encumbered by property debt The following table presents certain additional information about our properties as of

December 31 2010

Approximate Our

Date Rentable Appreximate Ownership Ownership

Nperty Name Location Acquired Square Fuotage Leased Interest Type

10 120 South Riverside Chicago IL 11/0107 1411000 89o l00.00 fee title

222 South Riverside Plaza Chicago IL uOIu2ioo l1s4ouo 9300 100.0000 fee title

One Financial Place Chicago IL 1101/07 1041000 9l l00.00 fee title

200 Seuth Wacker Chicago IL 11/01/07 755.000 72c l00.00 fee title

Wanamaker Building Philadelphia PA 12/1207 1.390000 9900 60.00 joint venture

United Plaza Philadelphia PA 1212/07 617.000 9l l00.00 fee title

Three Parkway Philadelphia PA 10/30/06 561000 88o l00.00 fee title

1650 Arch Street Philadelphia PA 12/1207 553000 65 90.00
joint venture

The Terrace Office Park Austin TX 062106 619000 96 lOO.000o fee title

Burnett Plaza Ft Worth TX 0210/06 1.025.000 87 100.0000 fee title

Centreport Office Center Ft Worth TX 0614/07 133000 l00 l00.00 fee title

Une City Centre Houston IX 0619/08 609000 81c 100.00c fee title

Loop Central Houston TX 12/12 07 575.000 98c l00.00 fee title

One Two Eldridge Place Houston TX 12/13/06 519.000 93c l00.00 fee title

1300 Main Houston TX 101/04-9/3008 507000 42c I00.00 fee title

One BriarLake Plaza Houston TX 0925/08 502000 950 100.0000 fee title

Three Eldridge Place Houston TX 11/17/09 305000 l00.00 fee title

AMEC Paragon II Houston TX 0314/06 227.000 lOOo l00.00 fee title

Westway One Houston TX 0115/08 144000 lOOo l00.00 fee title

17655 Waterview Richardson TX 07/20/05 230000 0o l00.00 fee title

Grandview II Birmingham AL 10/20/06 149.000 44c I00.00 fee title

Buena Vista Plaza Burbank CA 07/28/05 115000 l00 l00.00 fee title

Downtown Plaza Long Beach CA 06/14/05 100.000 75c l00.00 fee title

4440 El Camino Real Los Altos CA 11/02/06 97.000 0o l00.00 fee title

Oateway 12 Diamond Bar CA 07/20/05 41.000 l00 l00.00 fee title

Oateway 23 Diamond Bar CA 0720/05 72.000 l00 lOO.00o fee title

Alamo Plaza Denver CO 0224/05 191000 94o 33.93o TIC interest

1325 Street Washington D.C 11/15/05 307000 94o l00.00 fee title

Colorado Building Washington D.C 810/20041231/08 128000 88c l00.00 fee title

5104 Eisenhower Boulevard Tampa FL 12/12/07 130000 l00 l00.00 fee title

Paces West Atlanta LA 14 19/06 646000 76 boobOo fee title

Resurgens Plaza Atlanta OA 1130/06 400000 95o l00.00 leasehold interest

Ashford Perimeter Atlanta OA 1/06/05 288000 33 l00.00 fee title

Epic Center Wichita KS 1212/07 289000 84c l00.00 fee title

Tno Brittany Place Wichita KS 12/12/07 58000 95o lOO.00o fee title

One Brittany Place Wichita KS 121207 57.000 33 l00.00 fee title
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Approximate Our

Date Rentable Approximate Ownership Ownership

Property Name Location Acquired Square Footage Leased Interest Type

Forum Office Park Louisville KY 12112/07 328000 73c 100.00o fee title

Hurstboume Place Louisville KY 12/12/07 235000 69o lOO.00s fee title

One Oxmoor Place Louisville KY 12/12/07 135000 97o l00.00o fee title

Executive Park Louisville KY 12/12/07 109000 68o lOO.00o leasehold interest

Hurstboume Park Louisville KY 12/12/07 104000 90o l00.00 fee title

Hurstboume Plaza Louisville KY 12/12/07 94000 5l0o l00.00o fee title

Steeplechase Place Louisville KY 12/12/07 77000 87s l00.00 fee title

Lakeview Louisville KY 12/12/07 76000 84c I00.00s fee title

Hunnington Louisville KY 12/12/07 62000 56s lOO.00o fee title

Energy Centre New Orleans LA 12/12/07 757000 90s 87.86c joint venture

15 Wayside Burlington MA 12/08/06 270000 l00 l00.00s fee title

One Two Chestnut Place Worcester MA 12/12/07 218000 96s 100.0000 fee title

250W Pratt Baltimore MD l2/17/04-12/31/06 368000 77o 100.00s fee title

500 Pratt Baltimore MD 1212/07 280000 9s lOO.00o leasehold interest

801 Thompson Rockville MD 12/12/07 51000 l00s 100.00o fee title

Lawson Commons St Paul MN 06/10/05 436000 99o lOO.00s fee title

Minnesota Center Bloomington MN l0/l5/2003-12/31/08 276000 55o 100.00% fee title

St Louis Place St Louis MO 06/30/04 337000 87o 35.7l0s TIC interest

Bank of Ametica Plaza-Charlotte Charlotte NC 10/26/06 891000 89 100.000o fee title

City Hall Plaza Manchester NH 12/12/07 210000 60s lOO.00o fee title

Woodcrest Corporate Center Cherry Hill NJ 01/11/06 333000 990 I00.00s fee title

Tice Building Woodcliff Lake NJ 12/12/07 120000 56 100.000 fee title

600 619 Alexander Princeton NJ 0628/06 97000 75% l00.00s fee title

Ill Woodcrest Cherry Hill NJ 11/20/07 53000 74c l00.00 fee title

One Edgewater Plaza Staten Island NY 12/12/07 252000 74o l00.00o fee title

Fifth Third Center-Cleveland Cleveland OH 11/16/06 508000 87o lOO.00s fee title

Fifth Third Center-Columbus Columbus OH 12/12/07 331000 80 100.00c fee title

Southwest Center Tigard OR 07/20/05 89000 66s l00.00s fee title

Plaza at MetroCenter Nashville TN 12/12/07 361000 96 l00.00o fee title

Riverview Tower Knoxville TN 10/05/05 334000 88o lOO.00s fee title

23767000

Three Eldridge Place completed initial development in November 2009 and is currently unleased and not yet operational as of

December 312010

Westway One is held for sale as of December 312010

Hurstbournc Plaza is retail shopping center All of our other properties are office buildings

The following information applies to all of our operating properties

we believe all of our properties are adequately covered by insurance and suitable for their intended purposes

we have no plans for any material renovations improvements or development of our properties except in

accordance with planned budgets

our properties are located in markets where we are subject to competition in attracting new tenants and retaining

current tenants and

depreciatton is provtded on straight-line basis over the estimated useftil lives of the buildings
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Lease Expirations

The following table sets forth 10-year schedule of the lease expirations for leases in place at our operating

properties including our unconsolidated properties and our property held for sale as of December 31 2010 square footage

and dollar amounts in thousands

Rentable

Number Square Feet Current Percentage

Year of Lease of Leases Subject to Annualized of Total

Expiration Expiring Expiring Leases Base Rent Square Feet

2011 289 2579 56606 l1
2012 190 1966 41476

2013 177 2205 51522 905

2014 143 2275 47322 1000

2015 149 2367 51367 10s

2016 76 1366 33690 6s

2017 47 1094 26675 555

2018 38 1545 34698 7o

2019 20 1331 30024 6s

2020 30 981 24181

Represents the cash rental rate of base rents excluding tenant reimbursements in the final month prior to the expiration

multiplied by 12 without consideration of tenant contraction or termination rights Tenant reimbursements generally include

payment of real estate taxes operating expenses and common area maintenance and utility charges

Item Legal Proceedings

We are not party to and none of our properties are subject to any material pending legal proceedings

Item Removed and Reserved
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PART II

Item Market for Registrants Common Equity Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of

Equity Securities

Market Information

There is no established public trading market for our common stock Therefore there is risk that stockholder

may not be able to sell our stock at time or price acceptable to the stockholder Unless and until our shares are listed on

national securities exchange it is not expected that public market for the shares will develop

Holders

As of February 28 2011 we had approximately 295530739 shares of common stock outstanding held by total

of approximately 67000 stockholders

Distributions

We made an election to qualify as REIT for federal income tax purposes commencing with our taxable year

ended December 2004 As REIT we must distribute at least 90 of our REIT taxable income to our stockholders

annually In 2010 and 2009 approximately $0 million and $0.2 million of cash distributions respectively were declared

and paid to unaffihiated holders of Behringer UP limited partnership units which are recorded as reduction to

noncontrolling interest All other distributions were recorded to stockholders equity We have paid all or portion of our

distributions from the proceeds of our final offering or from borrowings and may continue to pay all or portion of our

distributions from borrowings For tax purposes 10000 of the amounts distributed by us in both 2010 and 2009 represented

return of capital None of the distributions in 2010 or 2009 were distributions from the taxable eamings of real estate

operations

Effective since May 2010 the declared distribution rate has been equal to monthly amount of $0.0083 per share

of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of .0c assuming the share was purchased for $10.00

and 2.2 based on the December 31 2010 estimated valuation of $4.55 per share which increased from our

May 17 2010 estimated valuation From April 2009 to April 2010 the declared distributions rate was equal to monthly

amount of 80.0271 per share of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of 3.25 assuming the

share was purchased for $10.00 For further discussion regarding our ability to sustain the current level of our distributions

see Risk Factors and Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

Liquidity and Capital Resources Distributions

The following table shows our distributions which are declared and paid on monthly basis for both our common

stock and the Behringer OP limited partnership units for the fiscal years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

Distributions

2010 Declared Paid

1st Quarter 23866 23841

2nd Quarter 12.882 18.391

3rd Quarter 7375 7371

4th Quarter 7389 7384

Total 51512 56987

2009

1st Quarter 46603 46418

2nd Quarter 23777 31953

3rd Quarter 23783 23769

4th Quarter 23809 23804

Total 117972 125944
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Securities Authorized for Issuance under Equity Compensation Plans

The following table provides information regarding our equity compensation plans as of December 31 2010

Plan Category

Number of securities to be

issued upon exercise of

outstanding options

warrants and rights

Weighted-average

exercise price of

outstanding options

warrants and rights

Number of securities remaining

available for future issuance

under equity compensation

plans

Equity compensation

plans approved by

security holders 89500 $8.45 11899500

Equity compensation

plans not approved by

security holders N/A N/A N/A

Total 89500 $8.45 11899500

All shares authorized for issuance pursuant to awards not yet gianted under our 2005 Incentive Award Plan

Share Redemption Program

Our board of directors has authorized share redemption program to provide limited interim liquidity to

stockholders In 2009 the board determined to suspend until further notice redemptions other than exceptional

redemptions defined as redemptions upon the death or qualiing disability as defined in the program of stockholder

or upon stockholders confinement to long-term care facility In November 2010 the board set funding limit of $4.25

million for exceptional redemptions considered in 2011 proportional to each redemption period or $1062500 per period

During the year ended December 31 2010 we received total of 492 exceptional redemption requests for an

aggregate of approximately 2.6 million shares of common stock and we fulfilled pro rata portion of all of the exceptional

redemption requests submitted If redemption requests exceed the budget for the applicable redemption period we redeem

shares on pro rata basis for the applicable redemption period and any excess shares are treated as request for

redemption in the following period and combined with all subsequent requests received unless the requesting shareholder

withdraws the redemption request If the remaining unredeemed balance of request falls below 200 shares the remaining

shares are redeemed in iftIl We do not keep record of ordinary redemption requests received since the March 2009

suspension Cash amounts paid to stockholders for redemption requests during the year ended December 2010 were

approximately $7.2 million and were Eu ded from cash flows provided from operating activities Our board maintains its

right to redeem additional shares subject to the limits set forth in our share redemption program if it deems it to be in the

best interest of the Company and its stockholders

We will not redeem during any twelve-month period more than 5o of the weighted average number of shares

outstanding during the twelve-month period immediately prior to the date ot redemption Further our board may from time

to time in its sole discretion limit the funds that we use to redeem shares provided that in no event may the finds used for

redemption during any period exceed the proceeds from our DRP during the period consisting of the preceding four fiscal

quarters for which financial statements are available less any redemptions during the same period Our board reserves the

right in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time to reject any request for redemption change the

purchase price for redemptions limit the finds to be used for redemptions or otherwise change the limitations on

redemption or amend suspend in whole or in part or terminate the program

During the quarter ended December 31 2010 we redeemed shares as follows

Total Number of Maximum

Total Shares Purchased Number of Shares

Number of Average as Part of Publicly That May Yet be

Shares Price Paid Announced Plans Purchased Under the

Redeemed per Share or Programs Plans or Programs

October 2010

November 2010 250543 4.25 250543

December 2010

description ot the maximum number of shares that may be purchased under our cdemption p1 ogram is included in the narrative

preceding this table
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Item Selected Financial Data

The following data should be read in conjunction with our audited consolidated financial statements and the notes

thereto and Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations appearing

elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K The selected historical consolidated financial data presented below has

been derived from our audited consolidated financial statements in thousands except number of properties and per share

amounts

As of December31 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

Total assets 4149305 4680640 5408600 $5172127 2694972

Notes payable 2720858 2973617 3066529 $3198143 1609702

Other liabilities 261949 279714 397529 450338 167756

stockholders equity 1160251 1418139 1926608 1505597 914442

Noneontrolling
interest 6247 9170 17934 18049 3072

Total liabilities and equity 4149305 4680640 5408600 $5172127 2694972

Year Ended December 31 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

Rental revenue 522226 551690 550210 292626 145433

Loss from continuing operations 203136 357686 159953 40054 19796

Loss from discontinued
operations 28092 81401 5952 1605 2636

Gain on sale of assets 5253 44

Net loss 231228 439087 160652 41615 22432

Noncontrolling
interest in continuing operations 739 5915 259

Noncontmlling interest in discnntinued operations 10 540 28

Net loss attributable to common stockholders 230499 430632 160421 41631 22432

Cash provided by operating activities 49308 63010 68484 63794 49178

Cash provided by used in investing activities 33498 22131 212471 1046372 1577775

Cash used in provided by financing
activities 123250 243016 386498 952577 1524803

Basic and diluted loss
per common share

Continuing operations 0.69 120 0.64 0.23 0.22

Discontinued operations 0.09 0.27 0.03 0.01 0.03

Basic and diluted loss
per

common share 0.78 1.47 0.67 0.24 0.25

Distributions declared to contmon stockholders
per

share 0.17 0.40 0.64 0.67 0.70

Number of properties
652 73

t3t
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Total rentable
square

feet 23767 25665 25570 25218 12257

Noncontrotting interest reflects the noncontrolling interests retated to certain of our real estate properties and includes 432586 units of limited

partnership interests in Behringer OP

At December31 2010 and 2009 we owned one unleased non-operating property which has been excluded from this number

Of the 75 properties owned at December 31 2007 34 were acquired in December 2007
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Item Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with the accompanying consolidated financial

statements and the notes thereto

Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates

Managements discussion and analysis of financial condition and results of operations are based upon our

consolidated financial statements which have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in

the United States of America GAAP The preparation of these financial statements requires our management to make

estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets liabilities revenues and expenses and related

disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities On regular basis we evaluate these estimates including investment

impairment These estimates are based on managements historical industry experience and on various other assumptions

that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances Actual results may differ from these estimates Below is

discussion of the accounting policies that we consider to be critical in that they may require complex judgment in their

application or require estimates about matters that are inherently uncertain

Principles of Consolidation and Basis of Presentation

Our consolidated financial statements include our accounts the accounts of variable interest entities VIEs if

any in which we are the primary beneficiary and the accounts of other subsidiaries over which we have control All inter

company transactions balances and profits have been eliminated in consolidation Interests in entities acquired are

evaluated based on applicable GAAP which requires the consolidation of VIEs in which we are deemed to be the primary

beneficiary If the interest is in an entity that is determined not to be VIE then the entity is evaluated for consolidation

based on legal form economic substance and the extent to which we have control andlor substantive participating rights

under the respective ownership agreement

There are judgments and estimates involved in determining if an entity in which we have made an investment is

VIE and if so whether we are the primary beneficiary The entity is evaluated to determine if it is VIE by among other

things calculating the percentage of equity being risked compared to the total assets of the entity The determination is also

based on an evaluation of the voting and other rights of owners and other parties to determine if the equity interests possess

minimum governance powers The evaluation also considers the relation of these rights to their economic participation in

benefits or obligation to absorb losses VIE must be consolidated by reporting entity if the reporting entity is the

primary beneficiary that has the power to direct the VIEs activities that most significantly impact the VIEs economic

performance ii an implicit financial responsibility to ensure that VIE operates as designed and iii the obligation to

absorb losses of the VIE or the right to receive benefits from the VIE We assess our interests in those entities on an

ongoing basis to determine whether such entities should be consolidated In evaluating if an entity is VIE our analysis

involves considerable management judgment assumptions and estimates change in these judgments assumptions and

estimates could result in consolidating an entity that should not be consolidated or accounting for an investment using the

equity method that should in fact be consolidated the effects of which could be material to our financial statements

Real Estate

Upon the acquisition of real estate properties we recognize the assets acquired the liabilities assumed and any

noncontrolling interest as of the acquisition date measured at their fair values The acquisition date is the date on which we

obtain control of the real estate property These assets acquired and liabilities assumed may consist of land inclusive of

associated rights buildings assumed debt identified intangible assets and liabilities and asset retirement obligations

Identified intangible assets generally consist of the above-market leases in-place leases in-place tenant improvements in-

place leasing commissions and tenant relationships Identified intangible liabilities generally consist of below-market

leases Goodwill is recognized as of the acquisition date and measured as the aggregate fair value of the consideration

transferred and any noncontrolling interests in the acquiree over the fair value of identifiable net assets acquired Likewise

bargain purchase gain is recognized in current earnings when the aggregate fair value of the consideration transferred and

any noncontrolling interests in the acquiree is less than the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired Acquisition-

related costs are expensed in the period incurred

Initial valuations are subject to change until our information is finalized which is no later than twelve months

from the acquisition date

The fair value of the tangible assets acquired consisting of land and buildings is determined by valuing the

property as if it were vacant and the as-if-vacant value is then allocated to land and buildings Land values are derived

from appraisals and building values are calculated as replacement cost less depreciation or managements estimates of the

fair value of these assets using discounted cash flow analyses or similar methods believed to be used by market participants

The value of buildings is depreciated over the estimated useful life of 25 years using the straight-line method
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We determine the fair value of assumed debt by calculating the net present value of the scheduled mortgage

payments using interest rates for debt with similar terms and remaining maturities that management believes we could

obtain at the date of the debt assumption Any difference between the fair value and stated value of the assumed debt is

recorded as discount or premium and amortized over the remaining life of the loan using the effective iuterest method

We determine the value of above-market and below-market leases for acquired properties based on the present

value using an interest rate that reflects the risks associated with the leases acquired of the difference between the

contractual amounts to be paid pursuant to the in-place leases and managements estimate of current market lease rates

for the corresponding in-place leases measured over period equal to the remaining non-cancelable lease term for

above-market leases or the remaining non-cancelable lease term plus any fixed rate renewal options for below-market

leases We record the fair value of above-market and below-market leases as intangible assets or intangible liabilities

respectively and amortize them as an adjustment to rental income over the determined lease term

The total value of identified real estate intangible assets acquired is further allocated to in-place leases in-place

tenant improvements in-place leasing commissions and teuant relationships based on our evaluation of the specific

characteristics of each tenants lease and our overall relationship with that respective tenant The aggregate value for tenant

improvements and leasing commissions is based on estimates of these costs incurred at inception of the acquired leases

amortized through the date of acquisition The aggregate value of in-place leases acquired and tenant relationships is

determined by applying fair value model The estimates of fair value of in-place leases include an estimate of carrying

costs during the expected lease-up periods br the respective spaces considering current market conditions In estimating

the carrying costs that would have otherwise been incurred had the leases not been in place we include such items as real

estate taxes insurance and other operating expenses as well as lost rental revenue during the expected lease-up period based

on current market conditions The estimates of the fair value of tenant relationships also include costs to execute similar

leases including leasing commissions legal fees and tenant improvements as well as an estimate of the likelihood of

renewal as determined by management on tenant-by-tenant basis

We amortize the value of in-place leases in-place tenant improvements and in-place leasing commissions to

expense over the initial term of the respective leases The tenant relationship values are amortized to expense over the

initial term and any anticipated renewal periods but in no event does the amortization period for intangible assets exceed

the remaining depreciable life of the building Should tenant terminate its lease the unamortized portion of the acquired

intangibles related to that tenant would be charged to expense

In allocating the purchase price of each of our properties management makes assumptions and uses various

estimates including but not limited to the estimated useful lives of the assets the cost of replacing certain assets discount

rates used to determine present values market rental rates per square foot and the period required to lease the property up to

its occupancy at acquisition if it were vacant Many of these estimates are obtained from independent third party appraisals

However management is responsible for the source and use of these estimates change in these estimates and

assumptions could result in the various categories of our real estate assets and/or related intangibles being overstated or

understated which could result in an overstatement or understatement of depreciation and/or amortization expense and/or

rental revenue These variances could be material to our financial statements We made no property acquisitions during

2010

Impairment of Real Estate Related Assets

For our consolidated real estate assets we monitor events and changes in circumstances indicating that the

carrying amounts of the real estate assets may not be recoverable When such events or changes in circumstances are

present we assess potential impairment by comparing estimated future undiseounted cash flows expected to be generated

over the life of the asset including its eventual disposition to the carrying amount of the asset In the event that the

carrying amount exceeds the estimated future undiseounted cash flows we recognize an impairment loss to adjust the

carrying amount of the asset to its estimated fair value For the year ended December 31 2010 we recorded non-cash

impainnent charges of approximately $82.7 million related to the impairment of consolidated real estate assets including

discontinued operations The impainnent loss recorded in 2010 was primarily the result of changes in managements

estimate of the intended hold period for certain of our properties and the sale or held for sale classification of certain

properties For the years ended December 31 2009 and 2008 we recorded non-cash impairment charges of approximately

$259.1 million and $21 million respectively related to the impairment of consolidated real estate assets including

discontinued operations During 2009 and 2008 changes in managements estimate of the intended hold period and overall

market declines for certain of our properties resulted in an assessment of these properties for impairment

For our unconsolidated real estate assets including those we own through an investment in joint venture TIC

interest or other similar investment structure at each reporting date we compare the estimated fair value of our investment

to the carrying amount An impairment charge is recorded to the extent the fair value of our investment is less than the

carrying amount and the decline in value is determined to be other than temporary decline For the
year

ended

December 2010 we recorded non-cash imnpainnent charges of approximately $5.1 million related to the impairment of
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our investments in unconsolidated entities For the years ended December 31 2009 and 2008 we had no impairment

charges related to our investments in unconsolidated entities

In evaluating our investments for impairment management makes several estimates and assumptions including

but not limited to the projected date of disposition and sales price for each property the estimated future cash flows of each

property during our ownership period and for unconsolidated investments the estimated future distributions from the

investment change in these estimates and assumptions could result in understating or overstating the carrying amount of

our investments which could be material to our financial statements

We undergo continuous evaluations of property level performance credit market conditions and financing options

If our assumptions regarding the cash flows expected to result from the use and eventual disposition of our properties

decrease or our expected hold periods decrease we may incur future impairment charges on our real estate related assets

In addition we may incur impairment charges on assets classified as held for sale in the future if the canying amount of the

asset upon classification as held for sale exceeds the estimated fair value less costs to sell

Overview

We are externally managed and advised by Behringer Advisors Behringer Advisors is responsible for managing

our day-to-day affairs and for identifying and making acquisitions and dispositions of investments on our behalf

Substantially all of our business is conducted through our operating partnership Behringer OP

At December 31 2010 we owned interests in 65 operating properties with approximately 23.5 million rentable

square feet including our Westway One property which was classified as held for sale at December 31 2010 We also had

one non-operating property with approximately 305000 rentable square feet the initial development of which was

completed in November 2009 but is currently unleased At December 31 2009 we owned interests in 72 operating

properties with approximately 25.4 million rentable square feet During the year ended December 31 2010 we disposed of

seven properties During the year ended December 31 2009 we disposed of two properties

Adverse economic conditions and dislocations in the credit markets continue to impact our business results of

operations and financial condition As an owner of real estate the majority of our income and cash flow is derived from

rental revenue received pursuant to tenant leases for space at our properties Our earnings are negatively impacted by

detcriotatiou of out iental icvcuuc which has occuned as tesult of dccline in occupancy since thc beginning oftlic

current economic downturn decrease in rental rates for new leases from the terms of in-place leases tenant

concessions and tenant defaults As result of the deterioration of our rental revenue we are focusing on conserving

cash strategically selling certain assets and identifying other property and company level capital sources

Cash Conservation At December 2010 we had cash and restricted cash of approximately $238.3 million

much of which we anticipate using for leasing costs to restructure or refinance our debt or for other strategic opportunities

Given the amount of commitments we have for future tenant improvements and leasing commissions and the real estate

taxes and insurance premiums typically due during the first and fourth quarters each year we expect our cash and restricted

cash to decline in future quarters excluding cash increases due to strategic asset sales In order to conserve cash we have

reduced distributions limited share redemptions re-bid vendor contracts continued to protest our real estate taxes on an

annual basis and structured leases to conserve capital We have also benefited from waiver of asset management fees

owed to Bebringer Advisors

Strategic Asset Sales We believe it makes economic sense to sell properties in todays market in certain

instances such as when we believe the value of the leases in place at property will significantly decline over the

remaining lease term when the property has limited or no equity with nearterm debt maturity when property has

equity but the projected returns do not justify further investment or when we believe the equity in property can be

redeployed in the portfolio in order to achieve better returns or strategic goals See Liquidity and Capital Resources

General for more detailed discussion of our strategic asset sales

Property and Company Level Capital Sonrces We believe that the optimal value for most of our properties will

be achieved by holding them until market conditions improve Rather than selling these assets before market conditions

improve we are exploring opportunities to raise both property level and company level capital during 2011 For example

we are negotiating joint venture arrangement with third party for our 200 South Wacker property and we have engaged

an investment banking firm to source company level capital during 2011

As result of cash conservation strategic asset sales and sourcing property and company level capital we believe

we will have the resources available to actively lease space in our portfolio in order to increase occupancy refinance near

term debt maturities restructure certain debt and
pursue

other strategic opportunities There is however no assurance that

we will able to realize any capital from these initiatives
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Leasing We have experienced an increase in the amount of concessions required to acquire new tenant

including free rent tenant improvement allowances lower rental rates or other financial incentives Also number of

current tenants are leveraging the current economic environment to negotiate lease renewals or extensions with similar

increased concessions If these trends continue we expect the decline in our property net operating income to continue

During the year ended December 2010 we had approximately 4.2 million square feet of leases that expired

We executed renewals expansions and new leases totaling approximately 3.5 million square feet with an average net rent

that was approximately $0.63 per square foot or 500 lower than expiring rent Renewals were approximately 2.6 million

square
feet with leasing costs of approximately $15.21 per square

foot with an average term of approximately 5.7 years

Expansions were approximately 0.2 million square feet with leasing costs of approximately $27.39 per square foot with an

average term of approximately 5.5 years New leases totaled approximately 0.7 million
square

feet with leasing costs of

approximately $39.31 per square foot with an average term of approximately 7.9 years During the year ended

December 31 2010 we renewed 65c of expiring leases and 620o of expiring square feet

During the year
ended December 31 2009 we had approximately 3.7 million square feet of expiring leases We

executed renewals expansions and new leases totaling approximately 2.6 million square feet with an average net rent that

was approximately $0.58 per square foot or lower than expiring rent

The weighted average leasing cost for the
year

ended December 31 2010 was approximately $20.69 per square

foot as compared to approximately $20.02 per square foot for the year ended December 31 2009

Our portfolio occupancy was 84 at December 31 2010 as compared to 86 at December 2009 We have

approximately 2.6 million
square

feet of scheduled lease expirations in 2011 Given the amount of scheduled lease

expirations we expect occupancy levels and property net operating income to decline on comparative and absolute basis

Refinance and Restructure Debt Substantially all of our assets are currently subject to mortgages generally for

property level non-recourse debt incurred in connection with their acquisition or which were in place upon acquisition

Current market conditions make it difficult to refinance maturing debt In general in the current market lenders have

increased the amount of equity required to support either new or existing borro\vings In addition capitalization rates or

cap rates for office properties have increased since the initial acquisition of our properties Cap rates and property prices

move inversely so that an increase in cap rates should without an increase in property net operating income result in

decrease in property value Although positive for new property acquisitions the overall impact will likely be negative for

us because we believe many of our properties may be viewed as less valuable today than at acquisition thus requiring us to

use more cash on hand to refinance or borrow new monies

As of December 31 2010 we have approximately $32.9 million of debt that matured in 2010 and remains

outstanding Executive Park which served as collateral for one of these loans with an outstanding balance of

approximately $5.6 million was transferred to the associated lender in January 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of

foreclosure The remaining $27.3 million of this debt collateralized by our Minnesota Center property remains

outstanding and we are in discussions with the lender to either restructure the loan or pay off the loan at discount There

is no assurance that we will be able to restructure or payoff this loan at discount which could result in foreclosure or

transfer of the property to the lender We have approximately $691.5 million of debt that matures in 2011 primarily in the

third and fourth quarters loan with balance of $95.5 million matured in February 2011 and is collateralized by our 200

South Wacker property in Chicago Illinois We have requested an 8-month maturity date extension from the lender in

exchange for partial paydown of the loan while we finalize our joint venture arrangement for this property There is no

assurance the lender will
agree to this extension which could result in foreclosure or transfer of the property to the lender

Approximately $413.6 million of the remaining balance relates to property level non-recourse debt collateralized by two of

our other Chicago properties We have engaged mortgage broker to facilitate the refinancing of these properties and we

anticipate using cash on hand to pay down portion of this outstanding debt As of December 31 2010 we have $149.7

million drawn under our credit facility that matures in December 2011 In January 2011 we sold Westway One and

approximately $30.6 million of the proceeds was used to pay down the credit facility During 2011 we expect to repay the

remainder of the credit facility with proceeds received from property level financing

The reduction in our property net operating income as well as the increased costs of retaining and attracting new

tenants coupled with increases in vacancy rates and cap rates has caused us to reconsider our long-term strategy for certain

of our properties especially limited number of properties where we believe the principal balance of the debt encumbering

the property exceeds the value of the asset under current market conditions If the value of property is not likely to

recover our advisor and board of directors have decided to redeploy our capital to what they believe are more effective uses

by reducing the amount of monies we find as capital expenditures and leasing costs or have us cease making debt service
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payments on certain property level non-recourse debt resulting in deflults or events of dethult under the related loan

agreements We are in active negotiations with certain lenders to refinance or restructure debt in manner that achieves

what we believe is the best outcome for our stockholders and expect that some loans will be resolved through discounted

purchase or payoff of the debt or write-down or subordination of portion of the debt by the lender and in certain

situations other loans will be resolved by negotiating agreements conveying the properties to the lender

Other Strategic Opportunities Although our primary purposes for conserving cash strategically selling certain

assets and identifying other property and company level capital sources are to have the necessary capital resources available

for leasing space in our portfolio and refinancing and restructuring our debt we may also be able to use those resources to

capitalize on certain other strategic investment opportunities such as an acquisition or development of property that may
be uniquely attractive and accretive for our stockholders

If we are successfl.il with our efforts to lease our portfolio refinance or restructure our debt and pursue strategic

opportunities we believe we can achieve three important objectives for our stockholders maximize our estimated value

per share increase distributable cash flow and provide liquidity to our stockholders Currently our management is

reviewing alternatives to create liquidity for our stockholders including strategic dispositions of individual properties or

portfolios of properties entrance into the public markets through listing of our common stock on national securities

exchange or through merger transaction with listed company andlor merger with non-listed company In the event

we do not obtain listing of our common stock or complete the liquidation of our assets by the end of 2017 our charter

requires us to liquidate our assets unless majority of the board of directors and majority of the independent directors

extend such date

Results of Operations

Year ended December 31 2010 as compared to the year ended December 31 2009

Continuing Operations

Rental Revenue Rental revenue for the year ended December 31 2010 was approximately $522.2 million as

compared to approximately $551.7 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and was generated by our consolidated

real estate properties The $29.5 million decrease was primarily attributable to decrease in tenant rental income of

approximately $12.0 million related to reduced rental rates and occupancy as compared to the prior year decrease in

tenant recovery income of approximately $10.3 million decrease in straight-line rent of approximately $4.7 million and

decrease in lease termination fees of approximately $3.3 million These decreases were partially offset by various increases

totaling approximately $0.8 million

Property Operating Expenses Property operating expenses
for the year ended December 31 2010 were

approximately $161.8 million as compared to approximately $167.1 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and

were comprised of property operating expenses from our consolidated real estate properties The $5.3 million decrease was

primarily attributable to decrease in bad debt expense of approximately $5.9 million partially offset by various increases

totaling approximately $0.6 million

Interest Expense Interest expense for the year ended Decemher 31 7010 was approximately $169.5 million as

compared to approximately $175 million for the
year

ended December 31 2009 and was comprised of interest
expense

and amortization of deferred financing fees and interest rate mark-to-market adjustments related to our notes payable

asociated with our consolidated real estate properties TIC interest investments our credit facility and our interest rate

swap agreements The $5.6 million decrease from prior year was primarily the result of decrease of approximately $9.2

million in interest incurred as result of our reduced mortgages payable and the 2009 redemption of previously outstanding

debentures and .approximately $2 million of 2009 interest expense
related to the termination of hedge These decreases

were partially offset by approximately $5.7 million of increased default interest in the year ended December 31 2010 as

compared to the year ended December 31 2009

Real Estate Taxes Real estate taxes for the year ended December 31 2010 were approximately $70.0 million as

compared to approximately $77.9 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and were comprised of real estate taxes

from our consolidated real estate properties The $7.9 million decrease was primarily due to lower real estate tax estimates

as compared to prior year including refunds of previously paid real estate taxes resulting from lower property assessments

across the portfolio

Property Management Fees Property management fees for the year
ended December 31 2010 were

approximately $15.8 million as compared to approximately $16.2 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and were

comprised of property management fees related to both our consolidated and unconsolidated real estate properties The

$0.4 million decrease was primarily attributable to lower property revenue
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Asset Management Fees Asset management fecs for the year ended December 31 2010 were approximately $19.0

million as compared to approximately $20.3 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and were comprised of asset

management fees associated with both our consolidated and unconsolidated real estate assets The $1 .3 million decrease

from the prior year was primarily attributable to the amount of asset management fees waived in 2010 as compared to 2009

We had approximately $8.9 million of asset management fees waived for the
year

ended December 31 2010 as compared

to approximately $7.5 million of asset management fees waived for the year ended Deceniber 2009 Our advisor

determines the amount of any fees waived at its sole discretion and we can provide no assurance that our advisor will

waive additional asset management fees in future periods

Asset Impairment Losses Asset impairment losses for the
year

ended December 2010 were approximately

$47.8 million as compared to approximately $192.6 million for the year ended December 31 2009 For the year ended

December 31 2010 we had approximately $42.7 million of impairment expense primarily due to disposition and

anticipated dispositions of certain of our real estate properties and approximately $5.1 million related to other than

temporary declines in the estimated fair value of investments in unconsolidated entities For the year ended December 31

2009 the impairment expense was due to changes in our expected holding period and overall market declines for certain of

our real estate properties

Goodwill Impairment Losses Goodwill impairment losses for the year ended December 31 2010 were

approximately $1 1.5 million In connection with the May 17 2010 estimated value of our outstanding common stock at

$4.25 per share we evaluated our goodwill for impairment between annual tests and determined that the implied fair value

of goodwill was equal to zero and approximately $11.5 million was charged to impairment expense during the second

quarter of2OlO We had no goodwill impairment losses for the year ended December 31 2009

General and Administrative Expenses General and administrative
expenses

for the
year

ended

December 31 2010 were approximately $10.0 million as compared to approximately $11.1 million for the year ended

December 31 2009 and were comprised of corporate general and administrative
expenses including directors and officers

insurance premiums audit and tax fees legal fees other administrative expenses and reimbursement of certain expenses of

our advisor The $1.1 million decrease is primarily related to reduced audit fees of approximately $0.9 million and reduced

investor related expenses of approximately $0.4 million partially offset by an increase of approximately $0.2 million in

other general and administrative expenses

Depreciation aod Amorization Expense Depreciation and amortization expense for the year ended

December 31 2010 was approximately $228.8 million as compared to approximately $249.6 million for the year
ended

December 31 2009 and was comprised of depreciation and amortization expense from each of our consolidated real estate

properties The $20.8 million decrease primarily resulted from decreased depreciation and amortization
expense

due to the

impairment of certain of our real estate properties which results in lower base from which depreciation and aniortization

expenses is calculated

Interest Income Interest income for the year ended December 31 2010 was approximately $1.5 million as

compared to approximately $3.3 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and was comprised of interest income

associated with fi.unds on deposit at banks The $1.8 million decrease from the prior year was primarily due to lower cash

balances

Loss on Early Extinguishment of Debt We had no loss on early extinguishment of debt for the year ended

December 31 2010 Loss on early extinguishment of debt for the
year

ended December 31 2009 was approximately $4.5

million and was comprised of an approximate $3.2 million write-off of deferred financing fees related to the early payoff of

the term loan under our credit facility and approximately $1.3 million related to premiums paid to debentureholders to

redeem outstanding debentures for cash

Gain on Troubled Debt Restructuring Gain on troubled debt restructuring for the year ended December 31 2010

was approximately $9.1 million and related to the settlement of debt secured by our 1650 Arch Street property We had no

gain on troubled debt restructuring for the year ended December 2009 During the year ended December 2010 we

completed discounted purchase through wholly-owned subsidiary of the note totaling approximately $42.8 million

secured by the 1650 Arch Street property The note payable of approximately $42.8 million remains liability of the

borrower limited partnership in which we own 90 controlling interest and the debt remains in default However for

consolidation purposes the debt is
frilly

eliminated at December 31 2010

Benefit Provision Jar Income Taxes We had provision for income taxes of approximately $2.8 million for the

year ended December 2010 as compared to benefit for income taxes of approximately $1 .4 million for the year ended

December 31 2009 The $4.2 million change was primarily related to approximately $1 .8 million of federal net operating

loss
carryovers that are no longer available to us additions to the valuation allowance for certain state and local deferred tax

assets of approximately $1.1 million and approximately $1.3 million of other state and local taxes
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Equity in Earnings of Investments Equity in earnings of investments for the year
ended December 31 2010 was

approximately $1.0 million as compared to approximately $0.3 million for year ended December 31 2009 and was

comprised of our share of equity in the eamings of unconsolidated investments The $0.7 million increase from prior year

primarily resulted from increased net income at the Wanamaker Building

Net Loss attributable to Noncon trolling Interest in ontinuing Operations Net loss attributable to noncontrolling

interest in continuing operations was approximately $0.7 million for the
year

ended December 31 2010 as compared to

approximately $5.9 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and represents the net income or loss attributable to third

parties who have interests in certain of our consolidated properties and third parties owning limited partnership units issued

by Behringer OP The $5.2 million decrease in loss is primarily attributable to the noncontrolling interest holders share of

impairment losses recognized in 2009 on non-wholly owned property that we consolidate

Net Loss attributable to Noncontrolling Interest in Discontinued Operations Net loss attributable to

noncontrolling interest in discontinued operations was insignificant for the
year

ended December 31 2010 as compared to

approximately $2.5 million for the year ended December 31 2009 and represents the net income or loss attributable to third

parties who have interests in certain of our consolidated properties and third parties owning limited partnership units issued

by Bebringer OP The $2.5 million decrease in loss is primarily attributable to the noncontrolling interest holders share of

impairment losses recognized in 2009 on sold non-wholly owned properties that were consolidated

Discontinued Operations

Loss from Discontinued Operations Loss from discontinued operations for the year ended December 31 2010

was approximately $31.0 million as compared to loss of approximately $81.4 million for the year ended

December 31 2009 The loss from discontinued operations is comprised of the results of operations from properties sold

and properties held for sale During 2010 we disposed of seven properties and had one property Westway One which was

classified as held for sale at December 31 2010 During 2009 we disposed of two properties The results of operations for

these properties are classified as discontinued operations in all periods presented The loss from discontinued operations

for the year ended December 31 2010 includes impairment losses of approximately $40.0 million as compared to

impairment losses of approximately $66.5 million for the year ended December 31 2009 The loss from discontinued

operations for the
year

ended December 31 2010 also includes gains on troubled debt restructuring related to KeyBank

Center One Financial Plaza and 222 Bloomingdale of approximately $14.4 million

Gain on Sole of Discontinued Operations Gain on sale of discontinued operations for the year ended

December 31 2010 was approximately $2.9 million and relates to sales of our properties We had no gain on sale of

discontinued operations for the year ended December 31 2009

Year ended Decein her 31 2009 as compared to year ended Decent her 31 2008

Continuing Operations

Rental Revenue Rental revenue for the year ended December 31 2009 was approximately $551.7 million as

compared to approximately $550.2 million for the year ended December 31 2008 and was generated by our consolidated

real estate properties As result of properties acquired or consolidated during 2008 rental revenue increased by

approximately $33.8 million in 2009 as compared to 2008 Comparing 2009 to 2008 our other properties experienced

decline in rental revenue primarily attributable to decreases in lease termination fees of approximately $19.4 million

decrease in straight-line rental revenue of approximately $11.3 million decrease in expense reimbursements from tenants of

approximately $2.9 million decrease in rental income recognized from the net amortization of above/below-market rents

of approximately $3.8 million partially offset by an increase in base rental revenue of approximately $4.9 million and

various other increases in 2009 as compared to 2008 totaling approximately $0.2 million

Property Operating Expenses Property operating expenses from our consolidated real estate properties for the

year ended December 31 2009 were approximately $167.1 million as compared to approximately $149.5 million for the

year ended December 31 2008 Approximately $12.7 million of the $17.6 million increase over the prior year was

attributable to properties acquired or consolidated during 2008 Our other properties experienced an increase of

approximately $4.9 million primarily attributable to an increase in bad debt expense of approximately $4.2 million and

various other increases totaling approximately $0.7 million

Interest Expense Interest expense for the year ended December 31 2009 was approximately $175.1 million as

compared to approximately $177.9 million for the year ended December 31 2008 and was comprised of interest expense

amortization of deferred financing fees and interest rate mark-to-market adjustments related to our notes payable associated

with our consolidated real estate properties TIC interest investments our credit facility and our interest rate swap

agreements The $2.8 million decrease from prior year is primarily result of our reduced notes payable the reduced

outstanding balance under our credit facility and the redemption of previously outstanding debentures
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Real Estate Taxes Real estate taxes for the year ended December 31 2009 were approximately $77.9 million as

compared to approximately $72.2 million for the year
ended December 31 2008 and were comprised of real estate taxes

from our consolidated real estate properties Real estate taxes increased approximately $5.6 million over the prior year as

result of properties acquired or consolidated during 2008 Our other properties experienced year over year increase of

approximately $0.1 million

Property Management Fees Property management fees for the
year

ended December 31 2009 were

approximately $16.2 million as compared to approximately $15.9 million for the year ended December 31 2008 and were

comprised of property management fees related to both our consolidated and unconsolidated real estate properties

Property management fees increased approximately $1.0 million over the prior year as result of properties acquired during

2008 Our other properties experienced year over year decrease of approximately $0.7 million

Asset Management Fees Asset management fees for the year ended December 31 2009 were approximately

$20.3 million as compared to approximately $25.6 million for the
year ended December 31 2008 and were comprised of

asset management fees associated with both our consolidated and unconsolidated real estate properties The $5.3 million

decrease from the prior year was primarily attributable to $7.5 million waiver of asset management fees for the year ended

December 31 2009 partially offset by an increase in asset management fees due to properties acquired during 2008

Loss on Contract Termination Loss on contract termination for the
year ended December 31 2008 was

approximately $5.0 million In September 2008 we entered into contract to purchase building located in Washington

D.C and paid non-refundable deposit of $5.0 million related to this contract We terminated this contract in December

2008 We did not incur loss on contract termination in the year ended December 31 2009

Asset Impairment Losses As result of adverse economic conditions and dislocations in the credit markets that

negatively impacted the commercial real estate market as whole and likewise our portfolio of real estate assets we
evaluated our real estate assets for impairment during the

years
ended 2009 and 2008 As result of our evaluation we

recorded non-cash impairment losses for the year ended December 31 2009 of approximately $192.6 million as compared

to approximately $15.9 million for the
year

ended December 31 2008

General andAdministrative Expense General and administrative expense for the year ended December 31 2009

was approximately $11.1 million as compared to approximately $7.3 million for the
year ended December 31 2008 and

was comprised of corporate general and administrative expenses including directors and officers insurance premiums

audit and tax fees legal fees other administrative
expenses

and reimbursement of certain
expenses of our advisor The

$3.8 million increase is primarily due to increases in reimbursements of administrative expenses to our advisor and

increased cost and expenses that we paid directly that our advisor had previously paid on our behalf

Depreciation and Amortization Expense Depreciation and amortization expense for the each of the years ended

December 31 2009 and 2008 was approximately $249.6 million and was comprised of depreciation and amortization

expense from each of our consolidated real estate properties Depreciation and amortization expense increased

approximately $16.7 million over prior year as result of properties acquired or consolidated in 2008 This increase was

offset by decrease at our other properties of approximately $16.7 million primarily resulting from an acceleration of

amortization of lease intangibles during the year ended December 31 2008 related to early lease terminations at our Burnett

Plaza property

Interest Income Interest income for the
year

ended December 31 2009 was approximately $3.3 million as

compared to approximately $7.0 million for the year ended December 31 2008 and was comprised of interest income

associated with funds on deposit at banks and our notes receivable The $3.7 million decrease from the prior year is

primarily due to lower cash balances and lower interest rates

Gain Loss on Early Extinguishment of Debt Loss on early extinguishment of debt for the year ended

December 31 2009 was approximately $4.5 million and was comprised of approximately $3.2 million attributable to the

write-off of deferred financing fees related to paying off the term loan under our credit facility and approximately $1.3

million related to premiums paid to debentureholders to redeem outstanding debentures for cash Gain on early

extinguishment of debt for the year ended December 2008 was approximately $1.3 million and was related to the early

extinguishment at discount of approximately $19.2 million in debt in October 2008

Benefit Provision for Income Taxes We had benefit for income taxes of approximately $1.4 million for the

year ended December 31 2009 as compared to provision for income taxes of approximately $0.8 million for the
year

ended December 31 2008 The $2.2 million change primarily related to approximately $3.7 million of increased deferred

tax assets generated by net operating losses primarily as result of impairment charges and approximately $0.7 million of

decreases in deferred tax liabilities partially offset by approximately $2.1 million in additions to the valuation allowance

for certain state and local deferred tax assets and $0.1 million in other state and local taxes

Equity in Earnings of Investments Equity in earnings of investments for the year ended December 31 2009 was

approximately $0.3 million as compared to $1.3 million for the year ended December 31 2008 and was comprised of our
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share of equity in the earnings of unconsolidated investments The $1.0 million decrease from prior year
is primarily due to

our acquisition and consolidation of the remaining third-party TIC interests in the 1300 Main Minnesota Center and

Colorado Building properties during late 2008

Gain on Sale of Assets There was no gain on sale of assets recognized during the
year

ended December 31 2009

Gain on sale of assets for the
year

ended December 31 2008 was approximately $5.3 million and was comprised of

approximately $5.1 million from the sale of our TIC investment in Enclave on the Lake and approximately $0.2 million

from the sale of land easement at our Ashford Perimeter property

Net Loss attributable to Noncont rolling Interest in Continuing Operations Net loss attributable to noncontrolling

interest in continuing operations was approximately $5.9 million for the year ended December 31 2009 as compared to

approximately $0.3 million for the year ended December 2008 and represents the net income or loss attributable to third

parties who have interests in certain of our consolidated properties and third parties owning limited partnership units issued

by Behringer OP The $5.6 million increase in loss is primarily attributable to the noncontrolling interest holders share of

impairment losses recognized in 2009 on non-wholly owned property that we consolidate

Net Loss attributable to Noncontrolling Interest in Discontinued Operations Net loss attributable to

noncontrolling interest in discontinued operations was approximately $2.5 million for the year ended December 31 2009 as

compared to an insignificant amount for the year ended December 31 2008 and represents the net income or loss

attributable to third parties who have interests in certain of our consolidated properties and third parties owning limited

partnership units issued by Behringer OP The $2.5 million increase in loss is primarily attributable to the noncontrolling

interest holders share of impairment losses recognized in 2009 on sold non-wholly owned properties that were

consolidated

Discontinued Operations

Loss from Discontinued Operations Loss from discontinued operations for the
year

ended December 31 2009

was approximately $81.4 million as compared to approximately $22.1 million for the year ended December 31 2008 The

loss from discontinued operations is comprised of the results of operations from properties sold and properties held for sale

During 2010 we disposed of seven properties and had one property Westway One which was classified as held for sale at

December 31 2010 During 2009 we disposed of two properties and during 2008 we disposed of three properties The

results of operations for all of these properties are classified as discontinued operations in all periods presented The loss

from discontinued operations for the year ended December 31 2009 includes asset impairment losses of approximately

$66.5 million as compared to asset impairment losses of approximately $5.3 million included in discontinued operations for

the year ended December 31 2008

Gain on Sale of Discontinued Operations There was no gain on sale of discontinued operations recognized

during the year ended December 31 2009 For the year ended December 31 2008 we recognized gain of approximately

$16.1 million from the sales of our 9100 Mineral Circle and 2383 Utah properties

Cash Flow Analysis

Year ended December 31 2010 as compared to year ended December 31 2009

Cash flows provided by operating activities totaled approximately $49.3 million for the year ended

December 31 2010 compared to approximately $63.0 million for the
year

ended December 31 2009 The change in cash

flows provided by operating activities is attributable to the factors discussed in our analysis of results of operations for

the
year

ended December 31 2010 compared to December 31 2009 including rental revenue property operating expenses

interest expense real estate taxes property management fees asset management fees and general and administrative

expenses increases in leasing commissions and other lease intangibles of approximately $11.0 million and the

timing of receipt of revenues and payment of expenses which is evidenced by net cash outflows in working capital assets

and liabilities of approximately $1.6 million in 2010 compared to outflows of approximately $20.8 million in 2009

Cash flows provided by investing activities for the year ended December 31 2010 were approximately $33.5

million and were primarily comprised of proceeds from the sale of discontinued operations of approximately $55.3 million

and approximately $27.3 million in the change in restricted cash partially offset by monies used to find capital

expenditures for existing real estate of approximately $44.0 million and capital expenditures for real estate development of

approximately $6.6 million During the year ended December 31 2009 cash flows provided by investing activities were

approximately $22.1 million and were primarily comprised of approximately $75.1 million in the change in restricted cash

primarily related to the redemption of our debentures approximately $41.7 million in proceeds from the sale of

discontinued operations and approximately $16.0 million in insurance proceeds received partially offset by monies used to

find capital expenditures for existing real estate of approximately $68.5 million and capital expenditures for real estate

development of approximately $43.4 million
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Cash flows used in financing activities for the year ended December 31 2010 were approximately $123.3 million

and were comprised primarily of payments on notes payable of approximately $83.2 million distributions to our

stockholders of approximately $30.4 million redemptions of common stock of approximately $7.2 million and distributions

to noncontrolling interest holders of approximately $2.2 million During the year ended December 31 2009 cash flows

used in financing activities were approximately $243.0 million and were comprised primarily of payments on notes payable

and financing costs net of proceeds from notes payable of approximately $95.1 million distributions to our common

stockholders of approximately $59.9 million purchase of debentures for cash of approximately $52.9 million and

redemptions of common stock of approximately $31.6 million

Year ended December 31 2009 as compared to year ended December 31 2008

Cash flows provided by operating activities totaled approximately $63.0 million for the year ended

December 31 2009 compared to $68.5 million for the year ended December 31 2008 The change in cash flows provided

by operating activities is attributable to the factors discussed in our analysis of results of operations for the
year

ended

December 31 2009 compared to December 2008 including rental revenue property operating expenses interest

expense real estate taxes property management fees asset management fees and general and administrative expenses and

the timing of receipt of revenues and payment of expenses which is evidenced by net cash outflows in working capital

assets and liabilities of approximately $20.8 million in 2009 compared to approximately $37.2 million in 2008

Cash flows provided by investing activities for the year ended December 2009 were approximately $22.1

million and were primarily comprised of approximately $75.1 million change in restricted cash primarily related to the

redemption of debentures approximately $41.7 million in proceeds from the sale discontinued operations and

approximately $16.0 million in insurance proceeds received partially offset by cash used to find capital expenditures for

operating real estate of approximately $68.5 million and capital expenditures for real estate development of approximately

$43.4 million During the year ended December 31 2008 cash flows used in investing activities were approximately

$212.5 million and were primarily comprised of cash used for the purchases of real estate of approximately $233.6 million

cash used to find capital expenditures for operating real estate of approximately $56 million and capital expenditures for

real estate development of approximately $12.2 million partially offset by approximately $46.9 million in proceeds from

sales of assets and discontinued operations and approximately $34.2 million from the decrease in restricted cash

Cash flows used in financing activities for the year ended December 31 2009 were approximately $243.0 million

and were comprised primarily of payments on notes payable and financing costs net of proceeds from notes payable of

approximately $95.1 million payment of distributions to our common stockholders of approximately $59.9 million

purchase of debentures for cash of approximately $52.9 million and redemptions of common stock of approximately $31.6

million During the year ended December 31 2008 cash flows provided by financing activities were approximately $386.5

million and were comprised primarily of finds received from the issuance of stock net of redemptions and offering costs

of approximately $665.2 million partially offset by payments on notes payable and financing costs net of proceeds from

notes payable of approximately $170.2 million payment of distributions to our common stockholders of approximately

$69.8 million and conversion of debentures of approximately $26.3 million

Funds from Operations and Modified Funds from Operations

Funds from operations FF0 is non-GAAP financial measure that is widely recognized as measure of REIT

operating performance We use FF0 defined by the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts NAREIT as

net income loss computed in accordance with GAAP excluding extraordinary items as defined by GAAP and gains or

losses from sales of property plus depreciation and amortization on real estate assets and afler adjustments for

unconsolidated partnerships joint ventures and subsidiaries as one measure to evaluate our operating performance In

addition to FF0 we use modified finds from operations Modified Funds from Operations or MFFO which excludes

from FF0 impairment charges adjustments to fair value for derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting and

acquisitioii-related costs to firther evaluate our operating performance Historical cost accounting for real estate assets in

accordance with GAAP implicitly assumes that the value of real estate diminishes predictably over time Since real estate

values have historically risen or fallen with market conditions many industry investors and analysts have considered the

presentation of operating results for real estate companies that use historical cost accounting alone to be insufficient As

result our management bclieves that the use of FF0 and MFFO togcther with the required GAAP presentations provide

more complete understanding of our performance

We believe that FF0 is helpful to investors and our management as measure of operating performance because it

excludes depreciation and amortization gains and losses from property dispositions and extraordinary items and as

result when compared year over year reflects the impact on operations from trends in occupancy rates rental rates

operating costs general and administrative expenses and interest costs which is not immediately apparent from net

income We believe that MFFO is helpful to investors and our management as measure of operating performance because

it excludes charges that management considers more reflective of investing activities or non-operating valuation changes

By providing FF0 and MFFO we present information that assists investors in aligning their analysis with managements
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analysis of long-term operating activities We believe fluctuations in MFFO are indicative of changes in operating

activities and provide comparability in evaluating our performance over time and as compared to other real estate

companies that may not be affected by impairments or have derivatives or acquisition activities As explained bclow

managements evaluation of our operating performance excludes the items considered in the calculation of MFFO based on

the following economic considerations

Impairment charges An impairment charge represents
downward adjustment to the carrying amount of

long-lived asset to reflect the current valuation of the asset even when the asset may be intended to be held

long-term Such adjustment when properly recognized under GAAP may lag the underlying consequences

related to rental rates occupancy and other operating performance trends The valuation is also based in part

on the impact of current market fluctuations and estimates of future capital requirements and long-term

operating performance that may not be directly attributable to current operating performance Because MFFO

excludes impairment charges management believes MFFO provides useful supplemental information by

focusing on the changes in our operating fundamentals rather than on one-time market valuations

Adjustments to fair value for derivatives not qualifying for hedge accountjpg Management has used

derivatives in the management of our interest rate exposure We do not intend to speculate in these interest

rate derivatives and accordingly period-to-period changes in derivative valuations are not primary factors in

inanagenients decision-making process We believe by excluding the gains of losses from these derivatives

MFFO provides useful supplemental information on the realized economic impact of the hedges independent

of short-term market fluctuations

Acquisition-related costs In evaluating investments in real estate including both business combinations and

investments accounted for under the equity method of accounting managements investment models and

analysis differentiates costs to acquire the investment from the operations derived from the investment In

accordance with GAAP prior to 2009 acquisition costs for these types of investments were capitalized

however as result of change in GAAP beginning in 2009 acquisition costs related to business

combinations are expensed We believe by excluding expensed acquisition costs MFFO provides useful

supplemental information that is comparable for each type of our real estate investments and is consistent with

managements analysis of the investing and operating performance of our properties
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The following section presents our calculation of FF0 and MFFO for the
years ended December 31 2010 2009

and 2008 and provides additional information related to our FF0 and MFFO in thousands except per
share amounts

2010 2009 2008

Net loss 231228 439087 160652

Net loss attributable to noncontrolling interest 729 8455 231

Adjustments

Real estate depreciation and amortization from consolidated properties1 238944 275045 280620

Real estate depreciation and amortization from unconsolidated properties 7027 7116 15006

Gain on sale of depreciable real estate 2920 21204

Noncontrolling interestshare of above adjustments3 1261 2116 2149

Funds from operations FF0 11291 S150587 111852

Impairment charges 99295 259063 21114

Fair value adjustments to derivatives 193 196

Acquisitiun-related costs

Noncontrolling interest share of above adjustmentst3 145 7072 33
Modified funds from operations MFF05 110248 101600 132933

Weighted average common shares basic and diluted 294241 291739 240188

MFFO per common share basic and diluted 0.37 0.35 0.55

Reflects the real estste depreciation and amortization of continuing operations as well as discontinued operations

Represents our share of real estate depreciation and amortization of the properties which we account for under the equity method of accounting

The real estate depreciation and amortization of our unconsolidated interests are retteeted in our equity in eamings of investments

Reflects an adjustment for the noncontrolling third-party partners proportionate share and an adjustment for the limited partnership unit holders

proportionate share of each of the other adjustments listed

Reflects goodwill and asset impairment charges of continuing operations as well as discontinued operations

We have no dilutive securities

FF0 as defined by NAREIT does not allow for excluding gain on extinguishment of debt unless that gain is deemed to be an extraordinary

item We define MFFO to further exclude impairment charges adjustments to fair value for derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting and

acquisition related costs MFFO does not exclude gain on extinguishment of debt For the year ended December 31 2010 we recognized non

extraordinary gains on extinguishment of debt gains on troubled debt restmeturing of approximately $23.5 million including approximately

$14.4 million recorded as part of income loss from discontinued operations If these non-cash gains were excluded from MFFO for the year

ended December31 2010 the resulting basic and diluted MFFO would have been $0.29 per common share rather than the $0.37 presented above

Non-cash Items Included in Net Loss

Provided below is additional information related to selected non-cash items included in net loss above which may
be helpfttl in assessing our operating results The amounts presented below include items related to our consolidated

properties as well as items that are reflected in our equity in eamings of investments and discontinued operations

Straight-line rental revenue of approximately $14.4 million $19.5 million and $28.5 million was recognized

as net increase to rental revenue for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Amortization of above- and below-market lease intangible assets and liabilities was recognized as net

increase to rental revenues of approximately $12.3 million $13.0 million and $13.8 million for the years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively and

Amortization of deferred financing costs and interest rate mark-to-market adjustments of approximately $8.5

million $8.6 million and $9.1 million was recognized as interest expense for the years ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

We believe FF0 and MFFO are helpful to investors and our management as measures of operating performance

FF0 and MFFO are not indicative of our cash available to fUnd distributions since other uses of cash such as capital

expenditures at our properties and principal payments of debt are not deducted when calculating FF0 and MFFO FF0 or

MFFO should not be considered as an altemative to net income loss or an indication of our liquidity and each should be
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reviewed in connection with OAAP measurements Our FF0 and MFFO as presented may not be comparable to

presentations by other REITs

Liquidity and Capital Resources

General

Our business requires continued access to adequate capita to fund our liquidity needs Our principal demands for

funds on short-term and long-term basis have been and will continue to be for property operating expenses real estate

taxes property management fees general and administrative expenses payment of principal and interest on our outstanding

indebtedness refinancing or restructuring our outstanding indebtedness capital improvements to our properties including

commitments for future tenant improvements asset management fees and payment of distributions Our foremost priorities

for the near term are preserving and generating cash sufficient to fund our liquidity needs Given the deterioration and

uncertainty in the economy and financial markets as well as property specific issues such as vacancies and lease

terminations we believe that access to any outside source of capital will be challenging and are planning accordingly

As of December 31 2010 we had cash and cash equivalents of $139.1 million We have deposits in certain

financial institutions in excess of federally insured levels We have diversified our cash and cash equivalents with

numerous banking institutions in an attempt to minimize exposure to any one of these institutions We regularly monitor

the financial stability of these financial institutions and we believe that we have placed our deposits with creditworthy

financial institutions

At current operating levels we anticipate that revenue from our properties cash and cash equivalents and

restricted cash will continue to provide adequate capital to fund our short-term liquidity requirements Based on our

assessment we anticipate our short-term liquidity requirements to be approximately $555.0 million over the next twelve

months of which we expect approximately $455.7 million to be provided by revenue from our properties In addition debt

that is secured by thirteen of our properties totaling approximately $724.3 million at December 31 2010 has already

matured and remains outstanding at December 31 2010 or matures over the next twelve months We will also need to

generate additional funds for long-term liquidity requirements Our expected actual and potential liquidity sources are

among others cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash revenue from our properties proceeds from asset dispositions

proceeds received from contributing existing assets to joint ventures proceeds from additional secured or unsecured debt

finanrings and refinancings and proceeds from pnhlic or private issuances of deht or equity securities We also intend to

utilize retained capital as result of the partial suspension and funding limit of the share redemption program and the

reductions in our distributions which occurred in 2009 and 2010

One of our liquidity strategies is to dispose of certain properties which we expect will help us generate cash

through the disposition of identified properties in non-core markets or non-strategic properties that we believe have equity

value above the mortgage debt and preserve cash through the disposition of properties with negative cash flow or other

potential near-term cash outlay requirements including debt maturities During 2010 we sold five properties consisting

of more than one million square feet which generated proceeds of approximately $55.3 million net of any loans assumed

by the buyers of which approximately $31.8 million was used to repay
related mortgage debt In January 2011 and

February 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure and foreclosure we transferred ownership of our Executive Park

and Grandview II properties respectively to the lenders associated with each property In January 2011 we sold Westway

One located in Houston Texas and we intend to sell at least two properties in non-core markets and one non-strategic

property during the first six months of 2011 In the current economic environment it is difficult to predict whether any of

these sales will be completed

There can be no assurance that future dispositions will occur or if they occur that they will help us to achieve

these objectives In addition we may seek to raise capital by contributing one or more of our existing assets to joint

venture with third party Investments in joint ventures may under certain circumstances involve risks not present when

third party is not involved Our ability to successfully identify negotiate and complete joint venture transactions on

acceptable terms or at all is highly uncertain in the current economic environment

We continually evaluate our debt maturities Part of our overall strategy includes actively addressing our debt

maturities in 2011 and considering alternative courses of action if the capital markets continue to be volatile Based on our

current assessment we believe there will be refinancing altematives available but these alternatives may materially impact

our expected financial results and liquidity due to higher interest rates and additional equity requirements However if

refinancing alternatives are not available and we have insufficient liquidity to repay the maturing debt the related lenders

could foreclose on certain of our properties

We are also exploring opportunities to raise both property
level and company level capital during 2011 For

example we are negotiating joint venture arrangement with third party for our 200 South Wacker property and we have

engaged an investment banking firm to explore other liquidity sources which may include both property and company level

capital during 2011 There is however no assurance that we will be able to realize any capital from these initiatives
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Notes Payable

Our notes payable was approximately $2.7 billion in principal at December 31 2010 which consists of

approximately $2.6 billion of loans secured by mortgages on our properties and $149.7 million of borrowings under the

revolving loans outstanding under our credit facility Our notes payable was approximately $3.0 billion at

December 312009 As of December 31 2010 all of our $2.7 billion in debt is fixed rate debt with the exception of the

$149.7 million in revolving loans which as of December 31 2010 bear interest at an annual variable rate equal to

approximately 3.0lo At December 31 2010 we have non-recourse property loan of approximately $5.6 million that

matured in October 2010 and is secured by our Executive Park property In January 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of

foreclosure we transferred ownership of the Executive Park property to the lender associated with the property We also

have non-recourse property loan of approximately $27.3 million secured by our Minnesota Center property that matured

in November 2010 and remains outstanding We are in discussions with the lender to restructure or payoff this loan at

discount There is no assurance that we will be able to restructure or payoff this loan at discount which could result in

foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the property to the lender At December 31 2010 our remaining notes payable had

maturity dates that range from February 2011 to May 2017 The notes payable with February 2011 maturity date relates

to non-recourse property loan of approximately $95.5 million secured by our 200 South Wacker property We are

negotiating joint venture arrangement with third party for our 200 South Wacker property and have requested an 18-

month maturity date extension from the lender in exchange for partial paydown of the loan while we finalize our joint

venture arrangement for this property There is no assurance that the lender will agree to this extension which could result

in foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the property to the lender Approximately $724.3 million or approximately 27o
of our December 31 2010 outstanding debt has matured and remains outstanding at December 31 2010 or matures in 2011
and we have no debt maturing in 2012 These amounts exclude approximately $110.8 million for certain non-recourse

loans in default that have maturity date after 2012 but for which we have received notification from lenders demanding

immediate payment At December 31 2010 the stated annual interest rates on our notes payable ranged from 5.O2o to

13.33% with an effective weighted average interest rate of approximately 5.6100 For each of our loans that are in default

as detailed below we incur default interest rates which are 500 higher than their stated interest rate which results in an

overall effective weighted average interest rate of approximately 5.87o

Our loan agreements generally require us to comply with certain reporting and financial covenants As of

December 31 2010 in addition to the default on the note secured by the 1650 Arch Street property described below under

the heading Troubled Debt Restructuring we were in default or had events of default on non-recourse property loans

secured by eight of our properties with combined outstanding balance of approximately $145.7 million secured by our

Executive Park Grandview II Minnesota Center and 1300 Main properties and the Western Office portfolio which

consists of the 17655 Waterview Gateway 12 Gateway 23 and Southwest Center properties In January 2011 and

February 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure and foreclosure we transferred ownership of our Executive Park

and Grandview II properties respectively to the lenders associated with each property We are in discussions with the

lenders on the other loans to restructure the debt purchase or payoff the debt at discount or transfer ownership of the

properties to the lenders There is no assurance that we will be able to restructure or payoff these loans at discount which

could result in foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the properties to the lenders Further we believe non-recourse loans

totaling approximately $306.8 million which are secured by six of our properties need to be modified during the first six

months of 2011 in order to justify ifirther investment some of which may have imminent defaults or events of default At

December 31 2010 other than the defaults discussed above we believe we were in compliance with each of the debt

covenants under each of our other loan agreements

Credit Facility

Through our operating partnership Behringer OP we have secured credit agreement the Credit Agreement

providing for secured borrowings available as revolving loans The borrowings are to be supported by additional collateral

owned by certain of our subsidiaries each of which has guaranteed the credit facility and granted first mortgage or deed

of trust on its real property the Collateral Pool Properties as security for the credit facility

Effective December 11 2010 we entered into second amendment to the Credit Agreement the Second

Amendment The Second Amendment adjusts the total amount of secured borrowings available under the credit facility

from the previous $193.0 million to $150.0 million available as revolving loans subject to increase to $300 million upon

lender approval and payment of certain activation fees to the agent
and lenders and provides that our Westway One

property located in Houston Texas may be released as security for the credit facility only if this property is sold to an

unaffiliated third party and if the other conditions to release including the payment of release price equal to at least the

net proceeds of sale set forth in the Credit Agreement are satisfied On January 27 2011 we sold our Westway One

property to an unaffiliated third party and paid release price of approximately $30.6 million to the lender

Prior to the sale of Westway One the Collateral Pool Properties consisted of our Westway One One BriarLake

Plaza and Three Eldridge Place properties in Houston Texas our 15 Wayside property in Burlington Massachusetts
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our 5104 Eisenhower Boulevard property in Tampa Florida and our Centreport Office Center property in Ft Worth
Texas The Collateral Pool Properties must maintain borrowing base value of $200.0 million and must include at least

four separate properties

As of December 31 2010 the Collateral Pool Properties including Westway One has value as defined in the

Credit Agreement of approximately $295.4 million As of December 31 2010 there was approximately $149.7 million

outstanding under the revolving loans and due to outstanding letters of credit we had insignificant additional borrowings

available under the revolving loans Our revolving loans hear interest at rate of LIBOR plus 2.7S0o
per annum which as

of December 31 2010 is approximately 3.0100 per annum The credit facility matures on December 11 2011

Troubled Debt Restructuring

In February 2010 we completed discounted purchase through wholly-owned subsidiary of the note totaling

approximately $42.8 million secured by the 1650 Arch Street property resulting in gain on troubled debt restructuring of

approximately $9.1 million The note payable of approximately $42.8 million remains liability of the borrower limited

partnership in which we own 900o controlling interest and the debt remains in default However for consolidation

purposes the debt is fully eliminated On both basic and diluted income per share basis the $9.1 million gain was

approximately $0.03 per common share for the year ended December 31 2010

In February 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of KeyBank Center to the

lender associated with the property This transaction was aeeountcd for as full settlement of debt aud resulted in gain on

troubled debt restmcturing of approximately $6.5 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations On both

basic and diluted income per share basis the $6.5 million gain was approximately $0.02 per common share for the
year

ended December 31 2010

In December 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of One Financial Plaza to

the lender associated with the property This transaction was accounted for as full settlement of debt and resulted in

gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $3.3 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations

On both basic and diluted income per share basis the $3.3 million gain was approximately $0.01 per common share for

the year ended December 2010

In December 2010 we sold 222 Bloomingdale and the lender associated with this property agreed to accept

discounted payoff as full settlement of the debt which resulted in gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately

$4.6 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations On both basic and diluted income per share basis the

$4.6 million gain was approximately $0.02 per common share for the
year

ended December 31 2010

Share Redemption Program

Our board of directors has authorized share redemption program to provide limited interim liquidity to

stockholders In 2009 the board determined to suspend until further notice redemptions other than those submitted in

respect of stockholders death disability or confinement to long-term care facility referred to herein as exceptional

redemptions In November 2010 the board set funding limit of $4.25 million for exceptional redemptions considered in

2011 proportional to each redemption period or $1062500 per period During the year ended December 31 2010 we
received total of 492 exceptional redemption requests for an aggregate

of million shares of common stock and we

fulfilled pro rata portion of all of the exceptional redemption requests submitted If redemption requests exceed the

budget for the applicable redemption period we redeem shares on pro rata basis for the applicable redemption period and

an excess shares are treated as request for redemption in the following period and combined with all subsequent requests

received unless the requesting shareholder withdraws the redemption request
If the remaining unredeemed balance of

request falls below 200 shares the remaining shares are redeemed in full We do not keep record of ordinary redemption

requests received since the March 2009 suspension Cash amounts paid to stockholders for redemption requests during the

year ended December 31 2010 were approximately $7.2 million for redemption of approximately 1.0 million shares and

were funded from cash flows provided from operating activities

Distributions

Distributions are authorized at the discretion of our board of directors based on its analysis of numerous factors

including but not limited to our performance over the previous period expectations of performance over future periods

forthcoming cash needs earnings cash flow anticipated cash flow capital expenditure requirements cash on hand and

general financial condition The boards decisions are also influenced in substantial part by the requirements necessary to

maintain our REIT status

The general indicators of performance in the commercial office market have shown signs of continued weakness

as result of the global recession and the inherent lagging nature of commercial office real estate recovery compared to the

broader economy Contributing to this is high level of unemployment which is widely recognized as the key factor in

vacancy levels Lower occupancy levels nationally and in our portfolio have the effect of reducing net operating income
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available to pay expenses and distributions Furthermore in lower occupancy environment competitive rental

concessions are offered by most office landlords to keep assets leased or attract new tenants along with increased capital

expenditures in the form of tenant improvements and leasing commissions necessary to lease lost occupancy This further

contributes to the need to preserve
cash and has the effect of reducing cash available for distributions The board of

directors continues to monitor these and other indicators consistent with its previously stated objective of preserving equity

and capital Reductions in our property net operating income have impacted our ability to maintain the level of distributions

that were paid to our stocltholders Effective since May 2010 the declared distribution rate has been equal to monthly

amount of $0.0083 per share of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of 1.0% based on

purchase price of$10.00 per share and 2.2c based on the December 31 2010 estimated valuation of $4.55 per share which

increased from our May 17 2010 estimated valuation From April 2009 to April 2010 the declared distributions rate

was equal to monthly amount of$0.0271 per share of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of

3.25% assuming the share was purchased for $10.00

The total distributions paid to common stockholders for the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 were

approximately $56.9 million and $125.8 million respectively Of the distributions paid to common stockholders for the

years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 approximately $26.5 million and $65.9 million respectively were reinvested in

shares of our common stock pursuant to our DRP We used net cash of approximately $30.4 million and $59.9 million

respectively to fund the distributions for these periods For the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 cash

distributions declared and recorded as reduction to noncontrolling interest in connection with the Behringer OP limited

partnership units were approximately $0.1 million and $0.2 million respectively For the years ended December 31 2010

and 2009 cash flow provided by operating activities was approximately $49.3 million and $63.0 million respectively For

the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 cash flow provided by operating activities exceeded net cash distributions

paid to common stockholders by approximately $18.9 million and $3.1 million respectively

The following are the distributions paid and declared to our common stockholders during the years ended

December 31 2010 and 2009 amounts in thousands except per share amounts

Total Declared

Distributions Paid Distributions Distribution

Cash DRP Total Declared Per Share

2010

1st Quarter 12434 11371 23805 23830 0.081

2nd Quarter 9888 8476 18364 12864 0.044

3rd Quarter 4032 3328 7360 7364 0.025

4th Quarter 4042 3331 7373 7378 0.025

Total 30396 26506 56902 51436 0.175

2009

lstQuarter 21038 25311 46349 46534 0.160

2nd Quarter 15033 16873 31906 23740 0.081

3rd Quarter 11092 12041 23733 23748 0.081

4th Quarter 12093 11676 23769 23775 0.08

Total 59856 65901 125757 117797 0.403

Distributions declared per share assumes the share was issued and outstanding as of the record date and is based on declared monthly

distribution rate for the first four months of 2010 of $00271 declared monthly distribution rate for May through September 2010 of

80.0083 declared daily distribution rate for the first quarter of 2009 of $0.00 17808 and declared monthly distribution rate for the

second and third quarters of 2009 of $00271

Operating performance cannot be accurately predicted due to numerous factors including the financial

performance of our investments in the current uncertain real estate environment and the types and mix of investments in our

portfolio As result future distributions declared and paid could exceed cash flows from operating activities even tisough

our board of directors lowered our distribution rate in May 2010 Although we anticipate that cash flows from operating

activities will be sufficient to fully fund the payment of distributions at the new rate we can provide no assurances that the

level of our distributions are sustainable and we may pay some or all of our distributions from other sources For example

from time to time our advisor and its affiliates may agree to continue to waive or defer all or portion of the acquisition

asset management or other fees or incentives due them enter into lease agreements for unleased space pay general

administrative
expenses or otherwise supplement investor returns in order to increase the amount of cash that we have

available to pay distributions to our stockholders
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Contractual Obligations

Our primary
contractual obligations relate to our notes payable In addition we have certain properties that are

subject to long-term ground leases where third party owns and has leased the underlying land to us Excluded from the

table below are commitments of approximately $35.6 million for tenant improvements and leasing commissions which are

generally due in 12 to 36 months

The following table summarizes our primary contractual obligations as of December 31 2010 in thousands

Total 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Thereafter

Notes payable principal 82723031 741352 23916 70924 91127 609503 1186209

Interest expense 600732 144521 110290 108684 103849 84256 49132

Ground leases 34171 1128 904 897 891 891 29460

Total $3357934 887001 135110 180505 195867 694650 1264801

Excludes unsmortized net discounts of approximstely $2.2 million

As of December 31 2010 we have received notification from the lenders of non-recourse loans secured by our 1300 Main Grandview II Gateway

12 Gateway 23 Southwest Center and 17655 Waterview properties demanding immediate payment of these loans which are currently in default

The table above reflects each of these loans using their original maturity dates If each of these loans were shown as payable as of January 12011
the

principal payments in 7011 wnnld increase by apprnximately SI 10.5 million while principal payments in 2012 2013 2014 2015 and thereafier

would decrease by approximately $1.8 million $1.9 million 533.4 million $57.6 million and $16.1 million respectively

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements

We have no off-balance sheet arrangements that are reasonably likely to have current or fl.tture effect on our

financial condition changes in financial condition revenues or expenses results of operations liquidity capital

expenditures or capital resources

New Accounting Pronouncements

In December 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on business combinations This guidance makes

certain modifications to previous standards including broader definition of business recognition requirements for

contractual and certain noncontractual contingencies gain recognition resulting from bargain purchase and the

requirement that acquisition-related costs be expensed as incurred The acquisition of real estate property has been

determined to meet the definition of business combination as defined in this guidance We adopted this guidance on

January 2009 and expect that it will have material effect on our accounting for fl.iture acquisitions of properties if any

primarily as acquisition costs will no longer be capitalized but will be expensed

In December 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on noncontrolling interests This guidance clarifies

that noncontrolling interest in subsidiary which is sometimes referred to as minority interest is an ownership interest in

the consolidated entity that should be reported as equity in the consolidated financial statements Among other

requirements this guidance requires consolidated net income to be reported on the face of the consolidated income

statement at amounts that include the amounts attributable to both the parent and the noncontrolling interest Our adoption

of this guidance on January 2009 increased our total equity as of January 2008 by approximately $18.0 million Net

income loss no longer includes an allocation of income or losses to noncontrolling interests Income available to common
stockholders was not affected

In March 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on disclosures about derivative instruments and hedging

activities This guidance requires entities to provide greater transparency about how and why the entity uses derivative

instruments how the instruments and related hedged items are accounted for and how the instruments and related hedged

items affect the financial position results of operations and cash flows of the entity We adopted this guidance on

January 2009 and have included the required disclosures in the accompanying notes to our financial statements

In April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance for estimating fair value when the volume and level of

activity for the asset or liability have significantly decreased We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and it did not

have material effect on our consolidated financial statemertts

In April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance requiring an entity to provide disclosures about fair value

of financial instruments in interim financial information We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and have included the

required disclosures in the accompanying notes to our interim financial statements issued subsequent to our adoption of the

guidance

In May 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance for subsequent events This guidance establishes general

standards of accounting for and disclosures of events that occur afier the balance sheet date but before financial statements

are issued or are available to be issued We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and have included the required

disclosures in the accompanying notes to our financial statements
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In June 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on the consolidation of VIEs The new guidance requires

revised evaluations of whether entities represent VIEs ongoing assessments of control over such entities and additional

disclosures for variable interests This guidance is effective for interim and annual periods beginning after

November 15 2009 with early adoption prohibited Our adoption of this new guidance on January 2010 did not result in

any entities being consolidated or deconsolidated and did not have material impact on our financial statements or

disclosures

In January 2010 the FASB updated the disclosure requirements for fair value measurements The updated

guidance requires companies to disclose separately the investments that transfer in and out of Levels and and the

reasons for those transfers Additionally in the reconciliation for fair value measurements using significant unobservable

inputs Level companies should present separately information about purchases sales issuances and settlements We

adopted the updated guidance on January 2010 except for the disclosures about purchases sales issuances and

settlements in the Level reconciliation which are effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15 2010 We

adopted the remaining guidance on January 2011 The adoption of the required guidance did not have material impact

on our financial statements or disclosures

In July 2010 the FASB updated accounting guidance related to receivables which requires additional disclosures

about the credit quality of the companys financing receivables and allowances for credit losses These disclosures provide

financial statement users with additional information about the nature of credit risks inherent in our financing receivables

how we analyze and assess credit risk in determining our allowance for credit 1osses and the reasons for any changes we

may make in our allowance for credit losses This update is generally effective for interim and annual reporting periods

ending on or after December 15 2010 however certain aspects of the update pertaining to activity that occurs during

reporting period are effective for interim and annual reporting periods beginning on or after December 15 2010 The

adoption of this update did not have material impact on our financial statements or disclosures

Recent Tax Legislation regarding Cost Basis Reporting

Effective January 2011 new federal income tax information reporting rules will require the cost basis for

shares involved in certain transactions to be reported to stockholders and the Internal Revenue Service These rules apply to

all shares including shares purchased through our distribution reinvestment plan purchased on or after January 2011

More specifically upon the transfer or redemption of any shares subject to the new reporting requirements broker must

report both the cost basis of the shares and the gain or loss recognized on the transfer or redemption of those shares to the

stockholder and to the Intemal Revenue Service on Form 1099-B In addition effective January 2011 S-corporations

will no longer be exempt from Form 1099-B reporting and shares purchased by an S-corporation on or after

January 2012 will be subject to the reporting requirements described above If we take an organizational action such as

stock split merger or acquisition that affects the cost basis of the shares subject to the new reporting requirements we will

report to each stockholder and the Internal Revenue Service description of the action and the quantitative effect of that

action on the cost basis of the applicable shares on an information return

In connection with the transfer or redemption of shares subject to the new reporting requirements generally shares

purchased on or after January 2011 stockholders may identif by lot the shares that are transferred or redeemed but

shares of stockholders who do not identif specific lots in timely manner will be transferred or redeemed on first

in/first out basis Transfer statement reporting on certain transactions not otherwise subject to the reporting requirements

discussed above excluding transactions involving shares acquired before January 2011 may also be required under

these new rules Transfer statements are issued between brokers and are not issued to stockholders or the Internal

Revenue Service Stockholders should consult their tax advisors regarding the consequences of the new information

reporting rules

Inflation

The real estate market has not been affected significantly by inflation in the past several years due to the relatively

low inflation rate The majority of our leases contain inflation protection provisions applicable to reimbursement billings

for common area maintenance charges real estate taxes and insurance reimbursements on per square foot basis or in

some cases annual reimbursement of operating expenses above certain per square
foot allowance

Item 7A Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk

We are exposed to interest rate changes primarily as result of our debt used to acquire properties Our interest

rate risk management objectives are to limit the impact of interest rate changes on earnings and cash flows and to lower

overall borrowing costs To achieve these objectives we borrow primarily at fixed rates or variable rates with what we

believe are the lowest margins available and in some cases the ability to convert variable rates to fixed rates With regard to

variable rate financing we will assess interest rate cash flow risk by continually identiQving and monitoring changes in

interest rate exposures that may adversely impact expected ftiture cash flows and by evaluating hedging opportunities We
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have historically entered into derivative financial instruments to mitigatc our interest rate risk on certain financial

instruments and effectively fix the interest rate portion of our variable rate debt however at December 31 2010 we do not

have any such instruments in place

Of our approximately $2.7 billion in notes payable at December 31 2010 approximately $149.7 million

represented debt bearing intercst at variable rates 100 basis point increase or dccrcase in interest rates would result in

net increase or decrease in total annual interest expense of approximately $1.5 million

We do not have any foreign operalions and thus are not exposed to foreign cuoency fluctuations

Item Financial Statements and Supplementary Data

The information required by this Item is hereby incorporated by reference to our Consolidated Financial

Statements beginning on page F-i of this Annual Report on Form 10-K

Item Changes in and Disagreements With Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

None

Item 9A Controls and Procedures

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

As required by Rule 3a 15b and Rule Sd-I 5b under the Exchange Act our management including our Chief

Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer evaluated as of December 31 2010 the effectiveness of our disclosure

controls and procedures as defined in Exchange Act Rule 13a-15e and Rule lsd-lSe Based on that evaluation our

Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures as of

December 2010 were effective for the purpose of ensuring that information required to be disclosed by us in this report

is recorded processed summarized and reported within the time periods specified by the rules and forms of the Exchange

Act and is accumulated and communicated to management including the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial

Officer as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosures

We believe however that controls system no matter how well designed and operated cannot provide absolute

assurance that the objectives of the controls systems are met and no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance

that all control issues and instances of fraud or error if any within company have been detected

Management Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting as
defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15f and 15d-15f Our management including our Chief Executive Officer and

Chief Financial Officer evaluated as of December 31 2010 the effectiveness of our internal control over financial

reporting using the framework in Internal Control Integrated Franievtvrlc issued by the Committee of Sponsoring

Organizations of the Treadway Commission Based on that evaluation our management including our Chief Executive

Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our internal controls as of December 2010 were effective in

providing reasonable assurance regarding reliability of financial reporting

This annual report does not include an attestation report of the companys independent registered public

accounting firm regarding internal control over financial reporting Managements report was not subject to attestation by

the Companys independent registered public accounting firm pursuant to rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission

that permit the Company to provide only managements report in this Annual Report on Form 10

Changes iii Internal Control over Financial Reporting

There has been no change in internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the quarter ended

December 2010 that has materially affected or is reasonably likely to materially affect our internal control over

financial reporting

Item 9B Other Information

Declaration of Distributions

On March 2011 our board of directors authorized distributions payable to stockholders of record on each of

March 31 and April 30 2011 Distributions payable to each stockholder of record during month will be paid in cash on or

before the 16th day of the following month The declared distributions equal monthly amount of $00083 per
share of

common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of 1.000 on purchase price of $10.00 per share

Distributions are authorized at the discretion of our board of directors based on its analysis of numerous factors including
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but not limited to our forthcoming cash needs and there is no assurance that disfributions will continue or be paid at any

particular rate All or portion of the distributions may constitute retum of capital for tax purposes

Waiver of Asset Management Fees

On March 2011 we entered into letter agreement with Behringer Advisors in which our advisor set our

obligation to pay asset management fees for services rendered under the Fifth Amended and Restated Advisory

Management Agreement dated December 29 2006 as amended at $5.0 million for the first quarter of 2011 In doing so

our advisor waived our obligation to pay approximately $1.8 million in additional asset management fees that would

otherwise become due and payable during the first quarter of 2011 based on assets held as of January 2011

The information set forth above with respect to the letter agreement does not purport to be complete in scope and

is qualified in its entirety by the frill text of the letter agreement which is filed as Exhibit 10.16 hereto and is incorporated

into this report by reference
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PART III

Item 10 Directors Executive Officers and Corporate Governance

The information required by this Item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for the annual meeting of

stockholders to be held on June 23 2011 which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior

to April 30 2011 and is incorporated herein by reference

Item 11 Executive Compensation

The information required by this Item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for the annual meeting of

stockholders to be held on June 23 2011 which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior

to April 30 2011 and is incorporated herein by reference

Item 12 Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder

Matters

The information required by this Item will be presented in our definitive
proxy statement for the annual meeting of

stockholders to be held on June 23 2011 which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior

to April 30 2011 and is incorporated herein by reference

Item 13 Certain Relationships and Related Transactions and Director Independence

The information required by this Item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for the annual meeting of

stockholders to be held on June 23 2011 which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior

to April 30 2011 and is incorporated herein by reference

Item 14 Principal Accounting Fees and Services

The information required by this Item will be presented in our definitive proxy statement for the annual meeting of

stockholders to be held on June 23 2011 which is expected to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior

to April 30 2011 and is incorporated herein by reference
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PART IV

Item 15 Exhibits Financial Statement Schedules

List o/ Documents F/Icc

Financial Statements

The list of the financial statements filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K is set forth on page

herein

Financial Statement Schedules

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

Schedule II Valuation and Qualifying Accounts

Schedule III Real Estate and Accumulated Depreciation

Schedule IV Mortgage Loans on Real Estate

Exhibits

The list of exhibits filed as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K is set forth in the Exhibit Index

following the financial statements in
response to Item 601 of Regulation S-K

Exhibits

The exhibits filed in response to Item 601 of Regulation S-K are listed on the Exhibit Index attached hereto

Financial Statement Schedules

All financial statement schedules except for Schedule II III and IV see above have been omitted because

the required information of such schedules is not present is not present in amounts sufficient to require schedule

or is included in the financial statements
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15d of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 the registrant has duly

caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Dated March 2011 By Is Robert Aisner

Robert Aisner

Chief Executive Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 this report has been signed below by the

following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated

March 2011 Is Robert Behringer

Robert Behringer

Chairman of the Board of Directors

March 2011 Is Robert Aisner

Robert Aisner

Chief Executive Officer and Director

Principal Executive Officer

March 2011 Is Scott Fordham

Scott Fordham

Chief Financial Officer

Principal Financial Officer

March 82011 Is James Sharp

James Sharp

Chief Accounting Officer

Principal Accounting Officer

March 2011 Is Charles Dannis

Charles Dannis

Director

March 2011 Is Steven Partridge

Steven Partridge

Director

March 2011 Is Ronald Witten

Ronald Witten

Director
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTiNG FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Addison Texas

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Behringer Harvard REIT Inc and subsidiaries the

Company as of December 31 2010 and 2009 and the related consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive

loss changes in equity and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31 2010 These financial

statements are the responsibility of the Companys management Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these

financial statements based on our audits

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board United

States Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the

financial statements are free of material misstatement The Company is not required to have nor were we engaged to

perform an audit of its internal control over financial reporting Our audits included consideration of internal control over

financial reporting as basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances but not for the

purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Companys internal control over financial reporting

Accordingly we express no such opinion An audit also includes examining on test basis evidence supporting the

amounts and disclosures in the financial statements assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made

by management as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation We believe that our audits provide

reasonable basis for our opinion

In our opinion such consolidated financial statements present fairly in all material respects the financial position of the

Company at December 31 2010 and 2009 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in

the period ended December 2010 in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of

America

Is Deloitte Touche LLP

Dallas Texas

March 82011
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Consolidated Balance Sheets

As of December31 2010 and 2009

in thousands except share and per share amounts

December 31 December 31

2010 2009

Assets

Real estate

Land 463972 507061

Buildings net 2904309 3254708

Total real estate 3368281 3761769

Cash and cash equivalents 139139 179583

Restricted cash 99206 126470

Accounts receivable net 94204 89505

Prepaid expenses and other assets 10245 9455

Goodwill 11539

Investments in unconsolidated entities 68996 74990

Deferred financing fees net 14916 24622

Notes receivable 10359 11002

Lease intangibles net 313234 391705

Assets associated with real estate held for sale 30725

Total assets 4149305 4680640

Liabilities and equity

Liabilities

Notespayable 2720858 2973617

Accounts payable 1543 2247

Payables to related parties 2217 1892

Acquired below-market leases net 97902 122150

Distributions payable 2464 7938

Accrued liabilities 137076 122374

Deferred tax liabilities 3067 1424

Other liabilities 17680 21689

Total liabilities 2982807 3253331

Commitments and contingencies

Equity

Preferred stock $0001 par value per share

17500000 shares authorized none outstanding

Convertible stock $0001 par value per share

1000 shares authorized 1000 shares issued and outstanding

COmmon stock 8.0001 par value per share

382499000 shares authorized 295276170 and

292493778 shares issued and outstanding at

December 31 2010 and December 2009 respectively 29 29

Additional paid in capital 2.632.290 2.612.961

Cumulative distributions and net loss attributable to common

stockholders 1472068 1190133
Accumulated other comprehensive loss 4718

Stockholders equity 1160251 1418139

Noncontrolling interest 6247 9170

Total equity 1166498 1427309

Total liabilities and equity 4149305 4680640

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Cons olidated Statements of Operations and Comprehensive Loss

For the Years Ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

in thousanh except share and per share amounts

Rental revenue

ipens es

Propeity operating expenses

Interest expense

Real estate taxes

Property management fees

Asset management tees

Loss on eonti act termination

Asset impairment losses

Goodwill impairment losses

Ganeral and administmtive

Depreciation and amoitization

Total expenses

Inteiest income

Gain loss on early extinguishment ofdebt

Gain on troubled debt restructuring

Loss from continuing operations before income

taxes equity in earnings of investments and

gain on sale of assets

Benefit provision for income taxes

Equity in earnings ofinvestrnents

Loss from continuing operations

Discontinued operations

Loss from discontinued operations

Gain on sale ot discontinued operations

Loss from discontinued operations

Gain on sale ofasscts

Net loss

Net income loss attributable to noncontrolling

interest

Noncontiolling interest in continuing operations

Noncontiolling interest in discontinued operations

Net loss attributable to common stockholders

Basic and diluted sseighted average

common shares outstanding

Basic and diluted loss per common share

Continuing opcmtions

Discontinued operations

Basic and diluted loss per common share

Amounts attributable to common stockholders

Continuing operations

Discontinued operations

Net loss attributable to common stockholders

Comprehensive loss

Net loss

Dther compiehcns ive inco me
Reclassification ofunrcalized loss on interest

rate swaps to earnings

Unrealized gain loss on interest mte swaps

Total other comprehensive income loss

Comprehensive loss

Comprehensive loss attributable to

noncontrolling interest

Comprehensive loss attributable to common

stockholders

2010

522226

161797

169466

70048

15771

18985

47777

11470

9988

228781

734083

1459

9091

201307

2783
954

203136

31012
2920

28092

231 228

739

10

230499

294241424

0.69

0.09

0.78

202397
28102

230499

231228

1440

3269

4709

226519

738

225781

2009

551690

167065

175147

77940

16210

20276

192550

II 122

249597

909907

3300

4477

359394

1424

284

357686

81401

81401

439087

5915

2540

430632

291738617

1.20

0.27

1.47

351771
78861

430632

439.087

3649

2388

6037

433050

8447

424603

2008

550210

149495

177896

72168

15918

25635

5000

15863

7333

249630

718938

6986

1258

160484

800
1331

159953

22088
16136

5952

5253

160652

259

28

160421

240187641

0.64

0.03

0.67

154441
5980

160421

160652

9373
9373

170025

231

169794

See Notes to Co iiso liooted Fiooocial Stoteoients
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Behringer ilarvard REIT Inc

Consolidated Statemenlo nf Changes in Eqnit3

For the Years Ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

in thonsands

Coosolative

Distsibotions

aod

Net Loss

Coos ertible Stock Common Stock Additional Attribotable to Accomotated Other

Nosober Par Norober Par Paid-jo Conorioo
Compreheosise Noncootrolliog

Total

of Shares Valne of Shares Valoe Capital Stockholders Loss toterest Eqoity

Balance at Jaooary 2008 205563 2t .834477 327.527 t374 tO.049 .523.646

Compreheosive
toss

Nettoss t60421 23t t60652

lJrrealired toss oo interest mte oaps 0570 9373

Total comprehensise loss 170025

Issnance of common stock net 78556 698589 698597

Redemption of common stock 3710 33040 33040

Distribstiors declared 153.756 661 154.417

Shares isseed prirsoant to Distribotion

Reins estment Plan net 8399 79004 79004

Acqaisition
salne

adjnstnrcnt 777 777

Balance at December 31 2008 5- 288.808 29 2579030 641704 10747 17934 1944542

Comprehensive loss

Net loss 430.632 8.455 439087

Reclassifications of onrealired loss on

interest rate
soaps

to
eamings 3644 3649

Unrealized gaio on interest rate
soaps 2385 2.388

Total comprehensise toss 433050

Redemption of common stock 3.250 31.633 31633

Contdbotions from
rorcontrolling interest 27 27

Distribatirns declared 117.797 344 118.141

Shares issoed
parsoant

to Distribntion

Reinvestment Plan 6.936 65900 65900

Costs of share issoarce 336 336

BalanceatDecember3l 2009 5- 292494 29 2612961 1190.133 4718 9170 1427309

Comprehensive toss

Net loss 230499 729 23 1.228

Rectassificasions of emealized loss on

interest rate
ssvaps

to
eaminfs

1447 1440

Unrealized gain on interest rate
soaps 3.271 3269

Total comprehensise toss 226.519

Redemption ofcomnron stock 1017 7.164 7164

Distribstions declared 51436 2185 53.621

Shares issned
parsoans to Distribstion

Reins estmens Plan 3799 26506 26506

Costs of share issnance 13 13

Balance at December31 2010 5- 295276 29 2632290 1.472068 6.247 1166498

See Noses to Nsisrlidated Frrizsicizl Srztesozsiss
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

For the Years Ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

in thousands

2010 2009 20Ol

Cash flows from operating activities

Net loss 231228 439087 160652

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash

flows provided by opersting activities

Asset impairment losses 87826 259063 21114

Goodwill impairment losses 11470

Gain on sale of assets 5253
Gain on sale of discontinued operations 2920 16136
Gain loss on early extinguishment of debt 4477 1258
Gains on troubled debt restructuring 23898

Loss on contract termination 5000

Gain loss on derivatives 193 2296

Depreciation and amortization 238944 275045 280621

Amortization of lease intangibles 1629 1549 1653

Amorti7ation of above/below market rent 11850 12463 13539
Amortization of deferred financing and mark to market costs 8316 8405 8851

Interest income capitalized to notes receivable 18 77
Equity in eamings of investments 954 284 1331
Distributions from investments 934 1068 1331

Change in accounts receivable 10451 13597 25375
Change in prepaid expenses and other assets 1131 435 1654
Change in leasing commissions 24853 15795 12109
Change in other lease intangibles 2300 403 2564
Change in accounts payable 2668 162 1024
Change in accrued liabilities 6948 3447 14278
Change in payables to related parties 351 3526 5164

Cash provided by operating activities 403tg .c3nln icR484

Cash flosvs from investing activities

Retum of investments 899 1482 8306

Purchases of real estate 2477 233638

Investments in unconsolidated entities 49
Escrow deposits pre-acquisition and pre-disposition costs 5000
Capital expenditures for real estatc 43972 68463 56058
Capital expenditures for real estate under development 6607 43362 12244
Investment in variable rate demand notes 80000
Proceeds from investment in variable rate demand notes 80000

Proceeds from notes receivable 643 2126

Insurance proceeds received 16000 5057

Proceeds from sale of discontinued operations 55271 41749 40281

Proccds from sale of ass.ts 6628

Change in restricted cash 27264 75076 34242

Cash provided by used in investing activities 33498 22131 212471

Cash flows from financing activities

Financing costa 225 2456 1328
Proceeds from notes payable 150000 280000

Payments on notes payable 83184 242660 448858

Termination of Interest rate hedge 2101
Payments on capital lease obligations 75 74 5438
Issuance of common stock 782540

Redemptions of common stock 7164 31633 33040
Gffering costs 13 337 84334
Distributions to common stockholders 30396 59856 69794
Distributions to noncontrolling interests 2193 357 660
Contributions from noncontrolling interest 27

Conversion of debentures 52891 26251
Change in subscriptions for common stock 2984
Change in subscription cash received 2984

Change in payables to related
parties 678 6339

Cash used in provided by financing activities 123250 243016 386498

Net change in cash and cash equivalents 40444 157875 242511

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 179583 337458 94947

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 139139 179583 337458

See Notes to Consolidoted Finoncio/ Stotenents
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Bebringer Harvard REIT Inc

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Business

Organization

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc which along with our subsidiaries may be referred to as the Company we
us or our was incorporated in June 2002 as Maryland corporation and has elected to be taxed and currently

qualifies as real estate investment trust or REIT for federal income tax purposes We operate institutional quality real

estate In particular we focus on acquiring institutional quality office properties that we believe have premier business

addresses desirable locations and high quality construction and offer personalized amenities leased to highly creditworthy

commercial tenants We have focused substantially all of our investments in institutional quality office properties or in

development of these types of properties located in metropolitan cities and suburban markets in the United States As of

December 31 2010 we owned interests in 66 institutional quality properties including 65 office properties and one retail

property located in 22 states and the District of Columbia We are externally managed and advised by Behringer Advisors

LLC referred to herein as Behringer Advisors or our advisor Texas limited liability company Behringer Advisors

is responsible for managing our day-to-day affairs and for identifying and making acquisitions and dispositions of

investments on our behalf

Substantially all of our business is conducted through Behringer Harvard Operating Partnership LP Behringer

OP Texas limited partnership organized in 2002 Our wholly-owned subsidiary BHR Inc Delaware corporation is

the sole general partner of Behringer OP Our direct and indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries BHR Business Trust

Maryland business trust and BHR Partners LLC Delaware limited liability company are limited partners holding

substantially all of Behringer OP

Pith/ic Offe rings

We have completed three primary public offerings of our common stock at price of $10.00 per
share We

terminated the third primary public offering on December 31 2008 and terminated the Distribution Reinvestment Plan

DRP portion of our third public offering in January 2009 We de-registered the remaining shares on March 31 2009

On January 2009 we commenced public offering of shares of common stock currently offered at price of

$4.55 per share under our DRP pursuant to Registration Statement on Form S-3 filed under the Securities Act We are

offering shares under our DRP until the earlier of January 2014 or the date we sell all $570 million worth of shares in this

offering As of December 31 2010 we had raised total of approximately $2.9 billion of
gross offering proceeds as

result of these offerings inclusive of distribution reinvestments and net of redemptions

As of December 31 2010 we had 295276170 shares of our common stock outstanding which includes

271352628 shares issued through our primary offerings 5521002 shares issued as result of our boo stock dividend in

October 2005 29.501.377 shares issued through the DRP and 22000 shares issued to Behringer Harvard Holdings LLC

Behringer Harvard Holdings offset by 11120837 shares redeemed As of December 31 2010 we had no shares of

preferred stock issued and outstanding and options to purchase 89500 shares of common stock outstanding at weighted

average exercise price of $8.45 At December 31 2010 Behringer OP had 432586 units of limited partnership interest

held by third parties These units of limited partnership interest are convertible into an equal number of shares of our

common stock We sold 1000 shares of our non-participating non-voting convertible stock to Behringer Advisors for

$1000 on March 22 2006 Pursuant to its terms the convertible stock is convertible into shares of our common stock with

value equal to 1500 of the amount by which our enterprise value including the total amount of distributions paid to

our stockholders exceeds the sum of the aggregate capital invested by stockholders plus 900 cumulative non

compounded annual return on such capital At the date of issuance of the shares of convertible stock management

determined the fair value wider accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America GAAP was

less than the nominal value paid for the shares therefore the difference is not material

Our common stock is not currently listed on national securities exchange However between 2013 and 2017

management anticipates either listing the common stock on national securities exchange or liquidating our assets

Depending upon then prevailing market conditions it is the intention of our management to consider beginning the
process

of listing or liquidating prior to 2013 In the event we do not obtain listing of our common stock or complete the

liquidation of our assets prior to 2017 our charter requires us to liquidate our assets unless majority of the board of

directors and majority of the independent directors extend such date
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Use of Estimates in the Preparation of Financial Statements

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and

assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the

date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period These

estimates include such items as the purchase price allocation for real estate acquisitions impairment of assets timing of

asset dispositions duration of lease terms depreciation and amortization and allowance for doubtful accounts Actual

results could differ materially from those estimates

Principles of Consolidation and Basis of Presentation

Our consolidated financial statements include our accounts the accounts of variable interest entities VIEs if

any in which we are the primary beneficiary and the accounts of other subsidiaries over which we have control All inter

company transactions balances and profits have been eliminated in consolidation Interests in entities acquired are

evaluated based on applicable GAAP which requires the consolidation of VIEs in which we are deemed to be the primary

beneficiary If the interest is in an entity that is determined not to be VIE then the entity is evaluated for consolidation

based on legal form economic substance and the extent to which we have control and/or substantive participating rights

under the respective ownership agreement

Real Estate

Upon the acquisition of real estate properties we recognize the assets acquired the liabilities assumed and any

noncontrolling interest as of the acquisition date measured at their fair values The acquisition date is the date on which we

obtain control of the real estate property These assets acquired and liabilities assumed may consist of land inclusive of

associated rights buildings assumed debt identified intangible assets and liabilities and asset retirement obligations

Identified intangible assets generally consist of the above-market leases in-place leases in-place tenant improvements in-

place leasing commissions and tenant relationships Identified intangible liabilities generally consist of below-market

leases Goodwill is recognized as of the acquisition date and measured as the aggregate
fair value of the consideration

transferred and any noncontrolling interests in the acquiree over the fair value of identifiable net assets acquired Likewise

bargain purchase gain is recognized in current eamings when the aggregate fair value of the consideration transferred and

any noncontrolling interests in the acquiree is less than the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired Acquisition-

related costs are expensed in the period incurred

Initial valuations are subject to change until our information is finalized which is no later than twelve months

from the acquisition date

The fair value of the tangible assets acquired consisting of land and buildings is determined by valuing the

property as if it were vacant and the as-if-vacant value is then allocated to land and buildings Land values are derived

from appraisals and building values are calculated as replacement cost less depreciation or managements estimates of the

fair value of these assets using discounted cash flow analyses or similar methods believed to be used by market participants

The value of buildings is depreciated over the estimated useftil life of 25 years using the straight-line method

We determine the fair value of assumed debt by calculating the net present value of the scheduled mortgage

payments using interest rates for debt with similar terms and remaining maturities that management believes we could

obtain at the date of the debt assumption Any difference between the fair value and stated value of the assumed debt is

recorded as discount or premium and amortized over the remaining life of the loan using the effective interest method

We determine the value of above-market and below-market leases for acquired properties based on the present

value using an interest rate that reflects the risks associated with the leases acquired of the difference between the

contractual amounts to be paid pursuant to the in-place leases and managements estimate of current market lease rates

for the corresponding in-place leases measured over period equal to the remaining non-cancelable lease term for

above-market leases or the remaining non-cancelable lease term plus any fixed rate renewal options for below-market

leases We record the fair value of above-market and below-market leases as intangible assets or intangible liabilities

respectively and amortize them as an adjustment to rental income over the determined lease term

The total value of identified real estate intangible assets acquired is fUrther allocated to in-place leases in-place

tenant improvements in-place leasing commissions and tenant relationships based on our evaluation of the specific

characteristics of each tenants lease and our overall relationship with that respective tenant The aggregate value for tenant

improvements and leasing commissions is based on estimates of these costs incurred at inception of the acquired leases

amortized through the date of acquisition The aggregate value of in-place leases acquired and tenant relationships is

determined by applying fair value model The estimates of fair value of in-place leases includes an estimate of carrying
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

costs during the expected lease-up periods for the respective spaces considering current market conditions In estimating

the carrying costs that would have otherwise been incurred had the leases not been in place we include such items as real

estate taxes insurance and other operating expenses as well as lost rental revenue during the expected lease-up period based

on current market conditions The estimates of the fair value of tenant relationships also include costs to execute similar

leases including leasing commissions legal fees and tenant improvements as well as an estimate of the likelihood of

renewal as determined by management on tenant-by-tenant basis

We amortize the value of in-place leases in-place tenant improvements and in-place leasing commissions to

expense over the initial term of the respective leases The tenant relationship values are amortized to expense over the

initial term and any anticipated renewal periods but in no event does the amortization period for intangible assets or

liabilities exceed the remaining depreciable life of the building Should tenant terminate its lease the unamortized portion

of the acquired lease intangibles related to that tenant would be charged to expense The estimated remaining average

useftil lives for acquired lease intangibles range from less than one year to more than ten years Anticipated amortization

associated with the acquired lease intangibles for each of the following five
years

is as follows in thousands

2011 39294

2012 30297

2013 23497

2014 19700

2015 13231

As of December 31 2010 and 2009 accumulated depreciation and amortization related to our consolidated real

estate properties and related lease intangibles were as follows in thousands

Lease Intangibles

Assets Liabilities

Acquired Acquired

Buildings and Other Lease Above-Market Below-Market

as of December 31 2010 Improvements Intangibles Leases Leases

Cost 3430506 538155 54013 170912

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization 526197 245210 33724 73010

Net 2904309 292945 20289 97902

Lease Intangibles

Assets Liabilities

Acquired Acquired

Buildings and Other Lease Above-Market Below-Market

as of December31 2009 Improvements Intangibles Leases Leases

Cost 3678242 589144 61784 183470

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization 423534 228100 31123 61320

Net 3254708 361044 30661 122150

Gas/land Cash Equivalents

We consider investments in highly-liquid money market flinds or investments with original maturities of three

months or less to be cash equivalents

Restricted Cash

Restricted cash includes restricted money market accounts as required by our lenders for anticipated tenant

expansions and improvements property taxes and insurance and certain tenant security deposits for our consolidated

properties

Accounts Receivable net

Accounts receivable net of allowance for doubtful accounts totaled approximately $94.2 million and $89.5

million at December 2010 and 2009 respectively Accounts receivable primarily consists of straight-line rental revenue

receivables of approximately $83.7 million and $76.5 million as of December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

approximately $12.7 million and $17.2 million of receivables from tenants of our consolidated real estate properties as of

December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively and approximately $1.0 million of other non-tenant receivables as of both
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

December 31 2010 and 2009 Our allowance for doubtfhl accounts was approximately $3.2 million and $5.2 million as of

December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets

Prepaid expenses and other assets include our deferred tax assets prepaid directors and officers insurance as

well as prepaid insurance and real estate taxes of the properties we consolidate

Goodwill

Goodwill consists of goodwill recorded in connection with our purchase of the subsidiaries of IPC US Real Estate

Investment Trust IPC through business combination that was completed on December 12 2007 In connection with

the May 17 2010 estimated value of our outstanding common stock at $4.25 per share we evaluated our goodwill for

impairment between annual tests and determined that the implied fair value of goodwill was equal to zero and

approximately $11.5 million was charged to impairment expense during the second quarter of 2010 The following table is

summary of our goodwill activity for the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

December 31 December

2010 2009

Cost 11539 11655

Adi ustments

Property disposals 69 116
Impairment 11470
Net 11539

Investments in Unconsolidated Entities

Investments in unconsolidated entities consists of our undivided tenant-in-common TIC interests in two office

buildings Alamo Plaza and St Louis Place and our non-controlling 60% interest in the Wanamaker Building

Consolidation of these investments is not required as the entities do not qualify as VIEs and do not meet the consolidation

requirements based on legal form economic substance or control and/or substantive participating rights under the

respective ownership agreements

We account for these investments using the equity method of accounting in accordance with GAAP The equity

method of accounting requires these investments to be initially recorded at cost and subsequently increased decreased for

our share of net income loss including eliminations for our share of inter-company transactions and increased

decreased for contributions distributions We use the equity method of accounting because the shared decision-making

involved in these investments creates an opportunity for us to have some influence on the operating and financial decisions

of these investments and thereby creates some responsibility by us for return on our investment Therefore it is

appropriate to include our proportionate share of the results of operations of these investments in our earnings or losses

linpainnent of Real Estate Related Assets

For our consolidated real estate assets we monitor events and changes in circumstances indicating that the

carrying amounts of the real estate assets may not be recoverable When such events or changes in circumstances are

present we assess potential impairment by comparing estimated fhture undiscounted cash flows expected to be generated

over the life of the asset including its eventual disposition to the carrying amount of the asset In the event that the

carrying amount exceeds the estimated future undiscounted cash flows we recognize an impairment loss to adjust the

carrying amount of the asset to estimated fair value For the year ended December 31 2010 we recorded non-cash

impairment charges of approximately $82.7 million related to the impairment of consolidated real estate assets including

discontinued operations The impairment loss recorded in 2010 was primarily the result of changes in managements

estimate of the intended hold period for certain of our properties and the sale or held for sale classification of certain

properties For the years ended December 31 2009 and 2008 we recorded non-cash impairment charges of approximately

$259 million and $21.1 million respectively related to the impairment of consolidated real estate assets including

discontinued operations During 2009 and 2008 changes in managements estimate of the intended hold period and overall

market declines for certain of our properties resulted in an assessment of these properties for impairment

For our unconsolidated real estate assets including those we own through an investment in joint venture TIC

interest or other similar investment structure at each reporting date we compare the estimated fair value of our investment

to the carrying amount An impairment charge is recorded to the extent the fair value of our investment is less than the

carrying amount and the decline in value is determined to be other than temporary decline For the year ended

December 31 2010 we recorded non-cash impairment charges of approximately $5.1 million related to the impairment of
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our investments in unconsolidated entities For the
years

ended December 31 2009 and 2008 we had no impairment

charges related to our investments in unconsolidated entities

If our assumptions regarding the cash flows expected to result from the use and eventual disposition of our

properties decrease or our expected hold periods decrease we may incur future impairment charges on our real estate

related assets In addition we may incur impairment charges on assets classified as held for sale in the future if the

carrying amount of the asset upon classification as held for sale exceeds the estimated fair value less costs to sell

Deferred Financing Fees net

Deferred financing fees are recorded at cost and are amortized to interest expense using straight-line method that

approximates the effective interest method over the anticipated life of the related debt Deferred financing fees net of

accumulated amortization totaled approximately $14.9 million and $24.6 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively Accumulated amortization of deferred financing fees was approximately $16.8 million and $17.5 million as of

December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

Notes Receivable

Notes receivable totaled approximately $10.4 million and $11.0 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively

Our notes receivable at December 31 2010 and 2009 included $10.0 million mezzanine loan on the Galleria

Office Towers in Houston Texas This investment has maturity date of February 2013 and earns interest monthly at

the London Interbank Offer Rate LIBOR plus 750 basis points which was equal to an annual rate of 7.76 as of

December 31 2010 This interest is paid monthly In addition to interest received each month additional interest accrues

on the unpaid principal balance at the rate of 1.69% per year during the period from March 2010 until March 2012 and

at rate of 2.69% per year during the period from March 2012 until maturity The additional accrued interest will

compound monthly and be added to the unpaid principal balance due at maturity As of December 31 2010 the loan was

current In February 2011 the balance of the loan was paid in fUll

Our notes receivable also includes receivable representing mortgage loan we made related to unentitled land

held by third parties for future development of additional office buildings in the Terrace Office Park located in Austin

Texas The mortgage loan had balance of approximately $0.4 million and $1.0 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively We purchased the developed portion of the Terrace Office Park an office park that currently includes four

buildings in June 2006 from parties related to the borrower of this mortgage loan We have the exclusive right of first offer

to participate in the future development of the unentitled land The annual interest rate under the loan is fixed at 7.75% and

as of December 31 2010 the loan was current In January 2011 the balance of the loan was paid in full The loan was

scheduled to mature in June 2013

Real Estate Held for Sale

We classiQ properties as held for sale when certain criteria are met in accordance with GAAP At that time we

present the assets and obligations of the property held for sale separately in our consolidated balance sheet and we cease

recording depreciation and amortization expense related to that property Properties held for sale are reported at the lower

of their carrying amount or their estimated fair value less estimated costs to sell As of December 31 2010 our Westway
One property was classified as held for sale and sale of the property was completed on January 27 2011 We had no

properties classified as held for sale at December 31 2009

Asset Retirement Obligations

We record the fair value of any conditional asset retirement obligations if they can be reasonably estimated As

part of the anticipated renovation of acquired properties we will incur costs for the abatement of regulated materials

primarily asbestos-containing materials as required under environmental regulations Our estimate of the fair value of the

liabilities is based on future anticipated costs to be incurred for the legal removal or remediation of the regulated materials

As of both December 31 2010 and 2009 the balance of our asset retirement obligations was approximately $9.3 million

and is included in other liabilities

Derivative Financial Instruments

We record all derivatives on the balance sheet at fair value The accounting for changes in the fair value of

derivatives depends on the intended use of the derivative whether we have elected to designate derivative in hedging

relationship and apply hedge accounting and whether the hedging relationship has satisfied the criteria necessary to apply

hedge accounting Derivatives designated and qualifing as hedge of the
exposure to changes in the fair value of an asset

liability or firm commitment attributable to particular risk such as interest rate risk are considered fair value hedges
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For derivatives designated as fair value hedges the changes in the fair value of both the derivative instrument and the

hedged items are recorded in earnings Derivatives designated and qualifying as hedge of the exposure to variability in

expected ftiture cash flows or other types of forecasted transactions are considered cash flow hedges For derivatives

designated as cash flow hedges the effective portions of changes in the fair value of the derivative are reported in

accumulated other comprehensive income loss OCI and are subsequently reclassified into earnings when the hedged

item affects earnings Changes in the fair value of derivative instruments not designated as hedges and ineffective portions

of hedges are recognized in earnings in the affected period Derivatives may also be designated as hedges of the foreign

currency exposure
of net investment in foreign operation Hedge accounting generally provides for the matching of the

timing of gain or loss recognition on the hedging instrument with the recognition of the changes in the fair value of the

hedged asset or liability that are attributable to the hedged risk in fair value hedge or the earnings effect of the hedged

forecasted transactions in cash flow hedge We may enter into derivative contracts that are intended to economically

hedge certain of our risk even though hedge accounting does not apply or we elect not to apply hedge accounting

Our swap agreements matured in December 2010 and we had no derivate financial instruments as of

December 31 2010 As of December 31 2009 we did not have any derivatives designated as fair value hedges or hedges

of net investments in foreign operations nor were derivatives being used for trading or speculative purposes

Revenue Recognition

We recognize rental income generatcd from all leases on real estate assets that we consolidate on straight-line

basis over the terms of the respective leases including the effect of rent holidays if any The total net increase to rental

revenues due to straight-line rent adjustments for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 was approximately

$13.6 million $19.2 million and $28.1 million respectively and includes amounts recognized in discontinued operations

As discussed above our rental revenue also includes amortization of acquired above- and below-market leases The total

net increase to rental revenues due to the amortization of acquired above- and below-market leases for the years ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 was approximately $1 1.8 million $12.5 million and $13.5 million respectively and

includes amounts recognized in discontinued operations Revenues relating to lease termination fees are recognized on

straight-line basis amortized from the time that tenants right to occupy the leased space is modified through the end of

the revised lease term We recognized lease termination fees of approximately $5.0 million $7.9 million and $27.2 million

for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively which includes amounts recognized in discontinued

operations

Income Taxes

We have elected to be taxed as REIT under Sections 856 through 860 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as

amended the Code and have qualified as REIT since the year ended December 31 2004 To qualify as REIT we

must meet number of organizational and operational requirements including requirement that we distribute at least 90%

of our REIT taxable income excluding net capital gains to our stockholders As REIT we generally will not be subject

to federal income tax at the corporate level except to the extent we distribute less than lOUo of our taxable income and/or

net taxable capital gains

Stock Based Compensation

We have stock-based incentive award plan for our independent directors and consultants and for employees and

consultants of our affiliates as defined in the plan Awards are granted at the fair market value on the date of grant
with

fair value estimated using the Black-Scholes-Merton option valuation model which incorporates assumptions surrounding

volatility distribution yield the risk-free interest rate expected life and the exercise price as compared to the underlying

stock price on the grant date Any tax benefits associated with these share-based payments are classified as financing

activities in the consolidated statements of cash flows For the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 we had no

significant compensation cost related to these share-based payments

Redeemable Common Stock

Our board of directors has authorized share redemption program to provided limited interim liquidity to

stockholders Our board reserves the right in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time to reject any request

for redemption change the purchase price for redemptions limit the finds to be used for redemptions or otherwise

change the limitations on redemption or amend suspend in whole or in part or terminate the program

GAAP requires securities that are convertible for cash at the option of the holder to be classified outside of equity

Accordingly we do not reclassify the shares to be redeemed from equity to liability until such time as the redemption has

been formally approved
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Concentration of Credit Risk

We have cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash deposited in certain financial institutions in excess of

federally insured levels We have diversified our cash and cash equivalents with several banking institutions in an attempt

to minimize exposure to any one of these institutions We regularly monitor the financial stability of these financial

institutions and believe that we are not exposed to significant credit risk in cash and cash equivalents or restricted cash

Noncontrolling Interest

We hold direct or indirect controlling interest in certain real estate partnerships and thus consolidate their

accounts with and into our accounts Noncontrolling interest includes noncontrolling interests in real estate properties that

represent the third-party partners proportionate share of the equity in consolidated real estate partnerships Income and

losses are allocated to noncontrolling interest holders based on their weighted average percentage ownership during the

period

Noncontrolling interest also includes units of limited partnership interests issued by Behringer OP to third parties

in conjunction with the acquisition
of our Buena Vista Plaza property

As of December 31 2011 and 2009 Behringer OP

had 432586 units of limited partnership interest held by third parties These units of limited partnership interest are

convertible into an equal number of shares of our common stock

Noncontrolling interest also includes 124 shares of preferred stock issued by IPC US Inc in order for it to

qualify as REIT for federal income tax purposes

Earnings per Share

Earnings per share is calculated based on the weighted average number of common shares outstanding during each

period As of December 31 2010 we had options to purchase 89500 shares of common stock outstanding at weighted

average exercise price of $8.45 per share and at December 31 2010 and 2009 Behringer OP had 432586 units of limited

partnership interest held by third parties These units of limited partnership interest are convertible into an equal number of

shares of our common stock The options and units of limited partnership interest are excluded from the calculation of

earnings per share for all periods presented in this report because the effect would be anti-dilutive Gain on sale of assets is

included in the calculation of loss from continuing operations per share in accordance with SEC guidelines

Reportable Segments

Our current business consists of owning operating acquiring developing investing in and disposing of real estate

assets All of our consolidated revenues are from our consolidated real estate properties Our chief operating decision

maker evaluates operating performance on an individual property level and views all of our real estate assets as one

industry segment and accordingly all of our properties are aggregated into one reportable segment

Subsequent Events

We have evaluated subsequent events for recognition or disclosure in our consolidated financial statements

New Accounting Pronouncements

In December 2007 the Financial Accounting Standards Board FASB issued authoritative guidance on business

combinations This guidance makes certain modifications to previous standards including broader definition of

business recognition requirements for contractual and certain noncontractual contingencies gain recognition resulting from

bargain purchase and the requirement that acquisition-related costs be expensed as incurred The acquisition of real

estate property has been determined to meet the definition of business combination as defined in this guidance We

adopted this guidance on January 2009 and expect that it will have material effect on our accounting for fUture

acquisitions of properties if any primarily as acquisition costs will no longer be capitalized but will be expensed

In December 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on noncontrolling interests This guidance clarifies

that noncontrolling interest in subsidiary which is sometimes referred to as minority interest is an ownership interest in

the consolidated entity that should be reported as equity in the consolidated financial statements Among other

requirements this guidance requires consolidated net income to be reported on the face of the consolidated income

statement at amounts that include the amounts attributable to both the parent and the noncontrolling interest Our adoption

of this guidance on January 2009 increased our total equity as of January 2008 by approximately $18.0 million Net

income loss no longer includes an allocation of income or losses to noncontrolling interests Income available to common

stockholders was not affected

In March 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on disclosures about derivative instruments and hedging

activities This guidance requires entities to provide greater transparency about how and why the entity uses derivative
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instruments how the instruments and related hedged items are accounted for and how the instruments and related hedged

items affect the financial position results of operations and cash flows of the entity We adopted this guidance on

January 2009 and have included the required disclosures in the accompanying notes to our financial statements

In April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance for estimating fair value when the volume and level of

activity for the asset or liability have significantly decreased We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and it did not

have material effect on our consolidated financial statements

In April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance requiring an entity to provide disclosures about fair value

of financial instruments in interim financial information We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and have included the

required disclosures in the accompanying notes to our interim financial statements issued subsequent to our adoption of the

guidance

In May 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance for subsequent events This guidance establishes general

standards of accounting for and disclosures of events that occur after the balance sheet date but before financial statements

are issued or are available to be issued We adopted this guidance on April 2009 and have included the required

disclosures in the accompanying notes to our financial statements

In June 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance on the consolidation of VIEs The new guidance requires

revised evaluations of whether entities represent VIEs ongoing assessments of control over such entities and additional

disclosures for variable interests This guidance is effective for interim and annual periods beginning after

November 15 2009 with early adoption prohibited Our adoption of this new guidance on January 2010 did not result in

any entities being consolidated or deconsolidated and did not have material impact on our financial statements or

disclosures

In January 2010 the FASB updated the disclosure requirements for fair value measurements The updated

guidance requires companies to disclose separately the investments that transfer in and out of Levels and and the

reasons for those transfers Additionally in the reconciliation for fair value measurements using significant unobservable

inputs Level companies should present separately information about purchases sales issuances and settlements We

adopted the updated guidance on January 2010 except for the disclosures about purchases sales issuances and

settlements in the Level reconciliation which are effective for fiscal years beginning after December 15 2010 We

adopted the remaining guidance on January 2011 The adoption of the required guidance did not have material impact

on our financial statements or disclosures

In July 2010 the FASB updated accounting guidance related to receivables which requires additional disclosures

about the credit quality of the companys financing receivables and allowances for credit losses These disclosures provide

financial statement users with additional information about the nature of credit risks inherent in our financing receivables

how we analyze and assess credit risk in determining our allowance for credit losses and the reasons for any changes we

may make in our allowance for credit losses This update is generally effective for interim and annual reporting periods

ending on or after December 15 2010 however certain aspects of the update pertaining to activity that occurs during

reporting period are effective for interim and annual reporting periods beginning on or after December 15 2010 The

adoption of this update did not have material impact on our financial statements or disclosures

Fair Value Measurements

Assets and Liabilities Measured at Fair Value on Recurring Basis

Derivative Financial Instrwnents

We have used interest rate swaps to manage our interest rate risk The valuation of these instruments is

determined using widely accepted valuation techniques including discounted cash flow analysis of the expected cash flows

uf each derivative This analysis reflects the contractual terms of the derivatives including the period to maturity and uses

observable market-based inputs including interest rate curves and implied volatilities The fair values of interest rate swaps

are determined using the market standard methodology of netting the discounted ftiture fixed cash receipts or payments

and the discounted expected variable cash payments or receipts The variable cash payments or receipts are based on an

expectation of future interest rates forward curves derived from observable market interest rate curves

Fair value as defined by GAAP is market-based measurement not an entity-specific measurement Therefore

fair value measurement should be determined based on the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the

asset or liability As basis for considering market participant assumptions in fair value measurements fair value

hierarchy that distinguishes between market participant assumptions based on market data obtained from sources

independent of the reporting entity observable inputs that are classified within Levels and of the hierarchy and the
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reporting entitys own assumptions about market participant assumptions unobservable inputs classified within Level of

the hierarchy has been established

We incorporate credit valuation adjustments to appropriately reflect both our own nonperformance risk and the

respective counterpartys nunperfurmance risk in the fair value measurements In adjusting the fair value of our derivative

contracts for the effect of nonperformance risk we have considered the impact of netting and any applicable credit

enhancements such as collateral postings thresholds mutual puts and guarantees

Our interest rate swaps matured in December 2010 In 2009 although we have determined that the majority of the

inputs used to value our derivatives fall within Level of the fair value hierarchy the credit valuation adjustments

associated with our derivatives utilize Level inputs such as estimates of current credit spreads to evaluate the likelihood

of default by us and our counterparties However as of December 31 2009 we assessed the significance of the impact of

the credit valuation adjustments on the overall valuation of our derivative positions and determined that the credit valuation

adjustments were not significant to the overall valuation of our derivatives As result we determined that our derivative

valuations in their entirety are classified in Level of the fair value hierarchy Unrealized gains or losses on derivatives are

recorded in OCI within equity at each measurement date

Our derivative financial instruments are included in other liabilities on our consolidated balance sheet The

following table sets forth our financial liabilities measured at fair value on recurring basis which equals book value by

level within the fair value hierarchy as of December 31 2009 in thousands We had no derivate financial instruments as

of December 31 2010

Basis of Fair Value Measurements

Quoted Prices Significant

In Active Other Significant

Fair Value Markets for Observable Unobservable

of Assets Identical Items Inputs Inputs

Description Liabilities Level Level Level

as of December 31 2010

Derivative financial instruments

as of December 31 2009

Derivative financial instruments 4904 4904

Assets and Liabilities Measured at Fair Value on Nonrecurring Basis

Impairment of Real Estate Related Assets

We have recorded non-cash impairment charges related to reduction in the fair value of certain of our assets

The inputs used to calculate the fair value of these assets included projected cash flows and risk-adjusted rate of retum

that we estimated would be used by market participant in valuing these assets or by obtaining third-party broker valuation

estimates bona fide purchase offers or the expected sales price of an executed sales agreement The capitalization rate

ranges and discount rate ranges were obtained from third-party service providers and the capitalization rate ranges were

gathered for specific metro areas and applied on property-by-property basis These fair value estimates are considered

Level under the fair value hierarchy described above
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The following table summarizes our impaired assets measured at fair value as of December 31 2010 and 2009 in

thousands

Basis of Fair Value Measurements

Quoted Prices Significant

In Active Other Significant

Fair Value Markets for Observable Unobservable Total

of Assets Identical Items Inputs Inputs Gains

Description Liabilities Level Level Level Losses

as of December 31 2010

Real estate 99282 99282 42661
Real estate held for sale 30000 30000 2266
Investments in unconsolidated entitites 47909 47909 5116
Goodwill 11470

as of December 31 2009

Real estate 452300 452300 241239

Excludes approximately $37.8 million and $17.8 million in impairment losses of our discontinued operations as of December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively

The December 31 2009 amount includes approximately $48.7 million in impairment losses for properties that were disposed of or held for sale and

included in discontinued operations subsequent to December31 2009

Fair Value Disclosures

Fair Value of Financial Instruments

Notes payable totaling approximately $2.7 billion in principal amount as of December 31 2010 had fair value of

approximately $2.5 billion based upon interest rates for notes with similar terms and remaining maturities that management

believes we could have obtained on December 31 2010 Notes payable totaling approximately $3.0 billion in principal

amount as of December 31 2009 had fair value of approximately $2.7 billion based upon interest rates for notes with

similar terms and remaining maturities that management believes we could have obtained on December 31 2009 The

carrying value of our notes receivable reasonably approximates fair value based on expected interest rates for notes to

similarborrowers with similar terms and remaining maturities

Other financial instruments held at December 31 2010 but not measured at fair value on recurring basis include

cash and cash equivalents restricted cash accounts receivable accounts payable payables to related parties accrued

liabilities other liabilities and distributions payable The carrying value of these items reasonably approximates their fair

value based on their highly-liquid nature andlor short-term maturities

Real Estate Activities

Acquisition

On December 30 2009 we acquired tract of land consisting of approximately 1.6 acres adjacent to our One

BriarLake Plaza property in Houston Texas for contract purchase price of approximately $2.4 million

Dispositions

On December 31 2009 we sold our Royal Caribbean Center property consisting of approximately 129000 square

feet arsd our DeVry University property consisting of approximately 94000 square feet to an unaffiliated third party for

combined contract sales price of approximately $43.0 million These properties are both located in Miramar Florida Prior

to the sale we owned an 86% controlling interest in each of these properties The sale generated proceeds of approximately

$41.7 million of which approximately $26.8 million was used to repay
the related mortgage debt An impairment loss of

approximately $17.8 million was recorded on these properties during the year ended December 31 2009

On February 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of KeyBank Center to the

lender associated with this property resulting in gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $6.5 million which

is reflected as part of our discontinued operations Prior to the transaction the loan had an outstanding balance of

approximately $27.1 million and scheduled maturity date of August 2012 KeyBank Center is located in Cleveland Ohio
and contains approximately 478000 rentable square feet
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On July 27 2010 we sold our Crescent Center property building located in Memphis Tennessee that consists

of approximately 336000 square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price of approximately $52.6

million The sale generated proceeds of approximately $52.3 million which includes the buyers assumption of

approximately $42.6 million of associated mortgage debt

On September 2010 we sold our Gateway 22 property building located in Diamond Bar California that

consists of approximately 55000 square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price of approximately $9.9

million The sale generated proceeds of approximately $9.5 million all of which was used to repay associated mortgage

debt

On December 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of One Financial Plaza

to the lender associated with this property resulting in gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $3.3 million

Prior to the transaction the loan had an outstanding balance of approximately $43.0 million and scheduled maturity date

of August 2015 One Financial Plaza is located in Minneapolis Minnesota and contains approximately 394000 rentable

square feet

On December 14 2010 we sold our City Center property building located in St Petersburg Florida that

consists of approximately 242000 rentable square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price of

approximately $16.5 million The sale generated proceeds of approximately $15.7 million all of which was used to repay

associated mortgage debt

On December 15 2010 we sold our Bank of America Las Vegas property building located in Las Vegas

Nevada that consists of approximately 255000 rentable square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price

of approximately $64.0 million The sale generated proceeds of approximately $61.0 million which includes the buyers

assumption of approximately $47.2 million of associated mortgage debt

On December 15 2010 we sold our 222 Bloomingdale Road property building located in White Plains New

York that consists of approximately 140000 rentable square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price of

approximately $7.0 million The sale generated proceeds of approximately $6.6 million all of which was used to repay

associated mortgage debt The lender associated with this property agreed to take discounted payoff in fUll settlement of

the outstanding debt resulting in gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $4.6 million

Held for Sale

On January 27 2011 we sold our Westway One property building located in Houston Texas that consists of

approximately 144000 rentable square feet located in Houston Texas to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price

of approximately $31.0 million Westway One has been classified as held for sale on the December 31 2010 balance sheet

and its results of operations are reflected within discontinued operations for all periods presented Proceeds of

approximately $30.6 million from the sale were used to pay down the outstanding borrowings on our credit facility

Investments in Unconsolidated Entities

Investments in unconsolidated entities consists of our undivided TIC interests in two office buildings and our non-

controlling 60 interest in the Wanamaker Building The following is summary of our investments in unconsolidated

entities as of December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

Ownership December December 31

Property Name Interest 2010 2009

Wanamaker Building 60.00% 47826 52921

AlamoPlaza 33.93% 11568 12171

St Louis Place 35.71o 9602 9898

Total 68996 74990

For the
year ended December 31 2010 we recorded approximately $1.0 million of equity in earnings and

approximately $1.8 million of distributions from our investments in unconsolidated entities For the year ended

December 31 2010 we recorded non-cash impairment charges of approximately $5.1 million related to the impairment of

our investments in unconsolidated entities For the
year ended December 31 2009 we recorded approximately $0.3

million of equity in earnings and approximately $2.6 million of distributions from our investments in unconsolidated

entities Our equity in eamings for the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 from these investments represents our

proportionate share of the combined eamings for the period of our ownership
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Noncontrolling Interest

As part of our acquisition of the subsidiaries of IPC we acquired controlling interest in certain real estate

partnerships and thus consolidate the accounts with and into our accounts Noncontrolling interest in real estate properties

represents the third-party partners proportionate share of the equity in consolidated real estate partnerships Income and

losses are allocated to noncontrolling interest holders based on their weighted average percentage ownership during the

year Noncontrolling interest also includes units of limited partnership interests issued by Behringer OP to third parties In

conjunction with the acquisition of our Buena Vista Plaza property units of limited partnership interests in Behringer OP

were issued At December 31 2010 and 2009 Behringer OP had 432586 units of limited partnership interest outstanding

These units of limited partnership interest are convertible into an equal number of shares of our common stock

Noncontrolling interest also includes 124 shares of preferred stock issued by IPC US Inc in order for it to qualif3t as

REIT for federal income tax purposes

The following table is summary of our noncontrolling interest investments as of December 31 2010 and 2009 in

thousands

December 31 December 31

2010 2009

Noncontrolling interests in

real estate properties 4961 7454

Limited partnership units 1280 1702

IPC US Inc preferred shares 14

6247 9170

Capitalized Costs

We capitalize interest property taxes insurance and constmction costs on our real estate properties under

development which included the development of building at Eldridge Place in Houston Texas Three Eldridge

Place and development of parking facility at our Burnett Plaza property in Ft Worth Texas For the years ended

December 31 2010 and 2009 we capitalized total of approximately $7.2 million and $32.4 million in costs associated

with real estate under development respectively including approximately $3.2 million and $2.6 million in interest for real

estate under development respectively In November 2009 we completed the major construction activity on our Three

Eldridge Place property and the property was classified within Land and Building on our consolidated balance sheet at

December 31 2009 As of December 31 2010 the property remains unoccupied but beginning in December 2010 interest

property taxes insurance and other property expenses are no longer capitalized since it has been over one year since the

completion of major construction activities The development of the parking facility at our Burnett Plaza property was

halted in 2009 and that land was classified within Land on our consolidated balance sheet at December 31 2010 and 2009

Leasing Activity

Future minimum base rental payments due to us under non-cancelable leases in effect as of December 31 2010
for operating properties we consolidate are as follows in thousands

Year Amount

2011 331835

2012 303904

2013 264407

2014 226049

2015 183578

Thereafter 501971

Total 1811744

10 Income Taxes

We have elected to be taxed as RUT under the Code and have qualified as REIT since the
year

ended

December 31 2004 To qualif as REIT we must meet number of organizational and operational requirements

including requirement that we distribute at least 90% of our REIT taxable income excluding net capital gains to our

stockholders As REIT we generally will not be subject to federal income tax at the corporate level except to the extent

we distribute less than 100% of our taxable income and/or net taxable capital gains Our tax returns for the
years

2007

through 2009 are still subject to examination by the Internal Revenue Service
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We acquired the subsidiaries of IPC on December 12 2007 and have elected for IPC US Inc to be taxed as

REIT for federal income tax purposes commencing with the tax year ended December 31 2008 We believe IPC US Inc

is organized and operates in manner to qua1i for this election Prior to acquisition IPC US Inc was taxable C-

corporation and for the balance of the year ended December 31 2007 IPC US Inc was treated as taxable REIT

subsidiary of the Company for federal income tax purposes

On March 14 2003 the IRS released final regulations concerning the treatment of net built-in gains of C-

corporation assets that become assets of REIT in
carryover

basis transaction The regulations generally require that

unless the C-corporation elects to recognize gains and be subject to corporate-level tax as if it had sold all the assets

transferred at fair market value at the time of the transaction then the REIT will be subject to the rules of Section 1374 of

the Code In general terms Section 1374 subjects the REIT to the maximum corporate-level tax rate on these built-in gains

upon taxable disposition of these assets that occurs within ten years from the date the REIT acquired the assets We have

determined that the regulations are applicable to the assets held by IPC US Inc and subsidiaries and are subject to the

rules of Section 1374 of the Code for any built-in gains recognized within ten years of our acquisition of IPC US Inc and

subsidiaries However based upon our projected holding periods we believe that we will be able to forego incurring tax

liability attributable to any underlying difference between the tax basis of the acquired assets and the financial reporting

basis as result of applying fair value in purchase accounting Accordingly we have not recorded an income tax provision

or deferred taxes except for the net operating loss carry-forward and other deferred tax liabilities discussed below with

respect to IPC

Post acquisition federal net operating losses NOL do not reduce the built-in gain subject to the Section 1374

tax However with some limitation any federal NOL carryovers that existed within IPC US Inc and subsidiaries at the

time of acquisition are generally available for future use and can offset some or all of the realized built-in gain subject to

tax As of December 31 2010 IPC US Inc and subsidiaries had approximately $55.8 million of federal NOL

carryovers and the deferred tax assets associated with the federal NOL carryovers is approximately $19.5 million at

December 2010 As result of our electing REIT status for IPC US Inc commencing with 2008 and our expectation

to not recognize any built-in gain during the ten year period after the IPC acquisition in excess of available federal NOL

carryovers valuation allowance has been established for approximately $19.5 million as we do not expect to realize the

deferred tax assets associated with the acquired federal NOL carryovers The acquired NOL carryovers will begin to expire

in 2023 and our other NOL carryovers begin to expire in 2011

At December 31 2010 and 2009 our deferred tax assets and liabilities are as follows in thousands

Year Ended December

2010 2009

Deferred tax assets

C-Corp net operating losses IPC 19532 19532

Net operating losses 2251 3695

Depreciation and amortization 1889 1082

Other 17 3986
Deferred tax assets gross 23689 28295

Valuation allowance 22160 21605

Deferred tax assets net 1529 6690

Deferred tax liabilities

Deferred revenue 351 386

Depreciation and amortization 3879 6854
Other

Deferred tax liabilities 4237 7241

Amounts recognized in the consolidated balance sheets

Deferred tax assets 359 873

Deferred tax liabilities 3067 1424

During December 31 2010 and 2009 we recorded additions to our valuation allowance of approximately $1.1

million and $2.1 million respectively for certain of our deferred tax assets related to state NOLs No additions to the

valuation allowance were recorded during the year ended December 31 2008 These charges were necessary based on our

determination that it was more likely than not that we will not realize these assets prior to their expiration
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The following table summarizes the changes in our valuation allowance for the years ended December 31 2010

2009 and 2008 in thousands

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

Balance at beginning of year 21605 19532 19532

Additions charged to expense 1146 2073

Deductions 591
Balance at end of year 22160 21605 19532

We recognize in our financial statements the impact of our tax return positions if it is more likely than not that the

tax position will be sustained upon examination defined as likelihood of more than fifty percent of being sustained upon

audit based on the technical merits of the tax position Tax positions that meet the more likely than not threshold are

measured at the largest amount of tax benefit that has greater than fifty percent likelihood of being realized upon

settlement The Company recognizes accrued interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits in the financial

statements as component of the benefit provision for income taxes The Companys liability for unrecognized tax

benefits combined with accrued interest and penalties at December 31 2010 and 2009 is approximately $0.8 million and

$1.0 million respectively and is reflected as component of other liabilities

The following table reconciles our net loss attributable to common stockholders to our taxable loss for the years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 in thousands

Year Ended December

2010 2009 2008

Net loss attributable to common stockholders 230499 430632 160421

Depreciation and amortization 73114 82064 103123

Impairment losses 66267 91870 12557

GAAP rent adjustments 15510 12960 32309
Loss on dispositions 5808 17106
Gain loss on debt extinguishment

and troubled debt restructuring 30526 18673

Unconsolidated tax entities

primarily IPC US Inc 52614 201817 52490

Other 1653 3999 1448

Taxable loss 88695 45169 40218

Represents our projected taxable loss As stated above we elected for our subsidiary IPC US Inc to be taxed as REIT beginning

with the 2008 tax year As result of this election Behringer Harvard REIT Inc and IPC US Inc tile separate tax returns Our

taxable loss includes amounts related to IPC US Inc.s taxable income only to the extent we ieceive taxable dividend from IPC US
Inc The taxable losses for IPC US Inc for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 were approximately $25.0 million

$5.9 million and $5.5 million respectively
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For the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 we recognized benefit provision for income taxes from

continuing operations of approximately $2.8 million $1.4 million and $0.8 million respectively

The components of benefit provision for income taxes from continuing operations for the years ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 are as follows in thousands

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

Current

Federal 119 101
State 507 1304 1147

Total current 626 1405 1147

Deferred

Federal 34 185
State 2123 3014 347

Total deferred 2157 2829 347

Total benefit provision for income taxes continuing operations 2783 1424 800

11 Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities

We may be exposed to the risk associated with variability of interest rates that might impact our cash flows and the

results of operations We have previously used interest rate swaps as part of our interest rate risk management strategy

Our objectives in using interest rate swaps are to add stability to interest expense and to manage our exposure to interest

rate movements Our interest rate swaps involved the receipt of variable-rate amounts from counterparty in exchange for

us making fixed-rate payments over the life of the agreements without exchange of the underlying notional amount Our

hedging sttategy of entering into interest rate swaps therefore is to eliminate or reduce to the extent possible the volatility

of cash flows

In December 2007 we entered into two interest rate swap agreements each with notional value of $100.0

million or $200.0 million of notional value in total The swaps were entered into to fix the interest rate on $200.0 million

of borrowings under our credit facility In June 2009 we terminated $50.0 million of notional amount under one of our

swap agreements and paid down $50.0 million of the borrowings under our credit facility At that time the remaining

portion of the partially terminated swap no longer qualified for hedge accounting and was not re-designated as qualifying

hedge since the debt and swap were partially terminated We paid approximately $2.1 million to terminate the $50.0

million notional amount of the swap The effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives designated and that

qualify as cash flow hedges is recorded in accumulated OCI and is subsequently reclassified into earnings in the period that

the hedged forecasted transaction affects earnings During the year ended December 31 2009 we accelerated the

reclassification of amounts in OCI to earnings as result of the previously hedged forecasted transaction becoming not

probable of occurring The accelerated amount resulted in additional 2009 expense of approximately $2.5 million Our

swap agreements matured in December 2010

The table below presents the fair value of our derivative financial instruments included in other liabilities on our

consolidated balance sheets as of December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

Derivative Liabilities

December December

2010 2009

Derivatives designated as

hedging instruments

Interest rate swap 3269

Derivatives not designated

as hedging instruments

Interest rate swap 1635

Total derivative liabilities 4904
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The tables below present the effect of the change in fair value of our derivative financial instruments in our

consolidated statements of operations and comprehensive loss for the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 in

thousands

Derivatives in Cash Flow Fledging Relationship

Amount recognized in OCI on derivative

December 31 2010 Deccmber 31 2009

3269 2388

3269 2388

Location

Interest expense

Interest expense

Total

Amount reclassified from OCI into income

effective portion

For the Year Ended

December 31 2010 December 31 2009

3574 4631

1440 1105

5014 5736

Increase in fair value as result of accrued interest associated with our swap transactions are recorded in accumulated OCI and

subsequently reclaasified into income Such amounts are shown net in the statements of equity and offset dollar for dollar

Represents amortization of discontinued cash flow hedge

Location

Interest expense

Total

Derivatives Not Designated as Hedging Instruments

Location

Intcrest ratc swap Interest cxpense

Total

12 Notes Payable

Amount recognized in income on derivative

For the Year Ended

Decemb er 31 2010 December 31 2009

151 278

151 278

Our notcs payable was approximately $2.7 billion in principal at December 31 2010 which consists of

approximately $2.6 billion of loans secured by mortgages on our properties and $149.7 million of borrowings under the

revolving loans outstanding under our credit facility Our notes payable was approximately $3.0 billion at

December 31 2009 As of December 31 2010 all of our $2.7 billion in debt is fixed rate debt with the exception of the

$149.7 million in revolving loans which bear interest as of December 31 2010 at an annual variable rate equal to

approximately 3.010s At December 31 2010 we have non-recourse property loan of approximately $5.6 million that

matured in October 2010 and is secured by our Executive Park property In January 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of

foreclusurc we ti ansferred ownership of the Executive Park property to the lender associated with the property We also

ha\c non-recoursc propcrty loan of approximately $27.3 million secured by our Minnesota Center property that matured

Interest rate swap

Total

effective portion

For the Year Ended

Amount recognized in income on derivative

ineffective portion and amount

excluded from effectiveness testing

For the Year Ended

December 31 2010 December 31 2009

2544

2544

Represents the accelerated reclassification of amounts in OCI to earnings as result of the previously hedged forecasted transaction

becoming nt probable to occur
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in November 2010 and remains outstanding We are in discussions with the lender to restructure or payoff this loan at

discount There is no assurance that we will be able to restructure or payoff this loan at discount which could result in

foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the property to the lender At December 31 2010 our remaining notes payable had

maturity dates that range
from February 2011 to May 2017 The notes payable with February 2011 maturity date relates

to non-recourse property loan of approximately $95.5 million secured by our 200 South Wacker property We are

negotiating joint venture arrangement with third party for our 200 South Wacker property and have requested an 18-

month maturity date extension from the lender in exchange for partial paydown of the loan while we finalize our joint

venture arrangcment for this property There is no assurance that the lender will agree to this extension which could result

in foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the property to the lender Approximately $724.3 million or approximately 27
of our December 31 2010 outstanding debt has matured and remains outstanding at December 31 2010 or matures in 2011
and we have no debt maturing in 2012 These amounts exclude approximately $110.8 million for certain non-recourse

loans in default that have maturity date after 2012 but for which we have received notification from lenders demanding

immediate payment At December 31 2010 the stated annual interest rates on our notes payable ranged from 5.02% to

13.33ü \vith an effective weighted average interest rate of approximately 5.61o For each of our loans that are in default

as detailed below we incur default interest rates which are 500 higher than their stated interest rate which results in an

overall effective weighted average interest rate of approximately 5.87%

Our loan agreements generally require us to comply with certain reporting and financial covenants As of

December 31 2010 in addition to the default on the note secured by the 1650 Arch Street property described below under

the heading Troubled Debt Restructuring we were in default or had events of default on non-recourse property loans

secured by eight of our properties with combined outstanding balance of approximately $145.7 million secured by our

Executive Park Grandview II Minnesota Center and 1300 Main properties and the Western Office portfolio which

consists of the 17655 Waterview Gateway 12 Gateway 23 and Southwest Center properties In January 2011 and

February 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure and foreclosure we transferred ownership of our Executive Park

and Grandview II properties respectively to the lenders associated with each property We are in discussions with the

lenders on the other loans to restructure the debt purchase or payoff the debt at discount or transfer ownership of the

properties to the lenders There is no assurance that we will be able to restructure or payoff these loans at discount which

could result in foreclosure or transfer of ownership of the properties to the lenders Further we believe non-recourse loans

totaling approximately $306.8 million which are secured by six of our properties need to be modified during the first six

months of 2011 in order to justify further investment some of which may have imminent defaults or events of default At

December 31 2010 other than the defaults discussed above we believe we were in compliance with each of the debt

covenants under each of our other loan agreements

Credit Facility

Through our operating partnership Behringer OP we have secured credit agreement the Credit Agreement

providing for secured borrowings available as revolving loans The borrowings are to be supported by additional collateral

owned by certain of our subsidiaries each of which has guaranteed the credit facility and granted first mortgage or deed

of trust on its real property the Collateral Pool Properties as security for the credit facility

Effective December 11 2010 we entered into second amendment to the Credit Agreement the Second

Amendment The Second Amendment adjusts the total amount of secured borrowings available under the credit facility

froni the previous $193.0 million to $150.0 million available as revolving loans subject to increase to $300 million upon

lender approval and payment of certain activation fees to the agent and lenders and provides that our Westway One

property located in Houston Texas may be released as security for the credit facility only if this property is sold to an

unaffiliated third party and if the other conditions to release including the payment of release price equal to at least the

net proceeds of sale set forth in the Credit Agreement are satisfied On January 27 2011 we sold our Westway One

property to an unaffiliated third party and paid release price of approximately $30.6 million to the lender

Prior to the sale of Westway One the Collateral Pool Properties consists of our Westway One One BriarLake

Plaza and Three Eldridge Place properties in Houston Texas our 15 Wayside property in Burlington Massachusetts

our 5104 Eisenhower Boulevard property in Tampa Florida and our Centreport Office Center property in Ft Worth
Texas The Collateral Pool Properties must maintain borrowing base value of $200.0 million and must include at least

four separate properties

As of December 31 2010 the Collateral Pool Properties including Westway One has value as defined in the

Credit Agreement of approximately $295.4 million As of December 31 2010 there was approximately $149.7 million

outstanding under the revolving loans and due to outstanding letters of credit we had insignificant additional borrowings

available under the revolving loans Our revolving loans bear interest at rate of LIBOR plus 2.75 per annum which as

of December 31 2010 is approximately 3.01% per annum The credit facility matures on December 11 2011
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Trwz bled Debt Restructuring

In February 2010 we completed discounted purchase through wholly-owned subsidiary of the note totaling

approximately $42.8 million secured by the 1650 Arch Street property resulting in gain on troubled dcbt rcstructuring of

approximately $9.1 million The note payable of approximately $42.8 million remains liability of the borrower limited

partnership in which we own 90% controlling interest and the debt remains in default However for consolidation

purposes the debt is fully eliminated On both basic and diluted income
per

share basis the 89 million gain was

approximately $0.03 per common share for the year ended December 31 2010

In February 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of Keyflank Center to the

lender associated with the property This transaction was accounted for as fUll settlement of debt and resulted in gain on

troubled debt restructuring of approximately $6.5 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations On both

basic and diluted income
per share basis the $6.5 million gain was approximately $0.02 per common share for the year

ended December 31 2010

In December 2010 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of One Financial Plaza to

the lender associated with the property This transaction was accounted for as full settlement of debt and resulted in

gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $3.3 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations

On both basic and diluted income per share basis the $3.3 million gain was approximately $0.01 per common share for

the year ended December 31 2010

In December 2010 we sold 222 Bloomingdale and the lender associated with this property agreed to accept

discounted payoff as full settlement of the debt which resulted in gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately

$4.6 million which is included in loss from discontinued operations On both basic and diluted income per share basis the

$4.6 million gain was approximately $0.02 per common share for the
year

ended December 31 2010

The following table summarizes our notes payable as of December 31 2010 in thousands

Principal payments due in

2011 741352

2012 23916

2013 70924

2014 91127

2015 609503

Thereafter 1186209

unamortized discount

As of December 31 2010 we have received notification from the lenders of non-recourse loans secured by our

1300 Main Grandview II Gateway 12 Gateway 23 Southwest Center and 17655 Waterview properties demanding

immediate payment of these loans which are currently in default The table above reflects each of these loans using their

original maturity dates If each of these loans were shown as payable as of January 2011 the principal payments in 2011

would increase by approximately $110.8 million while principal payments in 2012 2013 2014 2015 and thereafter would

decrease by approximately $1.8 million $1.9 million $33.4 million $57.6 million and $16.1 million respectively

As of December 31 2010 we had 295276170 shares of our common stock outstanding which includes

271352628 shares issued through our primary offerings 5521002 shares issued as result of our l0o stock dividend in

October 2005 29501377 shares issued through distribution reinvestment and 22000 shares issued to Behringer Harvard

Holdings offset by 11120837 shares redeemed As of December 31 2010 we had no shares of preferred stock issued and

outstanding and had options to purchase 89500 shares of common stock outstanding at weighted average
exercise price of

$8.45 At December 31 2010 Behringer OP had 432586 units of limited partnership interest held by third parties These

units of limited partnership interest are convertible into an equal number of shares of our common stock We sold 1000

shares of our non-participating non-voting convertible stock to Behringer Advisors for $1000 on March 22 2006

Pursuant to its tems the convertible stock is convertible into shares of our common stock with value equal to 1500 of the

amount by which our enterprise value including the total amount of distributions paid to our stockholders exceeds

the sum of the aggregate capital invested by stockholders plus 90/0 cumulative non-compounded annual return on such

2173
2720858
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capital At the date of issuance of the shares of convertible stock management determined the fair value under GAAP was

less than the nominal value paid for the shares therefore the difference is not material

Share Redeniption Program

Our board of directors has authorized share redemption program to provide limited interim liquidity to

stockholders In 2009 the board determined to suspend until further notice redemptions other than those submitted in

respect of stockholders death disability or confinement to long-term care facility referred to herein as exceptional

redemptions In November 2010 the board set funding limit of $4.25 million for exceptional redemptions considered in

2011 proportional to each redemption period or $1062500 per period Our board maintains its right to redeem additional

shares subject to the limits set forth in our share redemption program if it deems it to be in the best interest of the

Company and its stockholders

We will not redeem during any twelve-month period more than 5% of the weighted average number of shares

outstanding during the twelve-month period immediately prior to the date of redemption Further our hoard may from

time to time in its sole discretion limit the funds that we use to redeem shares provided that in no event may the funds

used for redemption during any period exceed the proceeds from our distribution reinvestment plan CDRP during the

period consisting of the preceding four fiscal quarters for which financial statements are available less any redemptions

during the same period Our board reserves the right in its sole discretion at any time and from time to time to waive the

one year holding period applicable to requests for exceptional redemptions or other exigent circumstances such as

bankruptcy mandatory distribution requirement under stockholders IRA or with
respect to shares purchased under or

through our DRP reject any request for redemption change the purchase price for redemptions limit the funds

to be used for redemptions or otherwise change the limitations on redemption or amend suspend in whole or in part or

terminate the program

For the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 we redeemed approximately 1.0 million and 3.3 million shares

for approximately $7.2 million and $31.6 million respectively

Stock Plans

Our stockholders have approved and adopted the 2005 Incentive Award Plan which allows for equity-based

incentive awards to be granted to our independent directors and consultants and to employees and consultants of affiliates

as defined in the plan The 2005 Incentive Award Plan replaced the Non-Employee Director Stock Option Plan the Non-

Employee Director Warrant Plan and the 2002 Employee Stock Option Plan each of which was terminated upon the

approval of the 2005 Incentive Award Plan Under our 2005 Incentive Award Plan each non-employee director is

autothatically granted an option to purchase 5000 shares of common stock on the date he first becomes director and upon

each reelection as director As of December 2010 we had outstanding to the independent members of the board of

directors options to purchase 89500 shares of our common stock at weighted average exercise price of $8.45 per share

These options have maximum term of ten years For the grants made in 2005 2006 and 2007 under the 2005 Incentive

Award Plan the options are exercisable as follows 25% during 2011 25% during 2012 and 50% during 2013 For the

grants made in 2008 and thereafter under the 2005 Incentive Award Plan the options become exercisable one year after the

date of grant The options were anti-dilutive to earnings per share for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

Distributions

Effective since May 2010 the declared distribution rate has been equal to monthly amount of $00083 per share

of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of l.Oo based on purchase price of $10.00 per share

and 2.2 based on the December 31 2010 estimated valuation of $4.55 per share which increased from our May 17
2010 estimated valuation From April 2009 to April 2010 the declared distributions rate was equal to monthly amount of

$00271 per share of common stock which is equivalent to an annual distribution rate of 3.25% assuming the share was

purchased tor $10.00

Pursuant to our DRP stockholders may elect to reinvest any cash distribution in additional shares of common

stock We record liability for distributions when declared The stock issued through the DRP is recorded to equity when

the shares are issued For the year ended December 31 2010 and 2009 cash distributions declared and recorded as

reduction to noncontrolling interest in connection with the Behringer OP limited partnership units were approximately $0.1

million and $0.2 million respectively Distributions declared and payable as of December 31 2010 were approximately

$2.5 million which included approximately $1.4 million of cash distributions payable and approximately $1.1 million of

DRP distributions payable
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The following are the distributions declared for both our common stock and the Behringer OP limited partnership

units during the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands

2010 Total Cash DRP

lstQuarter 23866 12598 $11268

2nd Quarter 12882 7015 5867

3rd Quarter 7375 4045 3330

4th Quarter 7389 4055 3334

Total 51512 27713 $23799

2009 Total Cash DRP

lstQuarter 46603 21440 $25163

2ndQuarter 23777 11415 12362

3rdQuarter 23783 11891 11892

4thQuarter 23809 12236 11573

Total 117972 56982 60990

14 Related Party Transactions

Our advisor and certain of its affiliates have eamed fees and compensation in connection with each of our public

offerings and earn fees and compensation in connection with the acquisition debt financing management and sale of our

asscts We terminated the third and final primary public offering on December 31 2008

Behringer Advisors or its affiliates receives acquisition and advisory fees of up to 2.5% ofl the purchase price

of real estate investments acquired directly by us including any debt attributable to these investments or when we make

an investment indirectly through another entity our pro rata share of the gross asset value of real estate investments held by

that entity Behringer Advisors or its affiliates also receives up to 0.5% of the contract purchase price of each asset

purchased or the principal amount of each loan made by us for reimbursement of expenses related to making the

investment Behringer Advisors earned no acquisition and advisory fees or reimbursement of expenses in the
year

ended

Dccember 31 2010 Behringer Advisors eamed approximately $0.1 million and $13.7 million in acquisition and advisory

fees or rcimbursement of expenses in the year ended December 31 2009 and 2008 respectively Amounts recognized

during 2009 were capitalized as part of an acquisition of land Amounts recognized during 2008 were capitalized as part of

our real estate goodwill or investments in unconsolidated entities

We pay Behringer Advisors or its affiliates debt financing fee equal to 1% of the amount of any debt made

available to us We incurred no debt financing fees for the
years

ended December 31 2010 or 2009 and incurred

approximately $0.9 million in debt financing fees for the year ended December 31 2008

HPT Management Services LP HPT Management our property manager and an affiliate of our advisor

rcceives fees for management leasing and construction supervision of our properties which may be subcontracted to

unaffiliated third parties The management fees are generally equal to approximately 3% of gross revenues of the

respective property leasing commissions are based upon the customary leasing commission applicable to the geographic

location of the respective property and construction supervision fees are generally equal to an amount not greater than

of all hard construction costs incurred in connection with capital improvements major building reconstruction and tenant

improvements In the event that we contract directly with non-affiliated third party property manager for management of

property we pay HPT Management an oversight fee equal to 0.5% of gross revenues of the property managed In no

event will we pay both property management fee and an oversight fee to HPT Management with respect to any particular

property We incurred and expensed fees of approximately $16.7 million $17.5 million and $17.6 million in the years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively inclusive of amounts recorded within discontinued operations for

the services provided by HPT Management in connection with our real estate and investment properties

Depending on the nature of the asset at the time the fee is incurred we pay Behringer Advisors an annual asset

management fee of either 0.6% of aggregate asset value for operating assets or 0.6% of total contract purchase price

plus budgeted improvement costs for development or redevelopment assets each fee payable monthly in an amount equal

to one-twelflh of 0.6 of such total amount as of the date it is determinable For the year ended December 31 2010 we

incurred and expensed approximately $20.1 million of asset management fees as compared to approximately $21.9 million

and $28.0 million for the years ended December 31 2009 and 2008 respectively inclusive of amounts recorded within

discontinued operations Asset management fees of approximately $8.9 million and $7.5 million were waived for the years

ended December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively
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Behringer Advisors requires us to reimburse it for costs and expenses paid or incurred to provide services to us

including the costs of goods services or materials used by us and the salaries and benefits of persons employed by it and its

affiliates and performing sen ices for us provided however no reimbursement is made for salaries and benefits to the

extent thc advisor recei\ es sepal-ate fee for the services provided HPT Management also requires us to reimburse it for

costs and expanses paid or incurrcd to provide services to us including salaries and benefits of
persons employed by it and

its affiliates and engaged in the operation management maintenance and leasing of our properties

For the year ended December 31 2010 we incurred and expensed approximately $31.6 million for reimbursement

of these costs and expenses to Behringer Advisors and HPT Management as compared to approximately $28.2 million and

$20.0 million for the years
ended December 31 2009 and 2008 respectively

At December 31 2010 and 2009 we had payables to related parties of approximately $2.2 million and $1.9

million respectively consisting primarily of expense reimbursements payable to Behringer Advisors and property

management ices payable to HPT Management

Behringer Advisors or its affiliates will be paid disposition fees if the advisor or its affiliates provide substantial

amount of services as determined by our independent directors in connection with the sale of one or more properties In

such event will
pay the advisor or its affiliates an amount equal to the lesser of subject to the limitation set forth

below one-half of the brokerage commission paid or 3o of the sales price of each property sold This fee will not

be earned or paid unless and until our stockholders have received total distributions excluding the 1000 stock dividend in

an amount equal to or greater than the sum of the aggregate capital contributed by stockholders plus 900 annual

cumulati\ non-compounded return thereon Subordinated disposition fees that are not eamed and payable at the date of

sale are considered contingent liability which will be earned and paid when the above condition has been satisfied if ever

As of December 2010 assuming all the conditions above are met Behringer Advisors would be paid approximately

$1.6 million in disposition Ibes

We are dependent on Behringer Advisors and HPT Management for certain services that are essential to us

including asset acquisition and disposition decisions property management and leasing services and other general

administiative responsibilities In the eent that these companies were unable to provide us with the respective services we

would be required to obtain such services from other sources

15 Commitments and Contingencies

As of December 31 2010 we had commitments of approximately $35.6 million for future tenant improvements

and leasing cornnuissions

Behringer Advisors or its affiliates will be paid disposition fees if the advisor or its affiliates provides substantial

amount of services as determined by our independent directors in connection with the sale of one or more properties As

of December 31 2010 assuming all conditions are met Behringer Advisors would be paid approximately $1.6 million in

disposition fees For description of the conditions for payment see Footnote 14 above
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16 Supplemental Cash Flow Information

Supplemental cash flow information is summarized below for the years
ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

in thousands

2010 2009 2008

Interest paid net of amounts capitalized 163739 178072 181064

Income taxes paid 2063 2039 2669

Non-cash investing activities

Property and equipment additions in accrued liabilities 19204 7411 18079

Transfer of real estate and lease intangibles through

cancellation of debt 57649

Addition to investment in unconsolidated entities in accmed

Escrow deposit applied to purchase of real estate 1000

Non-cash financing activities

Common stock issued in distribution reinvestment plan 26506 65900 79796

Mortgage notes assumed 90503

Accmal for distributions declared 2464

Mortgage notes assumed by purchaser 89849 26827

Cancellation of debt through transfer of real estate 66368 25698

Cancellation of debt through discounted payoff 12475

Financing costs in accrued liabilities 17

Recapture of noncontrolling interest in lieu of note 844

17 Discontinued Operations and Real Estate Held for Sale

During 2010 we sold five properties and pursuant to deeds-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of

two properties to their respective lenders At December 2010 our Westway One property was classified as held for

sale During 2009 we disposed of two properties and during 2008 we disposed of three properties The results of

operations for each of these properties have been reclassified as discontinued operations in the accompanying consolidated

statements of operations for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 as summarized in the following table in

thousands

Year Ended December 31

2010 2009 2008

Rental revenue 30526 52393 60194

Expenses

Proerty operating expenses 10787 17522 19574

Interest expense 10366 13480 15581

Real estate taxes 2659 7857 6813

Property and asset management fees 1988 2938 4031

Asset impairment losses 4UU4 6o513 5251

Depreciation and amortization 10163 25448 30990

Total expenses 76011 133758 82240

Benefit provision for income taxes 30 40 92
Gain on troubled debt restructuring 14448

Interest income/other expense 50

Loss from discontinued operations 31012 81401 22088
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The major classes of assets associated with real estate held for sale are as follows in thousands

Land

Buildings net

Accounts receivable net

Lease and other intangibles net

Assets associated with real estate held for sale

18 Quarterly Results Unaudited

Presented below is summary of the unaudited quarterly financial

December 31 2010 and 2009 in thousands except per share data

December 31 2010

3400

24267

502

2556

30725

information for the years ended

2010 Quarters Ended March 31 June 30 September 30 December 31

Rental revenue 131681 131580 129664 129301

Loss from continuing operations

Income loss from discontinued operations

Net loss

Noncontrolling interest in continuing operations

Noncontrolling interest in discontinued operations

Net loss attributable to common stockholders

Weighted average shares outstanding

Basic and diluted loss per common share

31367

4090

27277

155

10
27132

293179

0.09

62227

27482

89709

238

89471

293963

0.30

69055

6806

75861

213

75645

294546

0.26

40487

2106

38381
133

38251

295251

013

2009 Quarters Ended March31 June30 September 30 December 31

Rental revenue 141.922 137333 133910 138525

Loss from continuing operations

Income loss from discontinued operations

Net loss

Noncontrolling interest in continuing operations

Noncontrolling interest in discontinued operations

Net loss attributable to common stockholders

Weighted average shares outstanding

Basic and diluted loss
per common share

40532

4911

45443

794

43

44606

290426

0.15

236351

10.150

246501

4671

10
241840

292022

0.83

37682

9.49

47173

164

47002

292085

0.16

43121

56.849

99970

286

2500

97184

292395

0.33
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19 Subsequent Events

On January 2011 pursuant to deed-in-lieu of foreclosure we transferred ownership of our Executive Park

property to the lender associated with this property resulting in an expected gain on troubled debt restructuring of

approximately $1.1 million Prior to the transaction the loan had an outstanding balance of approximately $5.6 million and

scheduled maturity date of October 2010 Executive Park is located in Louisville Kentucky and contains approximately

109000 rentable square
feet

On January 27 2011 we sold our Westway One property building located in Houston Texas that consists of

approximately 144000 square feet to an unaffiliated third party for contract sales price of approximately $31.0

million Proceeds of approximately $30.6 million from the sale were used to pay down the outstanding balance on our

credit facility

On February 25 2011 pursuant to foreclosure we transferred ownership of our Grandview II property to the

lender associated with this property resulting in an expected gain on troubled debt restructuring of approximately $1.0

million Prior to the transaction the loan had an outstanding balance of approximately $17.0 million and scheduled

maturity date of November 2016 Grandview II is located in Birmingham Alabama and contains approximately 149000

rentable square feet
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Addison Texas

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Behringer Harvard REIT Inc and subsidiaries the

Company as of December 31 2010 and 2009 and for each of the three years in the period ended December 31

2010 and have issued our report thereon dated March 2011 such financial statements and report are included

elsewhere in this Form 10-K Our audits also included the financial statement schedules of the Company listed in

Item 15 These financial statement schedules are the responsibility of the Companys management Our

responsibility is to express an opinion based on our audits In our opinion such financial statement schedules when

considered in relation to the basic financial statements taken as whole present fairly in all material respects the

information set forth therein

Is Deloitte Touche LLP

Dallas Texas

March 2011
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Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Valuation and Qualifying Accounts

Schedule II

December 312010

in thousands

Balance at Charged to

Beginning Costs and Charged to Write-Offs Net Balance at End

Allow ance for doubtful accounts of Year Expenses Other Accounts of Recoveries of Year

Year ended December 31.2010 5244 314 2360 3.198

Year ended December 31 2009 1746 6695 3197 5.244

Year ended December 31 2008 540 1440 234 .746
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Real Estate and Accumulated
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Schedule III

December 312010

in thousands

Gross amoont

Property
Name Location

AtlantaGA

Encumbrances

31505

Initial cost Costs
capitalized

Building
and

snbseqnent

Land Improvements to acquisition

8479 31662 12512

at which

carried at

close of period

27629

Accnmolztcd

depreciation

7627

Ycar of

controctioo

1982

Date

acqoired

01/06/05AshfordPerimeter

Lawson Commons St Paul MN 57313 2021 75881 328 78230 16760 1999 06/10/05

Dosvntown Plaza Long Beach CA 12584 4127 11874 5902 10099 3169 1982 06/14/05

Gateway 12 Diamond BarCA 61231 1600 6319 3386 4533 43 1999 07/20/05

Gateway23 DiamondBarCA 5295 10864 6052 10107 2062 1999 07/20/05

Southwest Center TigacdOR 2106 16317 5380 13043 147 2001 07/20 05

17655 Waterviess RichardsonTX 2932 28876 13157 18651 208 1998 07/20/05

Buena Vista Plaza Burbank CA 21906 3806 28368 199 32373 6211 1991 07/28/05

Riverview Tower KnoxvileTN 30250 2740 35181 1677 39598 7716 1985 10/05/OS

l32SGStreet WashingtonD.C 100000 71313 60681 4105 136.099 13554 1969 11/1505

WoodcrestCorporateCenter CherryHillNJ 50400 5927 49977 4463 60367 10819 1960 01/11/06

BnrnettPlaza FtWorthTX 109760 6239 157171 14121 177531 32155 1983 02/10/06

AMEC
Paragon

II Honston TX 16300 2550 23338 91 25979 4440 1999/2003 0314/06

Paces West Atlanta GA 84000 8838 88172 3.575 100585 17624 1987i89 04/19/06

222 Sooth Riverside Plaza Chicago IL 202000 29787 190111 1564 235539 38.596 1971 0602/06

The Terrace Gffice Park Austin TX 131000 17330 124551 3850 14573 23548 1997-2002 0621/06

6006l9AlenanderRoad PrincetonNJ 16500 3000 16700 2364 22064 3396 1983/85 06/28/06

Grandview II Birmingham AL 17000 1625 19274 1.427 19472 3.342 1998 10/2006

Bank of America Plaza-Charlotte CharlotteNC 150000 26656 185215 5587 217458 31762 1974 10/26/06

Three Parkway Philadelphia
PA 67125 7905 69033 3333 80271 12601 1970 10/30/06

4440 El Camino Real Los Altos CA 26133 4412 30794 137 35.343 5155 2000 11/02/06

Fifth Third Center-Cleveland Cleveland GH 49250 1424 52075 2902 56401 9073 1991 11/1606

ResurgensPlaza AtlantaGA 82000 92980 4598 97578 16338 1988 11/30/06

15 Wayside Burlington MA 8917 61709 50 70676 9882 1999/2001 12/08/06

GneTwoEldridgePlace HoustonTX 75000 6605 89506 8085 104196 15567 1984/86 1213/06

250 WPratt BaltimoreMD 34921 6700 39861 785 54412 9064 1986 12/04-1206

CentreportGfficeCenter FtWorthTX 3175 12917 6596 9496 1474 1999 06/14/07

200SouthWacker ChicagoIL 95500 7842 14198 44918 104905 16366 1981 11/01/07

Due Financial Place Chicago IL 188600 23285 265099 15577 303961 35053 1984 11/01/07

l0 120 SouthRiverside ChicagoIL 225000 40476 311716 15441 367633 41848 1965 ll0l/07

Ill Woodcrest Cherry Hill NJ 1000 5417 1443 4974 611 1964 11/20/07

l650ArchStreet PhiladelphiaPA 24000 60825 39358 45467 5485 1974 12/12/07

United Plaza
Philadelphia

PA 63826 23736 90001 3116 116853 11.249 1975 12/12/07

Due Gxmoor Place Louisville KY 97486 2851 17614 284 20749 2307 1989 12/12/07

Hurstboorne Place Louisville KY 4587 30203 16059 18731 2868 1982 12/12/07

Hurstboume Park Louisville KY 2297 12728 3297 11728 1550 1971 12D2/07

Hurstbourne Plaza Louisville KY 4000 10054 92 14146 8606 1971 12/12/07

ForumofficePark LouisvilleKY 6811 32548 1686 41045 4476 1984 12/12/07

Lakeview LouisvilleKY 1468 8574 741 10783 1259 1989 12/12/07

SteeplechnsePlace LouisvilleKY 1766 7424 247 9437 944 1989 12/12/07

Hunoington Louisville KY 978 5507 1967 4518 583 1986 12/12107

City Hall Plaza Manchester NH 2516 27509 224 30249 3341 1982 12/12/07

Gne Two Chestnut Place WorcesterMA 2903 15715 1001 17617 1846 1990 12/12/07

ExecutivePark LouisvilleKY 5582 6311 2912 3399 56 1973 12/12/07

EnergyCentre NesvOrleansLA 48503 6134 59852 26338 92324 11741 1984 12/12/07
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Generally
each of our properties

has
depreciable

life of 25
years

Behringer Harvard REIT Inc

Real Estate and Accumniated
Depreciation

Schednie IH

December 312010

in thonsands

Gross amotint

Encledes onamortieed discoont of approximately $2.2 million 5149.7 million of revolving loans ootstaoding nader oar credit facility and SI 7.1 million of consolidated TIC

notes payable
for oar TIC

pmperties
St Loois Place and Alamo Plaoa iohich are accoonted for nader the eqoity method of acc000tioe

Inclodes adjostoients to basis sach as impaimient losses

The aggmgate cost for fedeml income tan
parposes

is appronimately 545 billion

f4 Gatemay 12 Gatemay 23 Soathoest Center and 17655 Waters em are each held as collateml for this note payable

5l Wayside Centmport 5104 Eisenhomer \Vestisay One One BoarLake Plaea and Three Eldddge Place am each held as collateml for oar credit Ocility

161 In
Pebmary

2010.00
conipleted

discoanted
parchase thronyb ssholly

omoed
sobsidiaiy

of iho roto roraliop approoimstety
9470 million assoei.sird snith the 670 Arch Street

property The note remains liability of the horroocr limited partnership in ohich iso oisn 90Cc controlling iotemst and the debt reo aios default t-tooescr

for consolidation
parposes

the debt
is folly eliminated

One Onmoor Place Horatbome Place Harstbome Park Hurstbome Plaea Pomm Office Park Laikeviem Steeplechase Place Honniogtor.City Hall Plaea

and One Too Chestnut Place are each held as collareml for this note payable

Hurstbome Plaaa is reatil shopping center All of oar other properties am office baildiogs

One Edgomarer Plaaa and the
TrceBuilding are each held as collateral for this note payable

10 Epic Center One
Brittany

Place and Tivo Bnrraoy
Place are each held as cullareml for this note payable

II Enclades
Westoay One ohich oas held for sale at Oecember 312010

Initial cost Costs capilali/ed

sobsequont

at svhtclt

carried at Accoortilaletl Year of OateBuilding and

Property
Name Lucation Encumbrances

34789

Land Improvonronts to acquisition close of period

25133

deprociatioir

3.171

cnostrrictiorr

1919

acquired

12/12/0712789 26292 13948OneEdgewaterPlaza StatenlslaudNY

Tire
Building

Woodcliff Lake NJ 2500 18118 8138 12480 1.700 1988 12/12/07

Fifth Third Center-Columbus Columbus OH 52224 3500 54242 806 58548 6858 1928 12/12/07

Sl04EisenhosverBoulevard Tampaft 2602 25054 27656 3657 1998 12/12/07

Plaza at MetroCenter NashvilleTN 24867 3341 35.333 1.550 40.224 4676 1985 12/12/07

Loop Central HoustonTX 45330 11653 86587 5477 103717 12595 1980-1982 12/12/07

Epic Center Wichita KS 15160 10 951 19609 5327 15233 2624 1987 12/12/07

One Brittany Place Wichita KS 10 926 3478 2125 2279 341 1984 12/12/07

Tsvo
Brittany

Place Wichita KS 10 926 1666 1.023 1569 212 1984 12/12/07

801 Thompson RockvilleMD 9845 3200 10578 205 13983 1457 1963 12/I 2/07

500 Pratt Baltimore MD 58800 66390 410 66800 8131 2004 12/12/07

OneCityCentre HoustonTX 75101 19747 97487 6495 123729 10130 1962 6/19/08

OneBriarLakePlaza HonstoaTX 9602 119660 6016 135278 11264 2000 9/25/08

1300 Main Houston TX 34558 6.230 42253 18.174 30749 773 1955 10/04 09/08

MinnesotaCenter BloomingtonMN 27286 3500 35809 10.680 28629 3231 1987 10/03 12/08

ColoradoBnilding WashingtonD.C 27578 13328 28109 187 41620 3078 1903 08/04-12/08

Three Eldridge Place

Totals II

Houston TX

2556213

3090 62181 65271

3.894478

217

526197

2009 12/06-I 1/09

500044 $3451331 56897
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Schedule III

December 31 2010

in thousands

summary of activity for real estate and accumulated depreciation for the years ended December 31 2010

2009 and 2008 is as follows in thousands

Real Estate

Balance at beginning of year

Acquisitions/improvements

Assets disposed/written-off

Balance at end of the year

Accumulated depreciation

Balance at beginning of year

Depreciation expense

Assets disposed/written off

Balance at end of the year

Year Ended

December 31 2010

4185303

62126

352951

3894478

423534

159086

56423

526197

Dece

ear Ended

mber 31 2009

4368727

105352

288776

4185303

263794

165871

6131
423534

Dece

ear Ended

mber 31 2008

3997455

458961

87689

4368727

116745

149987

2938
263794
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Bebringer Hannrd RUT Inc

Mortgage Loans on Real Fstate

Schedule IV

December 312010

in thousands

Interest Final

Rate Maturity Date

Carrying

Face amount of amount of

mortgages mortgages

355 355

Principal

amount of

loans subject to

deliqunet

principal or

interest

The aggregate cost for federal income taxpurposes is equal to the gross amount carried at the close of the period

Changes in mortgage loans for the years ended December 31 are summarized below

Balance at beginning of year

Additions of accrued interest

Collections

Balance at end of year

Description

Land AustinTexas

Periodic payment terms

7.75% June 212013 level principal and interest

2010 2009 2008

994 3077 3W0

38 77

639 2121
_______________

355 994 3077
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS

As Independent Directors of Behringer Harvard REIT Inc the Company wc have revicwed the policies

being followed by the Company and believe they are in the best interests of its stockholders These policies include

policies with respect to investments borrowings dispositions and distributions

Invectnwnt Pu/ic/p.c The Companys investment policies are designed in order that the Company may make

investments that are suitable for it The Company operates institutional quality real estate To date thc Company has

focused substantially all of its investments in institutional quality office properties or in development of these types of

properties located in metropolitan cities and select suburban markets in the United States However the Companys

management and board of directors have extensive experience in investing in numerous types of properties When

making investment determinations the Company follows rigorous set of acquisition criteria and closing conditions and

reviews other required documentation These criteria are designed to assess and manage investment risks and support the

Companys bases for making investment decisions in the best interests of the Company and its stockholders The

Companys investment strategy is intended to provide stockholders with geographically diversified portfolio of real

estate assets

Borrowing Pu/ic/es There is no limitation on the amount the Company may invest in any single property or other

asset or on the amount the Company can borrow for the purchase of any individual property or other investment Under

the Companys charter the maximum amount of its indebtedness shall not exceed 30000 of the Companys net assets

as defined by the Statement of Policy Regarding Real Estate Investment Trusts adopted by the North American Securities

Administrators Association on May 2007 as of the date of any borrowing however the Company may exceed that

limit if approved by majority of us In addition to the Companys charter limitation the Companys board has adopted

policy to generally limit the Companys aggregate borrowings to approximately 55% of the aggregate value of its assets

unless substantial justification exists that borrowing greater amount is in the Companys best interests For these

purposes the aggregate value of the Companys assets is equal to its total assets plus acquired below-market lease

intangibles each as reflected on the Companys balance sheet at the time of calculation without giving effect to any

accumulated depreciation or amortization attributable to the Companys real estate assets The Companys policy

limitation however does not apply to individual real estate assets The Companys board of directors reviews the

Companys aggregate borrowings at least quarterly We believe that these borrowing limitations reduce risk of loss and

are in the best interests of the Company and its stockholders

Disposition Pu/ic/es The Company intends to hold most of its properties for significant period of time to

enable it to capitalize on the potential for increased income and capital appreciation Economic or market conditions may
however result in different holding periods property may be sold before the end of the expected holding period if in

the judgment of the Companys advisor the value of the property might decline substantially an opportunity has arisen to

improve other properties the Company can increase cash flow through the disposition of the property or the sale of the

property is in the best interests of the Company and its stockholders

Distribution Po/icies Distributions are authorized at the discretion of the Companys board of directors based on

its analysis of numerous factors including but not limited to the Companys performance over the previous period

expectations of performance over future periods forthcoming cash needs earnings cash flow anticipated cash flow

capital expenditure requirements cash on hand and general financial condition The boards decisions are also influenced

in substantial part by the requirements necessary to maintain the Companys REIT status Because the Company receives

income from interest or rents at various times during its fiscal year distributions may not reflect the Companys income

earned in that particular distribution period but may be paid in anticipation of cash flow that the Company expects to

receive during later period in an attempt to make distributions relatively uniform Moreover distributions may exceed

net cash flow from operating activities Many of the factors that can affect the availability and timing of cash distributions

to stockholders are beyond the Companys control and change in any one factor could adversely affect the Companys

ability to pay future distributions There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to achieve expected cash

flows necessary to continue to pay distributions at any particular level or at all We believe that the Companys
distribution policies are in the best interests of the Company and its stockholders

Re/ated-Party Transactions We have reviewed the material transactions between the Company and the

Companys advisor and its affiliates during 2010 as outlined in Note 14 to the Consolidated Financial Statements In our

opinion the ielated
paity

tiansactions are fair and reasonable to the Company and its stockholders



ANNUAL REPORT DISCLOSURES REQURED BY CHARTER

Total Operating Expenses

In accordance with the Statement of Policy Regarding Real Estate Investment Trusts published by

the North American Securities Administrators Associations also known as the NASAA REIT

Guidelines our charter requires that we monitor our total operating expenses quarterly on

trailing twelve-month basis and report to our stockholders annually our total operating expenses

stated as percentage of average invested assets and net income For the year ended

December 31 2010 our total operating expenses stated as percentage of average invested assets

and net income was approximately 0.7% percent and 38.1% percent respectively

Cost of Raising Capital

In accordance with the NASAA REIT Guidelines our charter requires that we report to our

stockholders annually the ratio of costs of raising capital during the year to the capital raised For

the year ended December 31 2010 we raised total capital of approximately $26.5 million

through our distribution reinvestment plan We paid costs of approximately $13000 or 0.05% in

connection with raising this capital
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